
 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
US ARMY INSTALLATION MANAGEMENT COMMAND 

DIRECTORATE - READINESS 
UNITED STATES ARMY GARRISON-MIAMI 

9301 NW 33RD STREET 
DORAL, FL 33172-1202 

 
AMIM-AGG-ZA (420-1nn2)               26 March 2021 
 
 
MEMORANDUM THRU  
 
Director, Installation Management Command Directorate Readiness (AMIM-REA-ZA), 

4700 Knox Street, Building 8-1808, Fort Bragg, North Carolina 28310 
Commanding General, U.S. Installation Management Command (AMIM-CG), 2405 Gun 

Shed Road, Joint Base San Antonio Fort Sam Houston, TX 78234-1223 
Commanding General, Army Material Command, U.S. Army Materiel Command (AMIL-

CG), 4400 Martin Road, Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898-5000 
 
FOR Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Installations, Energy and 
Environment (SAIE), 110 Army Pentagon, Washington, DC 20310-0110 
 
SUBJECT:  Request Approval of Preferred Alternative to Acquire Land and Construct 
Military Housing, US Southern Command and USAG-Miami 
 
 
1.  Reference.  Memorandum, SAIE, 5 November 2018, subject:  Major Land 
Acquisition Waiver, USAG Miami and SOUTHCOM Housing (encl 1). 
 
2.  The US Southern Command and USAG-Miami preferred alternative to address the 
unmet housing needs of assigned Service Members and their Families is acquisition of 
installation adjacent Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) land and housing 
development via a Military Housing Privatization Initiative (MHPI) partner (encl 2).  In 
accordance with reference, request ASA (IE&E) coordinate with Headquarters 
Department of the Army staff to obtain an Army leadership decision to proceed with this 
preferred alternative.   
 
3.  We seek to enact this preferred alternative because Service Members assigned to 
USAG-Miami, including over 430 Soldiers, lack affordable, reliable, and proximate 
housing options creating hardships that adversely impact their quality of life and the 
readiness of US Southern Command.  Even with government Housing Office 
assistance, the typical Service Member finds it hard to secure and keep housing 
because of three pervasive and persistent issues: 
 
 a.  High up-front costs – Renters are generally required to provide approximately $7-
10K at lease signing for fees, deposits, and 1st and last month’s rent.  Many Service 
Members are taking out loans from family, friends, and/or financial institutions to secure 
housing.   
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 b.  Unfavorable lease terms – Most property owners will not enter into leases that 
extend beyond one year.  On average South Florida property owners raise rent between 
3-5% after first year forcing Service Members to decide to take on the financial burden 
of either increased rent or moving costs.   
 
 c.  Unreliable occupancy -  South Florida is a buy/sell market with heavy foreign 
investment and consequently many renters are forced to move prior to the expiration of 
their lease when the property owner sells.   
 
4.  USAG-Miami has no on-base family or unaccompanied housing.  The most recent 
Housing Market Analysis (HMA) documents a projected FY23 requirement of 172 family 
housing units and 127 unaccompanied junior enlisted (E1-5) units (encl 3).  This 
translates into a programming requirement of 154 family housing units (90% of 172) and 
120 unaccompanied junior enlisted (E1-5) units (95% of 127) in accordance with AR 
420-1 paragraphs 3-81b and 3-82a(2).  On an October 2020 US Southern Command 
Survey, 49% of respondents said they would accept on-base housing if offered (encl 4).  
If needed to maintain 95% or greater occupancy, the Command supports directing 
occupancy by Service Members assigned to Key & Essential billets and single and 
unaccompanied E5 and below.       
 
5.  City of Doral amenities may reduce or eliminate the need for typical housing project 
amenities.  Doral Central Park, adjacent to the FAA site, is undergoing major 
construction.  By 2025, the 82 acre park (of which 25 are a lake) will include an indoor 
recreational facility and aquatics venue.  Outdoor amenities will include walking paths, 
basketball courts, baseball/softball diamonds, picnic areas, skate spot and pump track 
and sensory play scape area.  Additional activities that will take advantage of the lake 
are a wetland trail, canoe/kayak/paddle boat launch, lake front trails and a lake front 
promenade.  The park will also have a formal events lawn to serve as the city’s special-
events hub with the addition of an open-air amphitheater.  In addition to Doral Central 
Park amenities, the City of Doral operates a free trolley service that provides 
transportation in and around Doral with two stops within easy walking distance of the 
installation and FAA site.   
 
6.  As directed by reference, the pre-requisites for this request are complete. 
 
 a.  Land – Five land parcels capable of meeting military housing requirements were 
considered:  FAA site (adjacent to installation); Miami-Dade college site (3 miles west of 
installation); Florida Army National Guard site (10 miles north of installation); US Coast 
Guard site (15 miles south of installation); and Homestead site (28 miles south of 
installation).  Proximity and cost make the FAA site the most feasible, acceptable, and 
supportable land course of action.  The FAA has confirmed both their intent and existing 
statutory authority to transfer the land to the Army without fair market value 
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reimbursement provided FAA interests are maintained and the Army funds all costs for 
administrative and technical work necessary for the transfer (encl 5). 

b. Economic Analysis of Alternatives – In October 2020, Installation Management
Command (IMCOM), ICW Army G9, completed an economic analysis of alternatives 
based on existing authorities.  The Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army for Cost and 
Economics (DASA (CE)) reviewed and endorsed the analysis in December 2020 (encl 
6).  The analysis recommends a land acquisition strategy of Fed-Fed transfer (FAA site) 
and housing procurement strategy of privatization (encl 7).      

c. National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) – IMCOM, ICW US Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) and Army Environmental Command (AEC), completed a full 
environmental assessment for the construction of military housing on the FAA site.  
Informed by the 2016 environmental condition of property report which found the site 
acceptable for acquisition, the environmental assessment public notice was completed 
in February 2021 with no comments.  The required Florida Clearing Housing review was 
completed on 5 March 2021 with the Florida State Historical Preservation Office 
requiring a cultural resource survey be performed on the site.  The survey is funded with 
an estimated completion date of July 2021.  Upon completion, we expect a Finding of 
No Significant Impact (FONSI) for the environmental assessment. 

7. Upon approval of the preferred alternative, request ASA (IE&E):

a. Direct the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) to formally engage with FAA to
fully develop a real estate agreement for the transfer of FAA land adjacent to the 
installation in Doral, FL without reimbursement; contingent on a viable Army acquisition 
strategy to construct and operate military housing on the site. 

b. Direct the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army for Installations, Housing, and 
Partnerships (DASA (IH&P)) to formally engage with Army Residential Communities 
Initiative (RCI) partners to determine interest in and feasibility of establishing an RCI 
community that meets the current and future military housing needs of US Southern 
Command and supporting elements at USAG-Miami. 

c. Coordinate with the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and
Readiness (DUSD (P&R)) to update or refresh USAG-Miami’s 2018 Housing Market 
Analysis (HMA) (encl 3), based on current and projected market conditions, to ensure 
we have the best and most accurate analysis of current and future military housing 
requirements to inform RCI project scope.    
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8.  Point of contact is the USAG-Miami Garrison Manager, Ms. Greta Buccellato, at 
(305) 437-1708 or greta.m.buccellato.civ@mail.mil. 
 
 
              

 
7 Encls TIMOTHY D. BROWN 
1.  SAIE Memo, 5 Nov 2018 Brigadier General, U.S. Army 
2.  SOUTHCOM Cdr Endorsement, Installation Senior Commander  
 26 Feb 2021 
3.  HMA, 12 Mar 2019  
 (with data as of Nov 2018)   
4.  SOUTHCOM Quality of Life Survey 
 Report, Oct 2020 
5.  USACE & FAA Legal Opinion,  
 27 Oct 2020 
6.  DASA (CE) Memo, 15 Dec 2020 
7.  USAG Miami/SOUTHCOM  
 Military Housing Economic Analysis  
 Courses of Action Overview, Sep 2020 
 
CF: 
SOUTHCOM 
HQ USACE (CEMP-CR) 
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ROBERT D. NIEHAUS, INC. ES-1 Economic Consulting 


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


This Housing Market Analysis (HMA) evaluates the availability of suitable and affordable housing for 


both accompanied and unaccompanied full-time, active duty permanent party military personnel stationed 


at U.S. Army Garrison (USAG) Miami, Florida. This report is based on criteria and methods approved by 


Headquarters, Department of the Army, and reflects current guidance by the Office of the Secretary of 


Defense (OSD) regarding market analyses for military housing (U.S. Department of Defense, 2010). The 


principal assumptions and results of the analysis are shown in Table ES-1. 


Table ES-1.  Military Housing Requirements and Key Assumptions, USAG Miami, 2018-2023 


Assumptions/Results


 1.  Methodology Consistent with OSD Guidance for All Services
 2.  Personnel Based on 15 October 2018 ASIP Report (SAMAS as of 29 June 2018)
 3.  Market Area is Based on a 20-Mile Commute
 4.  Rental Mobile Homes are Inadequate for Military Members
 5.  2018 Basic Allowance for Housing (BAH) and 2018 Community Rental Costs
 6.  One Bedroom Per Family Member for Accompanied, BAH Standard for Unaccompanied
 7.  Floor Requirement for Unaccompanied Personnel is all  E1-E5 Unaccompanied Personnel
 8.  Straight-Line Transition from Current Occupancy of Military Family Housing in 2018 to Floor Requirement in 2023


2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023


Total Permanent-Party Personnel [1]      1,298      1,300      1,300      1,300      1,300      1,300 


Total Military Families          916          918          918          918          918          918 
Post Occupancy in 2018; Floor Requirement in 2023              6            15            24            33            43            52 
Community Housing Demand          910          903          894          885          875          866 


Military Family Homeowners          209          208          208          208          208          208 
Military Family Renters          701          695          686          677          667          658 
Community Housing Shortfall          241          154          133          125          117          113 


Initial Housing Requirement          247          169          157          158          160          165 
10 Percent Military Community Adjustment [2]               -               -               -               -               -              7 
TOTAL MILITARY FAMILY HOUSING REQUIREMENT          247          169          157          158          160          172 


Military Family Housing Inventory              6              6              6              6              6              8 
Deficit/(Surplus) of Military Family Housing          241          163          151          152          154          164 


Total Unaccompanied Personnel          314          314          314          314          314          314 
In On-Post Housing (E5 and below)          127          127          127          127          127          127 
Community Housing Demand          187          187          187          187          187          187 


Unaccompanied Personnel Homeowners            44            44            44            44            44            44 
Unaccompanied Personnel Renters          143          143          143          143          143          143 


Community Housing Shortfall            47            26            21            20            20            19 
Total Unaccompanied Housing Requirement          174          153          148          147          147          146 


 
 Notes: [1] Full-time active duty permanent-party personnel at USAG Miami. Total Permanent Party Personnel include voluntarily-


separated personnel and military spouses in dual military couples, which are not shown separately in this table. See 
Chapter 4, Tables 4-1 and 4-3, for details. 


[2] The ten percent military community adjustment reflects any increases when the initial housing requirement is less than 
ten percent of total families on a grade by grade basis and is only applied in 2023 (see Chapter 1, section 1.2.A). 


Sources: Headquarters, Department of the Army, 2018; USAG Miami Housing Office, 2018; and estimates prepared for this study. 


For 2023, the accompanied personnel government-provided housing requirement totals 172 units. The 


unaccompanied housing requirement totals 146 units in 2023. 
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Chapter 1 of this report describes the OSD-approved methodology in detail. In summary, the projected 


requirement for government-provided housing consists of three components – the floor requirement, the 


community housing shortfall, and if needed, a military community adjustment factor.  


The floor housing requirement for accompanied personnel is based on four components as projected for 


the fifth year of the analysis (2023). These requirements are not additive but are calculated as the greatest 


of the four criteria for each grade. The four components are: 


 Military Family Housing Community – ten percent of families in each grade, with a minimum of 


one military family housing unit for any pay grade with at least one family. 


 Key and Essential Personnel – all key and essential, or Priority 1, personnel. 


 Historic Housing – government-controlled housing units listed on or eligible for the national 


historic register. 


 Quality of Life – accompanied personnel earning less than 50 percent of area median family 


income. 


The floor requirement in this analysis has been initially calculated assuming there is no military family 


community component. If the initial estimate of the total requirement for government-provided military 


family housing for any individual pay grade is less than ten percent of total families in that grade, the 


requirement in that grade is increased to equal ten percent of families (see page 1-2). In this analysis, the 


initial requirement was raised by two units in the O3, W4, and W2 pay grades, and by one unit in the E3 


pay grade (Table ES-2). 


For unaccompanied personnel, the floor housing requirement is defined as all unaccompanied E1-E5 


personnel. These unaccompanied personnel are assumed to be housed in government-provided 


unaccompanied quarters. 


The private sector community housing shortfall is the number of military renters who would be unable to 


find suitable quality, affordable housing in the community. Summaries of the projected floor, private 


sector community housing shortfall, and total government-provided housing requirement, by grade, are 


presented in Table ES-2 for accompanied personnel and in Table ES-3 for unaccompanied personnel. 
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Table ES-2. Floor Requirement, Private Sector Shortfall, and Total Military Family Housing Requirement, 
USAG Miami, 2023 


Private Initial 10-Percent Total Military 
Military Military Key and Historic Quality Floor Sector Housing Military Housing


Pay Grade Families Community Essential Units of Life Requirement Shortfall Requirement Community Requirement


O7 & Above          10               -      10        -        -            10            -                 10                1                  10 


O6          63               -      16        -        -            16           2                 18                6                  18 


O5        103               -         6        -        -              6           6                 12              10                  12 


O4        160               -         5        -        -              5         18                 23              16                  23 


O3          46               -          -        -        -               -           3                   3                5                    5 


O2             4               -         1        -        -              1            -                   1                1                    1 


O1              -               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                 -                     - 


Officers        386               -      38        -        -            38         29                 67              39                  69 


W5              -               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                 -                     - 


W4          16               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                2                    2 


W3             2               -         1        -        -              1            -                   1                1                    1 


W2          16               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                2                    2 


W1              -               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                 -                     - 


Warrants          34               -         1        -        -              1            -                   1                5                    5 


E9          20               -         7        -        -              7           1                   8                2                    8 


E8          45               -         3        -        -              3           7                 10                5                  10 


E7        125               -         1        -        -              1         24                 25              13                  25 


E6        174               -         2        -        -              2         23                 25              17                  25 


E5        120               -          -        -        -               -         26                 26              12                  26 


E4          13               -          -        -        -               -           3                   3                1                    3 


E3             1               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                1                    1 


E2              -               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                 -                     - 


E1              -               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                 -                     - 


Enlisted        498               -      13        -        -            13         84                 97              51                  98 


Total        918               -      52        -        -            52      113               165              95               172 


Floor Requirement Criteria


 
 Note: The total military housing requirement is the greater of the initial housing requirement and the 10-percent military 


community component for each grade. 


Source: Headquarters, Department of the Army, 2018; USAG Miami Housing Office, 2018; and estimates prepared for this study. 
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Table ES-3.  Floor Requirement, Private Sector Shortfall, and Total Unaccompanied Personnel 
Housing Requirement, USAG Miami, 2023 


Total Private Total Military 
Unaccompanied Floor Sector Housing


Pay Grade Personnel Requirement Shortfall Requirement


O7 & Above                  -                -               -                - 


O6                 9                -               -                - 


O5               26                -              3               3 


O4               28                -               -                - 


O3               43                -              5               5 


O2                 5                -               -                - 


O1                 1                -               -                - 


Officers            112                -              8               8 


W5                  -                -               -                - 


W4                  -                -               -                - 


W3                 1                -               -                - 


W2                  -                -               -                - 


W1                  -                -               -                - 


Warrants                 1                -               -                - 


E9                 3                -               -                - 


E8                 6                -               -                - 


E7               17                -              3               3 


E6               48                -              8               8 


E5               93            93               -             93 


E4               23            23               -             23 


E3                 9               9               -               9 


E2                 2               2               -               2 


E1                  -                -               -                - 


Enlisted            201          127            11           138 


Total            314          127            19           146  
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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The total accompanied and unaccompanied housing requirements by grade and bedroom entitlements are 


presented for accompanied personnel in Table ES-4 and unaccompanied personnel in Table ES-5.   


Table ES-4.  Total Military Family Housing Requirement by Grade and Bedroom Entitlement, 
USAG Miami, 2023 


2023


Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total  


O7 & Above - - 10 10
O6 - - 18 18
O5 - 6 6 12
O4 - 12 11 23
O3 3 - 2 5
O2 - - 1 1
O1 - - - -


Officers 3 18 48 69


W5 - - - -
W4 - 1 1 2
W3 - - 1 1
W2 - 1 1 2
W1 - - - -


Warrants - 2 3 5


E9 - - 8 8
E8 - 3 7 10
E7 - 11 14 25
E6 8 6 11 25
E5 11 7 8 26
E4 2 - 1 3
E3 1 - - 1
E2 - - - -
E1 - - - -


Enlisted 22 27 49 98


Total 25 47 100 172


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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Table ES-5.  Total Unaccompanied Housing Requirement by Grade and Bedroom Entitlement, 
USAG Miami, 2023 


2023


Pay Grade One Two Three Total


O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - - -
O5 - - 3 3
O4 - - - -
O3 - 5 - 5
O2 - - - -
O1 - - - -


Officers - 5 3 8


W5 - - - -
W4 - - - -
W3 - - - -
W2 - - - -
W1 - - - -


Warrants - - - -


E9 - - - -
E8 - - - -
E7 - 3 - 3
E6 - 8 - 8
E5 93 - - 93
E4 23 - - 23
E3 9 - - 9
E2 2 - - 2
E1 - - - -


Enlisted 127 11 - 138


Total 127 16 3 146


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 


The following points compare the results of this study to those of the 2015 HMA prepared for USAG 


Miami (Robert D. Niehaus, Inc., 2015).  


 The projected 2023 requirement is 172 family housing units, 33 more than the projected 2020 


requirement of 139 units in the 2015 HMA.  


 The 2023 projection of total active-duty permanent party military personnel is 1,300, which is 11 less 


than the 1,311 personnel projected in the 2015 HMA.  


 The projected number of military families in 2023 is 918, or 123 more than the projected 2020 total 


of 795 families. Demographic data characterizing USAG Miami personnel by pay grade and 


accompaniment status were provided for this study by the USAG Miami Housing Office (2018). 


 In this analysis, 22.8 percent of families are homeowners in the current year, and 22.7 percent of 


families are projected to be homeowners in 2023. In the 2015 HMA, 31.2 percent of families were 


homeowners in the current year, and 29.7 percent were homeowners in the projected year. Current 
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homeownership rates in both studies were derived from the results of surveys of USAG Miami 


military personnel conducted by the USAG Miami Housing Office in 2015 and 2018. Projected 


homeownership rates in both studies reflect projected changes in homeownership affordability over 


the five-year forecast period.   


 Rental housing became more affordable between 2015 and 2018. Over this three-year period, 


weighted-average Maximum Acceptable Housing Cost (MAHC), currently equal to Basic Allowance 


for Housing (BAH), increased 22.4 percent, while the total weighted-average rental cost of housing 


is estimated to have increased 18.9 percent in the market area.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 


This Housing Market Analysis (HMA) evaluates the availability of housing for both accompanied and 


unaccompanied military personnel stationed at USAG Miami meeting Army and Department of Defense 


(DoD) standards for affordability, location, quality, and number of bedrooms. This report is based on 


criteria and methods approved by Headquarters, Department of the Army, and reflects current guidance 


by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) regarding requirements analyses for military housing.  


1.1 STUDY PURPOSE AND SCOPE 


The purpose of this HMA is to assess the capacity of the area's housing market to provide military 


personnel with housing meeting U.S. Army and DoD criteria for acceptability. These criteria are of four 


principal types: 


(1) Location – Housing must be located within a reasonable commute distance of the principal work 


areas of an installation.  


(2) Affordability – Rent plus utilities must be affordable for the military member, based on 


accompaniment status and pay grade. 


(3) Quality – Housing must meet or exceed minimum U.S. Army and DoD standards for decent, safe, 


and sanitary housing.  


(4) Number of Bedrooms – Housing must have the proper number of bedrooms for the military 


member, based on accompaniment status, number of dependents, and pay grade. 


This analysis is conducted for two points in time: the current year (2018) and the projected year (2023). 


Addressing projected conditions permits decision-makers to plan, budget, and implement actions to 


provide for future needs. This HMA includes an assessment of the private and public-assisted housing 


inventories and the demands for housing from all sources.  


1.2 METHODOLOGY 


The analysis is consistent with current OSD guidance for the preparation of HMAs (U.S. Department of 


Defense, 2010). The following summarizes the principal features of this guidance: 


A. The primary focus of the HMA process is to assess the balance between projected acceptable 


community rental housing and the projected military rental housing demand. However, the community 


housing balance is not the sole determinant of the total government-provided military housing 


requirement. For accompanied personnel, current OSD guidance allows for a projected minimum 


government-provided housing requirement, or the floor requirement, as the greatest of four criteria for 


each pay grade: 
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 Military Housing Community – Ten percent of military families in each grade, with a 


minimum of one military family housing unit for any pay grade with at least one family. The 


floor requirement is initially calculated assuming there is no military housing community 


requirement component (i.e., this component is zero). If the initial requirement for government-


provided military family housing for any individual pay grade is less than ten percent of total 


families in that grade, the requirement in that grade is then increased to equal ten percent of 


families. 


 Key and Essential Personnel – All key and essential, or Priority 1, personnel. 


 Historic Housing – Government-controlled family housing listed on or eligible for listing on 


the National Register of Historic Places under the National Historic Preservation Act. 


 Quality of Life – Housing for members whose annual regular military compensation (RMC) 


falls below 50 percent of the median family income for the housing market area. 


B. No corresponding floor requirement is calculated for the current year of the analysis for accompanied 


personnel. For analysis of current year conditions, government-provided military family housing is 


considered to be occupied at recent actual levels. 


C. For unaccompanied personnel, the floor housing requirement is defined by Headquarters, Department 


of the Army as all E1-E5 unaccompanied personnel. These personnel are assumed to be housed in on-post 


unaccompanied quarters in both the current and projected years.  


D. For accompanied personnel, total potential community housing demand is defined for 2018 as those 


families in excess of the current occupants of government-provided housing, and for 2023 as those families 


in excess of the projected floor requirement. For unaccompanied personnel the potential community 


housing demand includes those personnel in excess of the floor requirement in both years. 


E. The analysis assumes, in accordance with OSD guidance, that military homeowners are acceptably 


housed (U.S. Department of Defense, 2010). This study therefore focuses primarily on the rental market 


within the market area. The number of potential military renters is the difference between the overall 


community housing demand and the number of military homeowners. The HMA determines if the private 


sector could potentially provide sufficient affordable, suitable-quality rental housing for military renters 


in the local community.  


F. The methodology used in this HMA simulates a dynamic process of adjustment between market area 


housing demand and supply. The analysis incorporates changes in military manpower, competing civilian 


demand, and rental housing supply over a five-year period, estimating the military market share for each 


year of the analysis. The military market share is based on competition among accompanied personnel, 


unaccompanied personnel, and civilians who actively seek housing during the year. 


G. This analysis distinguishes between all market area rental housing and that rental housing estimated 


to be of acceptable quality for military personnel (see below) within the installation’s housing market area. 


The analysis uses a market segment approach, dividing the housing market into segments by cost (rent 


and utility costs) and number of bedrooms. The military share of adequate-quality housing in each segment 


(also termed expected suitable rental housing) is equal to the proportion the military demand is of the total 


competing housing demand within the segment. 
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H. This analysis evaluates the community’s ability to absorb the potentially transitioning accompanied 


personnel over the five-year planning horizon. The potentially transitioning accompanied personnel are 


those families currently living in government-provided military family housing who are in excess of the 


projected floor requirement. The government-provided family housing inventory is hypothetically 


adjusted to the floor housing requirement in five years. The number of military families occupying 


government-provided housing changes each year until by the fifth year of the analysis only the floor 


requirement for housing is occupied. All those personnel simulated to be part of the transition are assumed 


to be renters in the projected years – they are transitioning from “renting” government-provided housing 


to competing for rental housing in the community. 


I. The dynamic projection process applies these assumptions: 


 Market competition only occurs for rental housing that becomes available for rent during the 


year. Rental housing becomes available when current occupants terminate their occupancy for 


whatever purpose or additional housing units enter the rental market through new construction 


or net conversions from owner-occupancy. Estimated changes, if any, in the rental housing 


supply are based on the potential rental market response to any projected changes in demand – 


from civilian population growth, military families moving from government-provided housing 


to the private sector, or any increases in military personnel authorizations. 


 Competing demand each year is generated by those households, both military and civilian, that 


actively seek rental housing during the year. These include households occupying suitable 


housing that choose to seek different rental housing; military households currently occupying 


unsuitable housing; and new households entering the housing market. The new households 


include military households newly authorized to the installation, military families who are part 


of the simulated transition from government-provided housing to the private sector, and civilian 


households new to the housing market. 


J. Unaccompanied personnel who are not required to live on post compete in the private sector as well. 


K. Military families and unaccompanied personnel who own their homes are considered suitably housed 


under current policy. 


L. The shortfall or surplus in the private-sector housing market is determined in the projected year as the 


difference between the military’s share of adequate-quality housing (expected suitable rentals) and the 


military rental housing demand. When there is insufficient private-sector rental housing of adequate 


quality in a cost-band/bedroom segment, a community housing shortfall exists in that segment. 


M. Finally, the HMA determines an initial military housing requirement for the installation as the sum of 


the projected floor housing requirement and the projected community housing shortfall. If the sum of the 


projected floor housing requirement and the projected community housing shortfall is not at least ten 


percent of the total families in each pay grade, a military community adjustment factor is added so that 


the total requirement equals at least ten percent of families in each pay grade, with a minimum of one unit 


for any grade with one or more families.  
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1.3 KEY ASSUMPTIONS 


This HMA uses the best available information to assess housing supply and demand in the market area, 


from both military and civilian sources. Any analysis involving interaction of economic forces, individual 


behavior, and public policies must necessarily rely on assumptions regarding those factors not easily 


observed or unknown in advance (such as the future course of population growth and housing 


development). This HMA likewise relies on assumptions in utilizing available information, as discussed 


here: 


1. USAG Miami is assumed to remain open and functioning through the year 2023. Total 


authorized permanent party military personnel strength is provided for current (2018) and 


projected (2023) years by Headquarters, Department of the Army (2018).   


2. The breakdown of total personnel into accompanied and unaccompanied housing requirements 


was based on data for currently assigned personnel provided by the USAG Miami Housing 


Office (2018). 


3. The market area is defined as an approximate 20-mile commute along the area road network to 


and from the principal duty locations on the installation. 


4. Housing is considered to be affordable if rent plus utilities does not exceed Maximum Acceptable 


Housing Cost (MAHC). MAHC equals the military Basic Allowance for Housing (BAH) in 2018. 


Military personnel are assumed to pay approximately 85 percent to 100 percent of MAHC for rent 


and utilities.  


5. Accompanied personnel were estimated to have requirements for two-, three-, or four-plus-


bedroom units based on the number of family members and pay grade of the military member. 


Family size data were obtained from the USAG Miami Housing Office (2018). Each family 


member, other than the spouse, is entitled to his or her own bedroom. Accompanied military 


personnel in grades E7-E9, W4-W5, and O4-O5 were assigned a minimum of three bedrooms due 


to seniority. Accompanied personnel in grades O6 and above were assigned a minimum of four 


bedrooms. The bedroom entitlements for unaccompanied personnel are one-bedroom units for 


grades E1-E5; two-bedroom units for grades E6-E9, W1-W3, and O1-O3; and three-bedroom units 


for grades W4-W5 and O4 and above. 


6. A community rental housing unit is classified as adequate and is considered adequate in this 


analysis if it meets the following standards (U.S. Department of Defense, 2010; Headquarters, 


Department of the Army, 2011): 


(a) the dwelling is well maintained and structurally sound. It does not pose a health, safety, or 


fire hazard; 


(b) the dwelling is a complete unit with private entrance, bathroom, and kitchen for sole use of 


its occupants. The kitchen, a bathroom, the living room and the bedrooms can be entered 


without passing through bedrooms. The kitchen has a stove and refrigerator connections, 


and space for food preparation. At least one bathroom has a shower or bathtub, lavatory, and 


a flushable toilet; 
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(c) the dwelling has air conditioning or similar cooling system and a permanently installed, 


adequately vented, heating system, if required due to climate conditions; 


(d) the dwelling has adequate electrical service; 


(e) the dwelling has washer and dryer connections, or accessible laundry facilities are on the 


premises; 


(f) the dwelling has hot and cold running potable water. In some foreign areas, construction 


standards for community housing do not provide for potable running water. In such places, 


hot and cold running water shall be provided and a continuous supply of potable water shall 


be made available; 


(g) the dwelling has sufficient sanitary and sewage disposal facilities; 


(h) is not a mobile home; 


(i) is not in an area with unacceptably high risk of crime; and 


(j) is not in an area, subdivision, or housing complex designated by a local commander as not 


acceptable for reasons of health and safety. 


7. As directed by OSD policy, all military homeowners are considered adequately housed. The rates 


of military homeownership among accompanied and unaccompanied personnel are based on data 


provided by the USAG Miami Housing Office, 2018. The number of military homeowners was 


adjusted over the forecast period for anticipated changes in homeownership affordability between 


2018 and 2023. Mobile homes owned by their military occupants were assumed to be acceptable, 


just as all other military owner-occupied units are considered acceptable housing regardless of any 


other factors involved.  


8. Current market area population and housing stock estimates were prepared using census data from 


the 2000 and 2010 Censuses and the American Community Survey, current information on 


population and housing levels provided by local planning organizations, and trends extrapolated 


from these sources. 


9. The rental vacancy rate in the market area was estimated using 2000 and 2010 census structural 


relationships, information from interviews with property managers, housing development and 


population growth trends, and the latest data from the American Community Survey (U.S. Bureau 


of the Census, 2018). 
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1.4 ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT 


The remaining sections of this report are organized to provide a comprehensive and non-technical 


assessment of housing supply and demand conditions in the market area, particularly as these affect 


housing availability for military personnel. 


Chapter 2 describes the housing market area, and its population and local economic structure. 


Chapter 3 presents a detailed analysis of the market area’s housing stock. This analysis is provided for 


both current (2018) and projected (2023) years, and addresses both supply and demand factors in 


evaluating future trends in area housing. 


Chapter 4 discusses military housing demand, affordability, and adequacy in the context of total area 


demand. 


Chapter 5 presents the total requirement for government-provided military housing. 


Chapter 6 summarizes the key findings of the study. 


Chapter 7 identifies the persons and organizations contacted in the course of preparing this analysis. 


Chapter 8 presents references used in the study. 


Appendix A presents a sensitivity analysis assuming 15 O7+ key and essential. 
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2. HOUSING MARKET AREA 


This chapter defines the housing market area for USAG Miami and describes its general population and 


economic characteristics. 


2.1 MARKET AREA DEFINITION 


USAG Miami is located in the city of Doral, a suburb of Miami in Miami-Dade County, Florida. Figure 


2-1 presents the housing market area for USAG Miami, along with the Military Housing Area (MHA 


FL061), which is used for the determination of Basic Allowance for Housing (BAH) rates for the post. 


Figure 2-1. Housing Market Area, USAG Miami, Florida 
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The standard Army definition of a housing market area is the region within a 20-mile commute from an 


installation’s principal work areas by private auto under normal driving conditions. This study estimated 


the housing market area boundary using travel data from drives conducted from the U.S. Southern 


Command headquarters building during the week of 15-19 October 2018. The market area encompasses 


the majority of Miami-Dade County and includes portions of Broward County (see Figure 2-1). 


2.2 POPULATION 


The market area boundary was overlaid on census tract maps of area counties to determine which census 


tracts are within the market area. Data for these census tracts were then extracted from 2000 and 2010 


census files to compile a comprehensive database of population and housing characteristics within the 


market area as of April 2000 and April 2010. Census-tract level estimates from the 2008-2012 and 2012-


2016 American Community Survey were used to supplement the 2010 census data to estimate the 


distribution of housing by type and number of bedrooms. More recent data from the U.S. Census Bureau 


and regional planning organizations were used to update market area estimates to the current year. 


The market area population is approximately 2,776,914 persons in 2018, having increased since 2010 by 


1.3 percent per year (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2011, 2018). Population is forecast to continue increasing 


at a rate of 1.3 percent per year over the next five years, for a projected market area population of 2,954,911 


persons in 2023. 


Figure 2-2 charts population growth rates for the Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach Metropolitan 


Statistical Area (MSA) and, for comparison, the state of Florida and the United States. Population growth 


in the Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach MSA averaged 1.3 percent per year during the earlier 


decade (1997-2007), above the 1.0 percent national average growth rate but slower than the 1.9 percent 


annual growth rate for the state of Florida as a whole. Over the more recent decade (2007-2017), the 


MSA’s population increased by 1.2 percent per year, mirroring a 1.2 percent annual population growth 


rate for Florida and again above the 0.7 percent national average (U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, 


2018a; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2018). 


Figure 2-2. Population Growth, Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach MSA, State of Florida, and the  
United States, 1997–2007 and 2007-2017 
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Sources:  U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2018a; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2018. 
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2.3 ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 


Table 2-1 displays key economic indicators for the period 2000 to 2017 for the Miami-Fort Lauderdale-


West Palm Beach MSA, the state of Florida, and the United States. In 2017, the most recent year for which 


this comprehensive measure is available, total jobs in the Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach MSA 


(including civilian, military, wage and salary, and self-employed persons in all sectors) stood at 3,904,280 


jobs. 


Between 2000 and 2005, total jobs expanded in the Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach MSA by 


2.7 percent per year, compared to annual growth of 2.5 percent in Florida, and 0.8 percent in the United 


States. Due to the recession, job numbers during the 2005-2010 period declined annually by 0.2 percent 


per year in the MSA and 0.5 percent in Florida, while increasing by only 0.1 percent per year across the 


United States. However, during the more recent period (2010-2017) job growth rebounded strongly in the 


MSA and statewide. Between 2010 and 2017, jobs expanded annually in the Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West 


Palm Beach MSA by 3.2 percent and in Florida by 2.8 percent, compared to 1.8 percent average annual 


growth at the national level. 


Table 2-1. Economic Indicators, Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach MSA, State of Florida, and the 
United States, 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2017 


2000 2005 2010 2017


Total Jobs[1] 2,758,860 3,153,331 3,125,007 3,904,280


  Average Annual Change (%)[2] 2.7% -0.2% 3.2%


Earnings per Job[3] $54,011 $55,937 $52,547 $52,529


  Average Annual Change (%) 0.7% -1.2% 0.0%


Per Capita Income[3] $45,676 $49,609 $48,307 $54,852


  Average Annual Change (%) 1.7% -0.5% 1.8%


Total Jobs 8,880,711 10,067,189 9,805,154 11,912,889


  Average Annual Change (%) 2.5% -0.5% 2.8%


Earnings per Job $49,020 $52,274 $50,367 $51,086


  Average Annual Change (%) 1.3% -0.7% 0.2%


Per Capita Income $41,362 $44,517 $43,325 $48,678


  Average Annual Change (%) 1.5% -0.5% 1.7%


Total Jobs 165,370,800 172,338,400 172,901,700 196,132,200


  Average Annual Change (%) 0.8% 0.1% 1.8%


Earnings per Job $55,594 $57,749 $58,710 $61,924


  Average Annual Change (%) 0.8% 0.3% 0.8%


Per Capita Income $42,556 $44,377 $45,612 $52,716


  Average Annual Change (%) 0.8% 0.6% 2.1%


Jurisdiction/Indicator


Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach


Florida


United States


 
 Notes: [1] Total Jobs are average annual full- and part-time jobs, by place of work. 


[2] Average Annual Change in the 2005 column is for 2000-2005; in the 2010 column, for 2005-2010; 
and in the 2017 column, for 2010-2017.  


[3] Average Earnings per Job and Per Capita Income were converted to constant 2018 dollars using 
the implicit price deflator for personal consumption expenditures. 


Sources: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2018a,b. 
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Average earnings per job are consistently lower in the Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach MSA 


and in the state of Florida than in the U.S. as a whole. In 2017, earnings per job in the MSA averaged 


$52,529 (in constant 2018 dollars), compared to $51,086 in Florida, and $61,924 in the United States (see 


Table 2-1). The recession hit wages especially hard in the MSA, and with effectively zero percent average 


annual change for the 2010-2017 period, the MSA has still has not recovered from the 1.2 percent per year 


declines in average earnings per job experienced over the 2005-2010 period. The trend is similar for 


Florida as a whole, with earlier declines in average earning per job only minimally offset by recent gains. 


In comparison, earnings per job nationwide increased slightly by 0.3 percent per year between 2005 and 


2010 and by 0.8 percent per year between 2010 and 2017.  


Per capita income also declined locally and statewide during the recession (by 0.5 percent annually 


between 2005 and 2010), but in contrast to earnings per job, per capita income has recovered in recent 


years. Increases were slightly greater at the national level, however. Between 2010 and 2017, per capita 


income increased by 1.8 percent, 1.7 percent, and 2.1 percent annually in the MSA, Florida, and the United 


States, respectively. It is noteworthy that the MSA has always had a high per capita income (higher than 


both Florida and the nation overall), and now, in contrast to state and national trends, per capita income is 


higher than average earnings per job in the MSA. While wages are down, incomes are continuing to 


increase in Miami. As of 2017, per capita income stood at $54,852 in the Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West 


Palm Beach MSA, $48,678 in Florida, and $50,716 in the United States (see Table 2-1).  


Figure 2-3 charts the trend in local, state, and national civilian unemployment rates over the past ten years. 


Unemployment rates in the Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach MSA and the state of Florida have 


generally followed national trends. However, unemployment was higher in the MSA and Florida in the 


years following the 2008 recession, peaking at 10.8 percent in the MSA and 11.1 percent in the state in 


2010. Since then, unemployment has been trending downward, and rates in the MSA and Florida have 


been similar to the national average since 2012. For 2018, annual unemployment rates are estimated to be 


3.7 percent in the Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach MSA, 3.6 percent in Florida, and 3.9 percent 


in the U.S. as whole.  
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Figure 2-3.  Trends in Unemployment Rates, Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach MSA, State of Florida, 
and the United States, 2008–2018 
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Note: 2018 annual estimate based on 2018 data through October relative to 2017 data through October. 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018. 


Figure 2-4 illustrates the change in total non-farm jobs (excluding self-employed workers) between 2017 


and 2018 in comparison to the change measured in the previous year (2016-2017) for the Miami-Fort 


Lauderdale-West Palm Beach MSA, the state of Florida, and the United States. Jobs were gained in both 


years at the local, state, and national levels. Job growth in the MSA has been almost identical to the 


national average over the past two years. However, growth in total non-farm jobs in the state of Florida 


outpaced local and U.S. average job growth during both years. Total jobs in the MSA grew 1.7 percent 


between 2016 and 2017, followed by a gain of 1.6 percent between 2017 and 2018. In Florida, jobs 


increased 2.1 percent between 2016 and 2017, and 2.5 percent between 2017 and 2018. The U.S. as a 


whole experienced job gains of 1.6 percent during both the previous and most recent years. 
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Figure 2-4. Change in Total Non-Farm Jobs, Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach MSA, Florida, and  
the United States, 2015–2016 and 2016-2017 
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Note: 2018 annual estimate based on 2018 data through October relative to 2017 data through October. 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018. 


Table 2-2 displays employment by major economic sector for the Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm 


Beach MSA, the state of Florida, and the United States. Government and government enterprises account 


for only 8.3 percent of total employment in the MSA, compared to 10.0 percent of jobs in Florida and 12.4 


percent nationally. The two largest employment sectors in the MSA are health care & social assistance 


and retail trade, with 10.5 percent and 10.1 percent of total employment, respectively. These two sectors 


similarly account for a high percentage of total employment in Florida and the U.S. overall.  


The next largest employment sector in the MSA is administrative and waste services with 8.6 percent of 


jobs. An additional 7.9 percent of jobs are in other services except public administration, followed by 


accommodation and food services (7.7 percent), real estate and rental and leasing (7.6 percent), 


professional and technical services (7.5 percent), and finance and insurance (6.3 percent). 
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Table 2-2. Employment by Major Economic Sector, Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach MSA,  
State of Florida, and the United States, 2016 


   Indicator


Miami-Fort Lauderdale-


West Palm Beach MSA Florida United States


  Government and government enterprises 8.3% 10.0% 12.4%
   Federal, civil ian 0.9% 1.2% 1.5%
   Military 0.4% 0.8% 1.0%
   State and local 7.1% 8.0% 10.0%


   Health care and social assistance 10.5% 11.0% 11.3%
   Retail Trade 10.1% 10.9% 9.8%
   Administrative and waste services 8.6% 8.0% 6.2%
   Other services, except public administration 7.9% 6.7% 5.7%
   Accommodation and food services 7.7% 8.7% 7.5%
   Real estate and rental and leasing 7.6% 6.2% 4.6%
   Professional and technical services 7.5% 7.0% 7.0%
   Finance and insurance 6.3% 6.0% 5.4%
   Construction 5.1% 5.9% 5.4%
   Transportation and warehousing 5.0% 3.9% 3.9%
   Wholesale trade 4.3% 3.2% 3.3%
   All  other sectors 11.1% 12.6%  17.5%


 
 Source:  U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2018a. 
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3. AREA HOUSING STOCK 


This chapter is divided into two sections covering private-sector housing and public-assisted housing. 


Data and forecasts were compiled and are presented for the housing market area defined in Chapter 2.  


3.1 PRIVATE SECTOR HOUSING 


Private-sector owners control most of the market area’s housing stock. Therefore the availability and cost 


of housing are subject to market forces. An integrated assessment of relevant demand and supply factors 


is presented in this section, covering recent trends, current conditions, and projected future changes in the 


availability and cost of housing to uniformed service families.  


Total Housing Units, Tenure of Occupied Units, and Vacancy Rates 


Trends to Date 


The off-post population in the market area is currently estimated to total 2,776,914 persons, having 


increased at a rate of 1.3 percent annually since 2010 (Table 3-1). The household population (persons in 


occupied housing units) is an estimated 2,735,146 persons in 2018. Average household size decreased 


very slightly from 2.86 persons per household in 2000 to 2.85 persons per household in 2010, and this 


trend continued through 2018 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2001, 2011). Average household size is 


expected to rise slightly to 2.85 persons per household by the end of the forecast period (U.S. Bureau of 


the Census, 2018). The number of occupied housing units has increased from 783,089 units in 2000 to an 


estimated 962,999 units in 2018. There are currently an estimated 422,617 renter-occupied housing units 


in the market area, representing 43.9 percent of the occupied housing stock in 2018 (Table 3-1). 


Table 3-1.  Recent Trends and Baseline Projections of Housing Demand,  
USAG Miami Housing Market Area, 2000, 2010, 2018, and 2023 


Housing Market Indicator 2000 2010 2018 2023


Total Population 2,278,195 2,513,243 2,776,914 2,954,911 
 Average Annual Change (%) N.A. 1.0% 1.3% 1.3%


Household Population 2,236,011 2,475,441 2,735,146 2,910,467 
 Average Annual Change (%) N.A. 1.0% 1.3% 1.3%


Average Household Size             2.86             2.85             2.84             2.85 


Occupied Housing Units 783,089 869,538 962,999 1,021,131 
 Average Annual Change (%) N.A. 1.1% 1.3% 1.2%


Owner-Occupied Units      466,949      501,924      540,382      560,465 
 Percent of Baseline Total 59.6% 57.7% 56.1% 54.9%


Renter-Occupied Units      316,140      367,614      422,617      460,666 
 Percent of Baseline Total 40.4% 42.3% 43.9% 45.1%


 
Note: Average annual change in 2010 column is for 2000-2010; 2018 column is for 2010-


2018, and 2023 column is for 2018-2023. 


Sources: University of Florida, 2018; Florida Office of Economic and Demographic Research, 
2018a, b; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2001, 2011, 2018; and estimates prepared for 
this study. 
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The off-post housing stock in the market area is currently estimated to total 1,037,559 housing units, 


including both occupied and vacant units (Table 3-2). Single-family houses represent 54.7 percent of the 


total, while multi-family units account for 44.1 percent, and mobile homes and other types of housing 


constitute 1.2 percent of total units. Total housing units expanded at a rate of 1.4 percent per year between 


2000 and 2010, and by 0.9 percent annually between 2010 and 2018. Based on historical trends, recent 


building permit activity, and information provided by local planners in on-site interviews, total housing 


units are expected to grow by 1.0 percent per year between 2018 and 2023. 


Table 3-2.  Recent Trends and Baseline Projections of Housing Supply, by Type of Structure, 
USAG Miami Housing Market Area, 2000, 2010, 2018, and 2023 


Housing Market Indicator 2000 2010 2018 2023


Total Housing Units 846,090 968,156 1,037,559 1,091,144 
Average Annual Change (#) N.A. 12,207 8,675 10,717 
Average Annual Change (%) N.A. 1.4% 0.9% 1.0%


Single Family Units 473,360 544,692 567,181 583,216 
Average Annual Change (#) N.A. 7,133 2,811 3,207 
Share of Total Housing (%) 55.9% 56.3% 54.7% 53.4%


Multiple Family Units 358,980 411,808 458,019 495,070 
Average Annual Change (#) N.A. 5,283 5,776 7,410 
Share of Total Housing (%) 42.4% 42.5% 44.1% 45.4%


Manufactured/Trailers/Other 13,750 11,656 12,359 12,858 
Average Annual Change (#) N.A. (209) 88 100 
Share of Total Housing (%) 1.6% 1.2% 1.2% 1.2%


 
Sources: University of Florida, 2018; Florida Office of Economic and Demographic Research, 


2018a, b; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2001, 2011, 2018; and estimates prepared for 
this study. 


Housing construction added an estimated 8,587 non-mobile home units per year to the housing stock 


during the 2010-2018 period, of which about 32.7 percent were single-family units (see Figure 3-1). 


Figure 3-1.  Recent Trends and Baseline Projections of Changes in Housing Supply 
USAG Miami Housing Market Area, 2000-2010, 2010-2018, and 2018-2023 
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Sources:  U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2001, 2011, 2018; and estimates prepared for this study. 
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As in most housing markets, residential development in the market area is cyclical. Figure 3-2 illustrates 


the trend in building permits over the past twenty years. Total building permits averaged 10,805 per year 


between 1998 and 2018. Permits reached a historic peak in 2005 when a total of 6,674 single-family units 


and 13,959 multi-family units were permitted. Permit activity fell to the lowest level in two decades in 


2009 when 505 single family units and 741 multi-family units were permitted. A total of 2,069 single-


family units and 9,144 multi-family units were permitted in 2018.  


Figure 3-2.  Building Permits for New Residential Units, Market Area Communities, 1997-2017 
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Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 2018; and estimates prepared for this study. 


Table 3-3 shows recent trends in vacancy rates in the market area. The overall total vacancy rate in the 


market area is an estimated 7.2 percent. Total vacancies include vacant units for sale, vacant units for rent, 


and vacant units held for seasonal or recreational use. This analysis estimates the current rental vacancy 


rate in the market area to be 6.0 percent, lower than the vacancy rate observed in the 2010 Census (8.6 


percent). The vacancy rate of homes for sale is estimated to be 1.9 percent at the present time.  
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Table 3-3.  Recent Trends and Baseline Projections of Vacant Units, USAG Miami 
Housing Market Area, 2000, 2010, 2018, and 2023 


Housing Market Indicator 2000 2010 2018 2023


Total Vacant Units 63,001 98,618 74,560 70,013 
Total Vacancy Rate (%) 7.4% 10.2% 7.2% 6.4%


Vacant Units for Sale 11,231 14,036 10,574 9,772 
For Sale Vacancy Rate (%) 2.3% 2.7% 1.9% 1.7%


Vacant Units for Rent 18,531 33,957 26,811 25,919 
Rental Vacancy Rate (%) 5.5% 8.5% 6.0% 5.3%


Other Vacant Units (see note) 33,239 50,625 37,175 34,322 
Vacancy Rate (%) 3.9% 5.2% 3.6% 3.1%


 
Note: Other vacant units include units rented or sold but not yet occupied; boarded-up 


units; units held for seasonal or recreational use; units held for migrant workers; 
and other units. 


Sources: University of Florida, 2018; Florida Office of Economic and Demographic Research, 
2018a, b; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2001, 2011, 2018; and estimates prepared for 
this study. 


Future Outlook 


Market area population is forecast to increase at a rate of 1.3 percent per year over the five-year forecast 


period and average household size is projected to increase slightly to 2.85 persons per household (see 


Table 3-1). New housing development in the market area is forecast to add approximately 10,717 units 


per year to the housing stock, an average gain of 1.0 percent per year (Table 3-2). The rental vacancy rate 


for 2023 is projected to decrease to 5.3 percent, given forecasted population, housing demand, and housing 


development trends (see Table 3-3). 


Bedroom Composition of Housing 


The market area’s renter-occupied housing stock is composed of mostly one- and two-bedroom units, with 


a distribution as shown below (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2018; estimates prepared for this study): 


 Studio units – 6.5 percent; 


 One-bedroom units – 30.5 percent; 


 Two-bedroom units – 39.3 percent; 


 Three-bedroom units – 19.1 percent; 


 Four-plus bedroom units – 4.6  percent; 


The breakdown of housing units by number of bedrooms (one-, two-, three-, and four-plus-bedroom units) 


is displayed in Table 3-4.  
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Table 3-4.  Units by Number of Bedrooms in Unit,  
USAG Miami Housing Market Area, 2000, 2010, 2018, and 2023 


Housing Market Indicator 2000 2010 2018 2023


One Bedroom Units      138,001      165,774      177,701      189,066 
 Owner-occupied        23,681        25,496        27,451        28,472 
 Renter-occupied        96,502      112,145      129,008      140,657 
 Vacant        17,818        28,133        21,242        19,937 
  Vacant for Rent          5,218          9,646          7,595          7,336 


Two Bedroom Units      253,531      294,967      315,916      333,589 
 Owner-occupied      104,864      112,457      121,061      125,560 
 Renter-occupied      124,231      144,473      166,072      180,994 
 Vacant        24,436        38,037        28,783        27,035 
  Vacant for Rent          7,208        13,134        10,388        10,047 


Three Bedroom Units      282,802      314,730      337,967      353,371 
 Owner-occupied      210,473      225,914      243,209      252,249 
 Renter-occupied        60,399        70,297        80,738        87,952 
 Vacant        11,930        18,519        14,020        13,170 
  Vacant for Rent          3,524          6,403          5,069          4,904 


Four-plus Bedroom Units      142,794      157,656      168,593      175,325 
 Owner-occupied      123,616      133,390      143,636      148,972 
 Renter-occupied        14,482        16,849        19,358        21,096 
 Vacant          4,696          7,417          5,599          5,257 
  Vacant for Rent          1,374          2,542          2,002          1,933 


 
Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2001, 2011, and 2018; and estimates prepared for this study. 


Mobile Homes 


Information on mobile homes is included here because the mobile home inventory exhibits somewhat 


different tenure, condition, cost, and vacancy characteristics than other housing units. There are an 


estimated 12,359 mobile homes in the market area in 2018, representing 1.2 percent of all market area 


housing units (Table 3-2). More than half of mobile homes are owner-occupied (59.2 percent), while 36.2 


percent are renter-occupied and 4.6 percent are vacant (Table 3-5). Rental mobile homes account for 1.1 


percent of all rental units in the market area (Table 3-5). The vacancy rate in the rental mobile home 


market is approximately 8.8 percent, higher than the rental vacancy rate for all rental units in the market 


area (Table 3-3 and Table 3-5). 
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Table 3-5.  Recent Trends and Baseline Projections of Tenure and Occupancy of Mobile Homes,  
USAG Miami Housing Market Area, 2000, 2010, 2018, and 2023 


Housing Market Indicator 2000 2010 2018 2023


Owner-occupied
  Number of Units          9,216          6,927          7,318          7,596 
  Share of All Mobile Homes (%) 67.0% 59.4% 59.2% 59.1%
Renter-occupied
  Number of Units          3,362          4,184          4,477          4,684 
  Share of All Mobile Homes (%) 24.5% 35.9% 36.2% 36.4%
Total Vacant
  Number of Units          1,172              545              564              578 
  Share of All Mobile Homes (%) 8.5% 4.7% 4.6% 4.5%
Vacant for Rent
  Number of Units              466              409              433              451 
  Share of All Mobile Homes (%) 3.4% 3.4% 3.4% 3.4%


Total Mobile Homes        13,750        11,656        12,359        12,858 


Rental Vacancy Rate 12.2% 8.9% 8.8% 8.8%


Rental MH Share of All Rentals (%) 1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 1.1%
 


Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2001, 2011, and 2018; and estimates prepared for this study. 


Quality of Housing 


Housing quality is one of the primary criteria used by DoD to determine the acceptability of community 


housing for military households. The minimum acceptable quality standards used in this analysis are 


discussed in Chapter 1 of this report. 


Market area housing exhibits a wide range of quality, depending on age, type of construction, building 


materials, location, surrounding land use, maintenance, and other factors. Although quality of housing 


cannot be correlated directly with age, building materials and components in newer units generally are 


less likely to have experienced high levels of deferred maintenance, and newer units are generally more 


likely to conform to current building codes and living standards. Older units, however, may have other 


desirable qualities, such as mature landscaping, larger lot sizes, or well-established neighborhoods. 


Table 3-6 displays the renter-occupied and total housing stock in the market area by year constructed. An 


estimated 34.1 percent of the rental housing stock was constructed prior to 1970 and is therefore more 


than 48 years old. 
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Table 3-6.  Housing Stock by Year Unit Constructed, USAG Miami Housing Market Area 


Renter-Occupied Units Total Units


Year Housing Unit Cumulative Cumulative
Constructed Number Percent Percent Number Percent Percent


  1939 or earlier 17,052 4.0% 4.0% 37,386 3.6% 3.6%


1940 to 1949 25,456 6.0% 10.1% 56,420 5.4% 9.0%


1950 to 1959 47,960 11.3% 21.4% 141,443 13.6% 22.7%


1960 to 1969 53,666 12.7% 34.1% 132,644 12.8% 35.5%


1970 to 1979 73,213 17.3% 51.4% 174,254 16.8% 52.3%


1980 to 1989 56,277 13.3% 64.7% 149,235 14.4% 66.6%


1990 to 1999 42,300 10.0% 74.8% 134,729 13.0% 79.6%


2000 to 2009 46,186 10.9% 85.7% 129,086 12.4% 92.1%


2010 to 2013 25,237 6.0% 91.7% 38,425 3.7% 95.8%


2014 or later 35,270 8.3% 100.0% 43,938 4.2% 100.0%
 


Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2011 and 2018; and estimates prepared for this study. 


Local property managers, real estate professionals, and planning officials interviewed for this study in 


October 2018 were asked to identify the share of the non-mobile home rental housing stock that is 


unsuitable with respect to quality and safety issues. The estimates provided by these professionals range 


from 10 percent to 80 percent, and the average is 26.1 percent (Belinfanti, Wayne; Djemil, Tarik; Dorsey, 


Stephen M.; Espinoza, Luz; Gaffney, Sara; Garcia, Christopher; Gonzalez, Peter J.; Gonzalez-Franco, 


Marcela; Hoynoz, Mary; Manrique, Bernardo; Michelle; Paul; Rodriguez, Laz; 2018). 


The USAG Miami Housing Office examined census tracts for unsuitable rental housing for the purposes 


of the 2018 BAH data collection process. The Housing Office designated 271 census tracts within the 


market area for exclusion from BAH data collection for reasons of poor housing condition, crime, or 


environmental concerns, representing 58.0 percent of market area rentals. It should be noted that not all 


housing units in census tracts excluded from BAH data collection would be considered inadequate with 


respect to quality, nor would all housing in the included tracts be considered of adequate quality. 


This analysis uses an estimate of 26.1 percent of the non-mobile home rental housing inventory as 


unsuitable by DoD criteria, reflecting an evaluation of interview data, observations from windshield 


surveys, census tract exclusions, and age of the housing stock. 


Rental mobile homes represent approximately 1.1 percent of the rental housing stock and by definition 


are unsuitable for military members (Table 3-5). This analysis therefore uses an overall estimate of 26.9 


percent of the entire rental inventory as unsuitable by DoD criteria. This figure represents a weighted 


average of the condition assessment for the non-mobile home rental housing stock and the mobile home 


portion (100 percent of the 1.1 percent of the rental housing stock that are mobile homes plus 26.1 percent 


of the remaining 98.1 percent that are non-mobile home rentals). The remaining 73.1 percent of rental 


housing is adequate in quality for military families. This percentage was scaled across all market-area 


units such that the largest shares of poor-quality units are in the lowest cost ranges. 


Interviews with property managers indicated that annual turnover rates for rental properties in the market 


area depend upon the type of unit, location, cost, and amenities of the property. This study uses an average 
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annual civilian turnover rate of 32.5 percent, representing an average of responses from market area 


property managers who provided turnover information. 


Sales Market 


General Market Conditions 


An estimated 540,382 housing units in the market area in 2018 are owner-occupied, representing 56.1 


percent of the occupied housing stock. The current vacancy rate for units for sale is an estimated 1.9 


percent (see Table 3-1 and Table 3-3). 


Sales Prices 


Figure 3-3 charts the trend in the median sales price of a single family home in Miami-Dade County, 


Florida, and the United States, between 2004 and 2018. In 2018, the median sales price in Miami-Dade 


County is $307,989, higher than the average for Florida ($253,614), and higher than the U.S. average 


($261,526). Although median sales prices have followed the same general trend at the local, state, and 


national levels, the U.S. financial crisis and the collapse of housing markets across the country in the late 


2000s affected median home sales prices in Miami-Dade County and Florida to a greater degree than the 


U.S. as a whole. Median sales prices began to recover after 2011 and have since trended steadily upward. 


Between 2004 and 2018 period, median sales prices have increased by an average of 3.7 percent annually 


in Miami-Dade County, and for comparison, 2.4 percent in Florida, and 2.1 percent in the U.S. as a whole.  


Figure 3-3. Median Sales Prices of Single Family Homes, Miami-Dade County, State of Florida,  
and the United States, 2004-2018 
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Note: Miami-Dade County pre 2007 data imputed based on home price index; Florida 2018 annual estimate based on 2018 data 


through 3rd Quarter relative to 2017 data through 3rd Quarter; United States 2018 annual estimate based on 2018 data 
through September relative to 2017 data through September. 


Source:  Zillow, 2018; Federal Housing Finance Agency, 2018; Florida Realtors, 2018; and National Association of Realtors, 2018. 
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Rental Market 


General Market Conditions 


An estimated 422,617 housing units in the market area in 2018 are renter-occupied, representing 43.9 


percent of the occupied housing stock. The current vacancy rate for rental units is estimated to be 6.0 


percent (see Table 3-1 and Table 3-3).  


Recent Rent Trends 


Figure 3-4 charts the Rent of Primary Residence, Fuels and Utilities, and All Items Consumer Price Indices 


for the Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach MSA over the past ten years. These indices are proxies 


for recent trends in rent, utilities, and overall prices (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018). The rent index 


increased at an average annual rate of 2.6 percent between 2008 and 2018, outpacing general inflation 


(All items), which rose 1.8 percent per year over the same period, and utility costs, which increased at an 


average annual rate of 0.3 percent over the past decade. A 0.4 percent decline in rent occurred in two 


consecutive years, between 2008 and 2009, and between 2009 and 2010. Since 2010, rents have increased 


every year, and the largest annual increase in rent was 5.5 percent between 2014 and 2015. 


Figure 3-4.  Recent Trends in Consumer Price Index Components, 
Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach MSA, 2008-2018 
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Note: 2018 annual estimate based on 2018 data through October relative to 2017 data through October. 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018. 
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Current Rents 


For this study a database of 11,653 non-mobile home rental observations was compiled for the market 


area based on classified listings of apartments and houses for rent (Rainmaker Insights 2018; Robert D. 


Niehaus, Inc., 2018a) and rental lists from area real estate agents and property managers (see Chapter 7, 


Organizations Contacted). Utility costs were estimated for one-, two-, three-, and four-plus-bedroom units 


using utility cost data from Miami-Dade County’s Office of Public Housing and Community Development 


(Miami-Dade County, 2018a), utility cost information provided by local realtors and property managers, 


and utility cost data collected for the BAH Program (Robert D. Niehaus, Inc., 2018b). 


The market area has a wide range of rental opportunities, which can be summarized as follows: 


 Based on a sample of 5,680 non-mobile home rental units, ranging in rent from $700 per month 


to $4,500 per month, the median rent for one-bedroom units is $1,630 per month. Utility costs are 


estimated to average $174 per month. Median rent plus utilities is thus $1,804 per month for a 


one-bedroom rental. 


 Based on a sample of 3,848 non-mobile home rental units, ranging in rent from $800 per month 


to $10,500 per month, the median rent for two-bedroom units is $2,058 per month. Utility costs 


are estimated to average $222 per month. Median rent plus utilities is thus $2,280 per month for 


a two-bedroom rental. 


 Based on a sample of 1,575 non-mobile home rental units, ranging in rent from $1,200 per month 


to $12,500 per month, the median rent for three-bedroom units is $2,500 per month. Utility costs 


are estimated to average $295 per month. Median rent plus utilities is thus $2,795 per month for 


a three-bedroom rental. 


 Based on a sample of 550 non-mobile home rental observations, ranging in rent from $1,600 per 


month to $14,000 per month, the median rent for units with four or more bedrooms is $3,200 per 


month. Utility costs are estimated to average $408 per month. Median rent plus utilities is $3,608 


per month for a rental unit with four or more bedrooms. 


Occupied and Vacant Rental Units by Cost and Number of Bedrooms 


Based on the distribution of rental costs described in the previous section (Current Rents), Table 3-7 


presents the distribution of the market area renter-occupied housing stock among cost band segments, by 


number of bedrooms, for 2018. Table 3-8 presents the comparable distribution of the vacant-for-rent units. 


The rental cost bands shown in the tables were chosen based on the pattern of rental costs in the market 


area as well as the Maximum Acceptable Housing Cost (MAHC) for USAG Miami military personnel, 


which is currently equal to the Basic Allowance for Housing (BAH). 
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Table 3-7.  Renter Occupied Housing Units, USAG Miami Housing Market Area, 2018 


2018


Rental Cost Studios One Two Three Four+ Total


Above $3400        246       1,156     16,714   25,083   10,971 54,170
$3,400        135          635       2,516        901        831 5,018
$3,300           77          363       2,899     2,002        831 6,172
$3,200        275       1,292       3,198     1,652        831 7,248
$3,100        106          499       3,795     2,653        900 7,953
$3,000        237       1,111       4,520     2,603        761 9,232
$2,900        271       1,269       6,140     3,654        761 12,095
$2,800        348       1,632       7,547     4,606        554 14,687
$2,700        589       2,765       8,528     3,354     1,006 16,242
$2,600        672       3,151       9,295     3,855        522 17,495
$2,500        889       4,171       8,528     5,404        244 19,236
$2,400        918       4,307       7,249     4,354        695 17,523
$2,300     1,077       5,055       8,902     6,856        244 22,134
$2,200     1,928       9,044       6,985     4,754        138 22,849


$2100 & Below   19,673     92,558     69,256     9,007           69 190,563


Total   27,441  129,008  166,072   80,738   19,358     422,617 


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 


Table 3-8.  Vacant for Rent Housing Units, USAG Miami Housing Market Area, 2018 


2018


Rental Cost Studios One Two Three Four+ Total


Above $3400           16             68       1,034     1,571     1,147 3,836
$3,400             9             37          156           56           87 345
$3,300             5             21          179        125           87 417
$3,200           18             76          198        103           87 482
$3,100             7             29          235        166           94 531
$3,000           15             65          280        163           80 603
$2,900           17             74          380        229           80 780
$2,800           22             96          467        288           58 931
$2,700           38          162          528        210           99 1,037
$2,600           43          185          575        241           49 1,093
$2,500           57          245          528        342           23 1,195
$2,400           59          253          448        275           67 1,102
$2,300           69          296          562        433           23 1,383
$2,200        123          531          441        300           14 1,409


$2100 & Below     1,259       5,457       4,377        567             7 11,667


Total     1,757       7,595     10,388     5,069     2,002       26,811 


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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Distribution of Unsuitable Market Area Rental Units 


As previously discussed (see Quality of Housing section), an estimated 26.1 percent of the non-mobile 


home rental housing stock is considered unsuitable because of quality and/or safety concerns. This 


percentage was scaled among cost band segments, assuming a higher incidence of poor quality housing is 


found in the less expensive units, while rental units at the higher end of the market have a lower incidence 


of poor quality housing. 


Table 3-9 presents the percentage distribution of unsuitable units across bedroom types and cost band 


segments for market area non-mobile home rental units. These percentages were scaled among the cost 


band segments so the number of unsuitable rental units with at least one bedroom amounted to 26.1 percent 


of all non-mobile-home rental units with at least one bedroom. Rental mobile home units (all unsuitable) 


were distributed by bedrooms based on census data and by cost bands based on current rental observations 


(see sources in Current Rents section). All studio units, by definition, are considered inadequate for 


occupancy by military personnel. Because no military personnel compete for studio units, however, they 


do not affect the community housing shortfall. 


Table 3-9.  Percentage of Unsuitable Rental Housing, by Rental Cost and Number of Bedrooms,  
USAG Miami Housing Market Area, 2018 


2018


Rental Cost Studios One  Two  Three Four+


Above $3400 100.0% 1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 8.0%
$3,400 100.0% 2.0% 3.0% 5.0% 15.0%
$3,300 100.0% 3.0% 4.0% 10.0% 25.0%
$3,200 100.0% 4.0% 5.0% 13.0% 35.0%
$3,100 100.0% 5.0% 6.0% 16.0% 45.0%
$3,000 100.0% 6.0% 8.0% 20.0% 50.0%
$2,900 100.0% 7.0% 10.0% 22.0% 55.0%
$2,800 100.0% 8.0% 12.0% 25.0% 60.0%
$2,700 100.0% 10.0% 18.0% 27.0% 65.0%
$2,600 100.0% 12.0% 22.0% 30.0% 70.0%
$2,500 100.0% 15.0% 25.0% 36.0% 75.0%
$2,400 100.0% 18.0% 28.0% 45.0% 80.0%
$2,300 100.0% 22.0% 32.0% 50.0% 85.0%
$2,200 100.0% 26.0% 35.0% 55.0% 90.0%


$2100 & Below 100.0% 30.0% 40.0% 60.0% 95.0%


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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The number of unsuitable rental units in the market area in 2018 is thus estimated to total 142,423 units. 


The distribution of these units by cost band and bedrooms is presented in Table 3-10. 


Table 3-10.  Unsuitable Rental Housing Supply (Renter-Occupied and Vacant for Rent), 
USAG Miami Housing Market Area, 2018 


2018


Rental Cost Studios One Two Three Four+ Total


Above $3400        262             13          355        799        970 2,399
$3,400        144             14             80           48        138 424
$3,300           82             12          123        213        230 660
$3,200        293             55          170        228        321 1,067
$3,100        113             26          242        451        447 1,279
$3,000        252             71          384        554        421 1,682
$2,900        288             94          652        854        463 2,351
$2,800        370          139          962     1,224        367 3,062
$2,700        627          293       1,630        963        757 4,270
$2,600        715          400       2,172     1,229        422 4,938
$2,500        946          663       2,264     2,307        210 6,390
$2,400        977          821       2,155     2,230        624 6,807
$2,300     1,146       1,177       3,183     3,885        233 9,624
$2,200     2,051       2,489       2,718     2,923        137 10,318


$2100 & Below   20,932     29,619     30,550     5,978           73 87,152


Total   29,198     35,886     47,640   23,886     5,813     142,423 


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 


Suitable Natural Vacancies 


Not all vacant units for rent are available for occupancy by military members. Under current guidance for 


preparing housing studies for military installations, vacant units for rent are only included in the suitable 


rental housing supply to the extent that the number of vacant units exceeds a natural, equilibrium, or 


“market clearing” level of vacancies. There is a natural vacancy rate below which there is upward pressure 


on rental prices at a rate greater than the general rate of price inflation. Natural vacancies are not 


considered part of the available supply for market area households. Suitable natural vacant rental units in 


the market area total 18,203 units for 2018 (Table 3-11).  
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Table 3-11.  Suitable Natural Vacancies, USAG Miami Housing Market Area, 2018 


2018


Rental Cost Studios One Two Three Four+ Total


Above $3400              -             67       1,013     1,524     1,055 3,659
$3,400              -             36          151           53           74 314
$3,300              -             20          172        112           65 369
$3,200              -             73          188           90           57 408
$3,100              -             28          221        139           52 440
$3,000              -             61          258        130           40 489
$2,900              -             69          342        179           36 626
$2,800              -             88          411        216           23 738
$2,700              -          146          433        153           33 765
$2,600              -          163          448        169           14 794
$2,500              -          208          396        203             5 812
$2,400              -          207          323        141           13 684
$2,300              -          231          366        200             3 800
$2,200              -          393          274        126             1 794


$2100 & Below              -       3,790       2,509        212              - 6,511


Total            -         5,580       7,505     3,647     1,471       18,203 


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 


Suitable Rental Supply 


The suitable rental housing supply is the sum of the total occupied supply (Table 3-7) and the total vacant 


supply (Table 3-8), less the unsuitable rental housing supply (Table 3-10) and the suitable natural vacant 


units (Table 3-11). The distribution of the suitable rental housing supply for the USAG Miami market area 


by cost band and bedrooms is presented in Table 3-12. The suitable rental housing supply is thus 288,802 


units in 2018. 
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Table 3-12.  Suitable Rental Housing Supply (Renter Occupied and Vacant for Rent),  
USAG Miami Housing Market Area, 2018 


2018


Rental Cost Studios One Two Three Four+ Total


Above $3400              -       1,144     16,380   24,331   10,093 51,948
$3,400              -          622       2,441        856        706 4,625
$3,300              -          352       2,783     1,802        623 5,560
$3,200              -       1,240       3,038     1,437        540 6,255
$3,100              -          474       3,567     2,229        495 6,765
$3,000              -       1,044       4,158     2,082        380 7,664
$2,900              -       1,180       5,526     2,850        342 9,898
$2,800              -       1,501       6,641     3,454        222 11,818
$2,700              -       2,488       6,993     2,448        315 12,244
$2,600              -       2,773       7,250     2,698        135 12,856
$2,500              -       3,545       6,396     3,236           52 13,229
$2,400              -       3,532       5,219     2,258        125 11,134
$2,300              -       3,943       5,915     3,204           31 13,093
$2,200              -       6,693       4,434     2,005           14 13,146


$2100 & Below              -     64,606     40,574     3,384             3 108,567


Total            -       95,137  121,315   58,274   14,076     288,802 


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 


Rental Market Outlook 


By 2023, the off-post market area is projected to contain 460,620 renter-occupied units and 25,916 vacant 


units for rent. Table 3-13 presents the distribution among cost bands and bedroom types of the occupied 


rental housing supply projected for 2023. In this forecast, the distribution of rental units by cost segment 


is assumed to be the same in 2023 as in 2018. This is consistent with OSD guidance that Maximum 


Acceptable Housing Cost (MAHC) should keep pace with rental costs. This implies that the analysis is in 


real 2018 purchasing power for military personnel seeking community housing. 
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Table 3-13.  Renter-Occupied Housing Units, USAG Miami Housing Market Area, 2023 


2023


Rental Cost Studios One Two Three Four+ Total


Above $3400        269       1,260    18,225   27,349   11,966 59,069
$3,400        147           692      2,743        983        906 5,471
$3,300           84           395      3,161     2,183        906 6,729
$3,200        300       1,409      3,487     1,801        906 7,903
$3,100        116           544      4,138     2,893        981 8,672
$3,000        258       1,211      4,928     2,839        830 10,066
$2,900        295       1,384      6,695     3,985        830 13,189
$2,800        379       1,779      8,229     5,022        604 16,013
$2,700        643       3,015      9,298     3,657     1,108 17,721
$2,600        732       3,435    10,135     4,203        533 19,038
$2,500        969       4,548      9,298     5,887        268 20,970
$2,400     1,001       4,696      7,904     4,743        764 19,108
$2,300     1,175       5,511      9,702     7,415        268 24,071
$2,200     2,102       9,861      7,613     5,179        151 24,906


$2100 & Below   21,451   100,917    75,438     9,813           75 207,694


Total   29,921   140,657  180,994   87,952   21,096     460,620 


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 


Table 3-14 presents the comparable projected distribution of the vacant-for-rent housing stock. 


Table 3-14.  Vacant-for-Rent Housing Units, USAG Miami Housing Market Area, 2023 


2023


Rental Cost Studios One Two Three Four+ Total


Above $3400           15             65          998     1,517     1,107 3,702
$3,400             8             36          150           54           84 332
$3,300             5             21          173        121           84 404
$3,200           17             73          191        100           84 465
$3,100             7             28          227        160           91 513
$3,000           15             63          270        157           77 582
$2,900           17             72          367        221           77 754
$2,800           21             92          451        278           56 898
$2,700           36           157          509        203           96 1,001
$2,600           41           178          555        233           46 1,053
$2,500           55           236          509        332           22 1,154
$2,400           56           244          433        267           66 1,066
$2,300           66           286          545        417           22 1,336
$2,200        119           512          428        292           14 1,365


$2100 & Below     1,218       5,273      4,241        552             7 11,291


Total     1,696       7,336    10,047     4,904     1,933       25,916 


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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The projected unsuitable rental housing supply is calculated in the same manner as for the current year 


and is presented in Table 3-15.  


Table 3-15.  Unsuitable Rental Housing Supply (Renter Occupied and Vacant for Rent),  
USAG Miami Housing Market Area, 2023 


2023


Rental Cost Studios One Two Three Four+ Total


Above $3400        284             14          385        866     1,046 2,595
$3,400        155             15            87           52        149 458
$3,300           89             13          133        230        248 713
$3,200        317             59          184        247        346 1,153
$3,100        123             28          262        489        482 1,384
$3,000        273             77          416        599        454 1,819
$2,900        312           102          707        926        499 2,546
$2,800        400           149      1,041     1,326        396 3,312
$2,700        679           318      1,766     1,042        829 4,634
$2,600        773           433      2,352     1,331        419 5,308
$2,500     1,024           717      2,452     2,495        229 6,917
$2,400     1,057           889      2,334     2,412        681 7,373
$2,300     1,241       1,275      3,445     4,146        253 10,360
$2,200     2,221       2,697      2,941     3,164        149 11,172


$2100 & Below   22,669     32,081    33,012     6,471           78 94,311


Total   31,617     38,867    51,517   25,796     6,258     154,055 


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 


Table 3-16 presents the projected suitable natural vacancies.  


Table 3-16.  Suitable Natural Vacancies, USAG Miami Housing Market Area, 2023 


2023


Rental Cost Studios One Two Three Four+ Total


Above $3400              -             64          978     1,471     1,018 3,531
$3,400              -             35          145           51           71 302
$3,300              -             20          166        109           63 358
$3,200              -             70          181           87           55 393
$3,100              -             27          213        134           50 424
$3,000              -             59          248        126           38 471
$2,900              -             67          330        172           35 604
$2,800              -             85          397        208           22 712
$2,700              -           141          417        148           32 738
$2,600              -           157          433        163           13 766
$2,500              -           201          382        196             5 784
$2,400              -           200          312        136           13 661
$2,300              -           223          353        193             3 772
$2,200              -           379          265        121             1 766


$2100 & Below              -       3,660      2,424        204              - 6,288


Total            -         5,388      7,244     3,519     1,419       17,570 


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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Table 3-17 presents the projected suitable rental housing supply for the USAG Miami housing market 


area in 2023. 


Table 3-17.  Suitable Rental Housing Supply, USAG Miami Housing Market Area, 2023 


2023


Rental Cost Studios One Two Three Four+ Total


Above $3400              -       1,247    17,860   26,529   11,009 56,645
$3,400              -           678      2,661        934        770 5,043
$3,300              -           383      3,035     1,965        679 6,062
$3,200              -       1,353      3,313     1,567        589 6,822
$3,100              -           517      3,890     2,430        540 7,377
$3,000              -       1,138      4,534     2,271        415 8,358
$2,900              -       1,287      6,025     3,108        373 10,793
$2,800              -       1,637      7,242     3,766        242 12,887
$2,700              -       2,713      7,624     2,670        343 13,350
$2,600              -       3,023      7,905     2,942        147 14,017
$2,500              -       3,866      6,973     3,528           56 14,423
$2,400              -       3,851      5,691     2,462        136 12,140
$2,300              -       4,299      6,449     3,493           34 14,275
$2,200              -       7,297      4,835     2,186           15 14,333


$2100 & Below              -     70,449    44,243     3,690             4 118,386


Total            -     103,738  132,280   63,541   15,352     314,911 


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 


3.2 PUBLIC-ASSISTED HOUSING 


Some USAG Miami uniformed personnel may qualify for assistance and may choose to occupy public-


assisted housing units in the market area. The federal government and the state of Florida encourage and 


provide funding for local efforts to increase the availability of safe and affordable housing. 


Programs Available 


Public-assisted housing near USAG Miami is available through programs administered by the Miami-


Dade Public Housing and Community Development Department, the Housing Authority of the City of 


Miami Beach, and The Hialeah Housing Authority.  


Eligibility Requirements 


Households are generally eligible for public housing assistance if their incomes fall below 50 percent of 


the median household income in the area. Some service personnel in the lowest pay grades without other 


sources of household income may qualify. Table 3-18 presents the income limits for eligibility for local 


housing programs in the Miami-Miami Beach-Kendall Fair Market Rent (FMR) Area.  
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Table 3-18.  Annual Family Income Limits for HUD Housing Assistance Eligibility,  
Miami-Miami Beach-Kendall FMR Area, 2018 


Family Very Low Low
Size Income Income


1 $27,550 $44,100 


2 $31,500 $50,400 


3 $35,450 $56,700 


4 $39,350 $62,950 


5 $42,500 $68,000 


6 $45,650 $73,050 


7 $48,800 $78,100 


8 $51,950 $83,100 
 


Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 2018. 


Table 3-19 displays fair market rents for federally assisted housing in the Miami-Miami Beach-Kendall 


FMR Area. 


Table 3-19.  Monthly Fair Market Rent Schedules for HUD Housing Assistance Programs, 
Miami-Miami Beach-Kendall FMR Area, 2018 


Monthly
Bedrooms Rent


0 $871 


1 $1,066 


2 $1,351 


3 $1,796 


4 $2,173 
 


Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 2018. 


Availability to Uniformed Services Personnel 


Eligibility for most assistance is based on very-low-income standards. These limits effectively disqualify 


nearly all military personnel from available programs, as service personnel have incomes (including 


housing allowances) too high to qualify. Those uniformed personnel in the lowest pay grades who may be 


able to qualify based on the number of their dependents generally wait one to three years. Since their tours 


of duty are generally two to four years, personnel may transfer out of the area or be promoted to pay grades 


that eliminate their eligibility before a public-assisted unit becomes available. 


Future availability of public-assisted housing in the market area depends on the continuation of funding 


for such programs. Continued availability to service personnel also depends on future changes to HUD-


specified income limits as compared to changes in service pay and allowances. No long term forecasts of 


funding levels are available and future changes in funding cannot be anticipated. 
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4. MILITARY HOUSING DEMAND 


This chapter is divided into five sections covering: total military housing demand, government-provided 


housing occupancy, analysis of the floor requirements at USAG Miami, analysis of the community rental 


housing demand by military households, and the affordability and adequacy of community housing. 


4.1 MILITARY PERSONNEL AND THEIR HOUSING REQUIREMENTS 


This HMA reports both the accompanied and unaccompanied housing requirements for military personnel 


stationed at USAG Miami. The total authorized permanent party military personnel strength is provided 


for current and projected years by Headquarters, Department of the Army (2018) from the Army 


Stationing Installation Plan (ASIP). Current (2018) and projected (2023) permanent party personnel totals 


were obtained from the 15 October 2018 ASIP report (29 June 2018 SAMAS) by applying standard filters 


to include only COMPO code 1 and Z personnel (active duty Army and non-Army personnel, respectively) 


and to exclude TDY Students (TYPCO 5), Trainees (TYPCO 6), and Transient/Rotational personnel 


(TYPCO T). 


Included in the personnel totals are 181 other full-time active duty military personnel duty-assigned within 


20 miles of the installation. These personnel are not assigned to USAG Miami, but they are entitled to 


seek housing assistance from USAG Miami and would be eligible to apply for government-provided 


housing. They include, for example, recruiters and Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) instructors.  


The USAG Miami Housing Office (2018) provided breakdowns of assigned permanent-party personnel 


by pay grade, marital status, and family size. The family size data were used to calculate military family 


bedroom entitlements in this analysis. Voluntarily separated personnel (geographic bachelors) were 


projected using national averages by grade from the 1997 Variable Housing Allowance (VHA) Survey 


(U.S. Air Force, 1998) as planning factors.  


Current Housing Demand 


The number of active duty permanent party military personnel authorized for USAG Miami or duty-


assigned in the surrounding area totals 1,298 personnel in 2018. Table 4-1 presents this total broken down 


by accompaniment status and pay grade. There are an estimated 314 unaccompanied members, 31 military 


couples, 37 voluntarily separated personnel, and 916 military families in 2018. 


Table 4-1 also provides a breakdown of military families by bedroom entitlements. Accompanied 


personnel are estimated to have requirements for two-, three-, and four-plus-bedroom units depending on 


family size and seniority. Following current guidance to assign one bedroom per family member (other 


than spouse), and including seniority assignments, 195 families are entitled to two-bedroom units, 428 


families are entitled to three-bedroom units, and 293 families are entitled to units with four or more 


bedrooms (Table 4-1). 
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Table 4-1.  Military Personnel by Accompaniment Status and Bedroom Entitlements, 
USAG Miami, 2018 


Permanent
Military Military Voluntarily Party


Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Families Couples Separated Unaccompanied Personnel


O7 & Above - - 10 10 - - - 10
O6 - - 64 64 - 4 9 77
O5 - 70 35 105 2 6 26 139
O4 - 112 50 162 4 6 28 200
O3 26 12 9 47 2 1 43 93
O2 2 2 - 4 1 - 5 10
O1 - - - - 1 - 1 2


Officers 28 196 168 392 10 17 112 531


W5 - - - - - - - -
W4 - 7 7 14 1 - - 15
W3 - 1 1 2 1 - 1 4
W2 3 7 4 14 1 - - 15
W1 - - - - - - - -


Warrants 3 15 12 30 3 - 1 34


E9 - 7 13 20 1 1 3 25
E8 - 29 16 45 1 2 6 54
E7 - 83 41 124 4 5 17 150
E6 83 58 31 172 5 7 48 232
E5 70 38 11 119 4 5 93 221
E4 10 2 1 13 1 - 23 37
E3 1 - - 1 1 - 9 11
E2 - - - - 1 - 2 3
E1 - - - - - - - -


Enlisted 164 217 113 494 18 20 201 733


Total 195 428 293 916 31 37 314 1,298


Number of Bedrooms


 
Notes: Voluntarily separated personnel are married personnel who do not have family members living with them in 


the local area. Military couples are families in which both spouses are permanent party military personnel and 
form one household. Only one spouse is counted in the military families column. 


Source:  Headquarters, Department of the Army, 2018; USAG Miami Housing Office, 2018; and estimates prepared for 
this study. 
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Table 4-2 presents unaccompanied personnel by grade and bedroom entitlement for 2018. 


Table 4-2. Unaccompanied Personnel by Grade and Bedroom Entitlements, USAG Miami, 2018 


2018


Pay Grade One Two Three Total


O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - 9 9
O5 - - 26 26
O4 - - 28 28
O3 - 43 - 43
O2 - 5 - 5
O1 - 1 - 1


Officers - 49 63 112


W5 - - - -
W4 - - - -
W3 - 1 - 1
W2 - - - -
W1 - - - -


Warrants - 1 - 1


E9 - 3 - 3
E8 - 6 - 6
E7 - 17 - 17
E6 - 48 - 48
E5 93 - - 93
E4 23 - - 23
E3 9 - - 9
E2 2 - - 2
E1 - - - -


Enlisted 127 74 - 201


Total 127 124 63 314


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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Projected Housing Demand 


By 2023, total personnel strength is projected to increase to 1,300 permanent party personnel (Table 4-3). 


The total number of families requiring housing in the projected year is 918 and the number of 


unaccompanied personnel requiring housing is 314 military members. The distribution of these 


requirements among bedroom types is presented in Table 4-3 for families and in Table 4-4 for 


unaccompanied personnel. Based on seniority assignments and current guidance to assign one bedroom 


per family member (other than spouse), 197 families are entitled to two-bedroom units, 428 families are 


entitled to three-bedroom units, and 293 families are entitled to units with at least four bedrooms (see 


Table 4-3). 


Table 4-3.  Military Personnel by Accompaniment Status and Bedroom Entitlements, 
USAG Miami, 2023 


Permanent
Military Military Voluntarily Party


Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Families Couples Separated Unaccompanied Personnel


O7 & Above - - 10 10 - - - 10
O6 - - 63 63 - 4 9 76
O5 - 69 34 103 2 6 26 137
O4 - 111 49 160 4 6 28 198
O3 25 12 9 46 2 1 43 92
O2 2 1 1 4 1 - 5 10
O1 - - - - 1 - 1 2


Officers 27 193 166 386 10 17 112 525


W5 - - - - - - - -
W4 - 8 8 16 1 - - 17
W3 - 1 1 2 1 - 1 4
W2 4 7 5 16 1 - - 17
W1 - - - - - - - -


Warrants 4 16 14 34 3 - 1 38


E9 - 7 13 20 1 1 3 25
E8 - 29 16 45 1 2 6 54
E7 - 84 41 125 4 5 17 151
E6 84 59 31 174 5 7 48 234
E5 71 38 11 120 4 5 93 222
E4 10 2 1 13 1 - 23 37
E3 1 - - 1 1 - 9 11
E2 - - - - 1 - 2 3
E1 - - - - - - - -


Enlisted 166 219 113 498 18 20 201 737


Total 197 428 293 918 31 37 314 1,300


Number of Bedrooms


 
Notes: Voluntarily separated personnel are married personnel who do not have family members living with them in 


the local area. Military couples are families in which both spouses are permanent party military personnel and 
form one household. Only one spouse is counted in the military families column. 


Source:  Headquarters, Department of the Army, 2018; USAG Miami Housing Office, 2018; and estimates prepared for 
this study. 
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Table 4-4 presents unaccompanied personnel by grade and bedroom entitlement for 2023. 


Table 4-4.  Unaccompanied Personnel by Grade and Bedroom Entitlements, USAG Miami, 2023 


2023


Pay Grade One Two Three Total


O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - 9 9
O5 - - 26 26
O4 - - 28 28
O3 - 43 - 43
O2 - 5 - 5
O1 - 1 - 1


Officers - 49 63 112


W5 - - - -
W4 - - - -
W3 - 1 - 1
W2 - - - -
W1 - - - -


Warrants - 1 - 1


E9 - 3 - 3
E8 - 6 - 6
E7 - 17 - 17
E6 - 48 - 48
E5 93 - - 93
E4 23 - - 23
E3 9 - - 9
E2 2 - - 2
E1 - - - -


Enlisted 127 74 - 201


Total 127 124 63 314


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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4.2 CURRENT GOVERNMENT-PROVIDED HOUSING OCCUPANCY 


For analysis of current year conditions, government-leased military family housing is considered occupied 


at recent actual levels. Table 4-5 presents the current occupancy of military family housing at USAG 


Miami. The distribution by number of bedrooms is based on the bedroom entitlements of the personnel. 


Because the mix among bedroom types is based on the military members’ bedroom entitlements, the 


bedroom totals may not correspond to the actual distribution of bedroom types in the leased housing 


inventory. The USAG Miami Housing Office (2018) reports that six accompanied military personnel 


currently reside in government-leased military family housing.  


Table 4-5. Military Family Housing Occupancy, USAG Miami, 2018 


2018


Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total  


O7 & Above - - 5 5
O6 - - - -
O5 - - - -
O4 - - - -
O3 - - - -
O2 - - - -
O1 - - - -


Officers - - 5 5


W5 - - - -
W4 - - - -
W3 - - - -
W2 - - - -
W1 - - - -


Warrants - - - -


E9 - - 1 1
E8 - - - -
E7 - - - -
E6 - - - -
E5 - - - -
E4 - - - -
E3 - - - -
E2 - - - -
E1 - - - -


Enlisted - - 1 1


Total - - 6 6


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: USAG Miami Housing Office, 2018; and estimates 


prepared for this study. 
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For unaccompanied personnel, all E1-E5 personnel are assumed to be housed in on-post unaccompanied 


quarters. Table 4-6 presents the current floor housing requirement for unaccompanied personnel. 


Table 4-6. Unaccompanied Floor Housing Requirement, USAG Miami, 2018 


2018


Pay Grade One Two Three Total


O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - - -
O5 - - - -
O4 - - - -
O3 - - - -
O2 - - - -
O1 - - - -


Officers - - - -


W5 - - - -
W4 - - - -
W3 - - - -
W2 - - - -
W1 - - - -


Warrants - - - -


E9 - - - -
E8 - - - -
E7 - - - -
E6 - - - -
E5 93 - - 93
E4 23 - - 23
E3 9 - - 9
E2 2 - - 2
E1 - - - -


Enlisted 127 - - 127


Total 127 - - 127


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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4.3 FLOOR ANALYSIS 


Chapter 1 of this HMA defines the four components of the floor requirement for accompanied personnel 


and the on-post floor requirement for unaccompanied personnel. The following sections present the 


individual components of the floor requirements analysis by grade and bedroom entitlements for 2023. 


Accompanied Personnel 


Accompanied Military Housing Community Requirement 


The ten percent military housing community requirement is initially set to zero in this analysis (see 


Chapter 1). 


Key and Essential Requirements 


There are 52 key and essential positions at USAG Miami in 2023 for permanent-party military personnel 


(Table 4-7). The results of an analysis with five additional key and essential personnel (four civilian senior 


executive service personnel and one reserve officer) is presented in Appendix A of this report.  


Table 4-7.  Key and Essential Requirement, USAG Miami, 2023 


2023


Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total 


O7 & Above - - 10 10
O6 - - 16 16
O5 - - 6 6
O4 - - 5 5
O3 - - - -
O2 - - 1 1
O1 - - - -


Officers - - 38 38


W5 - - - -
W4 - - - -
W3 - - 1 1
W2 - - - -
W1 - - - -


Warrants - - 1 1


E9 - - 7 7
E8 - - 3 3
E7 - - 1 1
E6 - - 2 2
E5 - - - -
E4 - - - -
E3 - - - -
E2 - - - -
E1 - - - -


Enlisted - - 13 13


Total - - 52 52


Number of Bedrooms


 
Sources: USAG Miami Housing Office, 2018 and estimates 


prepared for this study. 
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Historic Housing Requirements 


There are no historic housing units in the USAG Miami military family housing inventory (Table 4-8).  


Table 4-8.  Historic Housing, USAG Miami, 2023 


2023


Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total 


O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - - -
O5 - - - -
O4 - - - -
O3 - - - -
O2 - - - -
O1 - - - -


Officers - - - -


W5 - - - -
W4 - - - -
W3 - - - -
W2 - - - -
W1 - - - -


Warrants - - - -


E9 - - - -
E8 - - - -
E7 - - - -
E6 - - - -
E5 - - - -
E4 - - - -
E3 - - - -
E2 - - - -
E1 - - - -


Enlisted - - - -


Total - - - -


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: USAG Miami Housing Office, 2018.  
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Quality of Life Requirements 


The quality of life requirement is determined by the number of accompanied personnel whose regular 


military compensation (RMC) falls below 50 percent of the median family income in the USAG Miami 


market area. The 2018 median family income for the Miami-Miami Beach-Kendall FMR Area is $52,300 


(U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 2018b). One-half of this amount is $26,150. 


The RMC for 2018 for each individual pay grade is the sum of the average annual base pay for that grade, 


housing and subsistence allowances for that grade, and a tax adjustment reflecting the fact that housing 


and subsistence allowances are not taxed as income. Table 4-9 provides the 2018 annual RMC by 


individual grade for USAG Miami personnel with dependents. No personnel collect a regular military 


compensation below 50 percent of the estimated median family income for the market area ($26,150). 


Therefore, there is no quality of life requirement at USAG Miami. 


Table 4-9.  Regular Military Compensation (RMC), USAG Miami, 2018 


Pay Annual Annual Annual Annual National Avg Nat'l Avg National Avg Local Annual
Grade Basic Pay Local BAH BAS Allowances Ann Allow Tax Adv Advantage% Tax Adv RMC


O7 - O10 $153,069 $43,596 $3,053 $46,649 $36,737 $10,656 29.0% $13,530 $213,248
O6 $131,887 $43,236 $3,053 $46,289 $35,393 $9,981 28.2% $13,054 $191,230
O5 $106,597 $42,840 $3,053 $45,893 $33,977 $9,516 28.0% $12,853 $165,343
O4 $89,866 $39,600 $3,053 $42,653 $31,241 $7,334 23.5% $10,013 $142,531
O3 $70,283 $35,136 $3,053 $38,189 $27,329 $4,050 14.8% $5,660 $114,131
O2 $54,383 $32,544 $3,053 $35,597 $23,849 $3,352 14.1% $5,004 $94,983
O1 $38,890 $28,836 $3,053 $31,889 $22,373 $4,036 18.0% $5,753 $76,532


W5 $104,791 $38,880 $3,053 $41,933 $27,941 $7,788 27.9% $11,689 $158,412
W4 $87,227 $36,900 $3,053 $39,953 $28,301 $6,165 21.8% $8,704 $135,883
W3 $73,174 $35,208 $3,053 $38,261 $27,245 $4,224 15.5% $5,931 $117,366
W2 $60,612 $33,984 $3,053 $37,037 $25,889 $3,592 13.9% $5,139 $102,788
W1 $52,620 $32,760 $3,053 $35,813 $22,277 $3,380 15.2% $5,434 $93,867


E9 $80,043 $36,432 $4,433 $40,865 $29,933 $5,705 19.1% $7,788 $128,696
E8 $63,095 $34,524 $4,433 $38,957 $28,277 $3,872 13.7% $5,334 $107,385
E7 $53,884 $33,552 $4,433 $37,985 $27,233 $3,876 14.2% $5,406 $97,275
E6 $43,899 $32,580 $4,433 $37,013 $26,525 $4,899 18.5% $6,836 $87,748
E5 $35,169 $28,332 $4,433 $32,765 $24,233 $5,129 21.2% $6,936 $74,869
E4 $28,423 $27,432 $4,433 $31,865 $22,433 $4,588 20.5% $6,517 $66,805
E3 $23,749 $27,432 $4,433 $31,865 $22,961 $4,130 18.0% $5,731 $61,345
E2 $22,036 $27,432 $4,433 $31,865 $21,509 $3,896 18.1% $5,772 $59,673
E1 $19,660 $27,432 $4,433 $31,865 $21,929 $4,041 18.4% $5,873 $57,397


 
Source:  U.S Department of Defense, 2018. 
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This analysis assumes the floor requirement is initially the greatest of three components: key and essential 


personnel, historic housing units, and quality of life (targeted economic relief). The components are not 


additive, the greatest component for each grade determines the floor requirement in that grade (Table 


4-10). The overall floor requirement totals 52 units. 


Table 4-10.  Floor Requirement by Criterion, Accompanied Personnel, 2023 


Military Military Key and Historic Quality Floor
Pay Grade Families Community Essential Units of Life Requirement


O7 & Above          10               -      10        -        -            10 


O6          63               -      16        -        -            16 


O5        103               -         6        -        -              6 


O4        160               -         5        -        -              5 


O3          46               -          -        -        -               - 


O2             4               -         1        -        -              1 


O1              -               -          -        -        -               - 


Officers        386               -      38        -        -            38 


W5              -               -          -        -        -               - 


W4          16               -          -        -        -               - 


W3             2               -         1        -        -              1 


W2          16               -          -        -        -               - 


W1              -               -          -        -        -               - 


Warrants          34               -         1        -        -              1 


E9          20               -         7        -        -              7 


E8          45               -         3        -        -              3 


E7        125               -         1        -        -              1 


E6        174               -         2        -        -              2 


E5        120               -          -        -        -               - 


E4          13               -          -        -        -               - 


E3             1               -          -        -        -               - 


E2              -               -          -        -        -               - 


E1              -               -          -        -        -               - 


Enlisted        498               -      13        -        -            13 


Total        918               -      52        -        -            52 


Floor Requirement Criteria


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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The total floor requirement by grade and number of bedrooms is presented in Table 4-11. 


Table 4-11. Floor Requirement by Bedrooms, Accompanied Personnel, USAG Miami 2023 


2023


Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total  


O7 & Above - - 10 10
O6 - - 16 16
O5 - - 6 6
O4 - - 5 5
O3 - - - -
O2 - - 1 1
O1 - - - -


Officers - - 38 38


W5 - - - -
W4 - - - -
W3 - - 1 1
W2 - - - -
W1 - - - -


Warrants - - 1 1


E9 - - 7 7
E8 - - 3 3
E7 - - 1 1
E6 - - 2 2
E5 - - - -
E4 - - - -
E3 - - - -
E2 - - - -
E1 - - - -


Enlisted - - 13 13


Total - - 52 52


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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Unaccompanied Personnel 


For unaccompanied personnel, the floor housing requirement is defined as all unaccompanied E1-E5 


personnel.  These personnel are assumed to be housed in government-provided unaccompanied quarters. 


Table 4-12 presents the projected floor housing requirement for unaccompanied personnel. 


Table 4-12.  Unaccompanied Floor Housing Requirement, USAG Miami, 2023 


2023


Pay Grade One Two Three Total


O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - - -
O5 - - - -
O4 - - - -
O3 - - - -
O2 - - - -
O1 - - - -


Officers - - - -


W5 - - - -
W4 - - - -
W3 - - - -
W2 - - - -
W1 - - - -


Warrants - - - -


E9 - - - -
E8 - - - -
E7 - - - -
E6 - - - -
E5 93 - - 93
E4 23 - - 23
E3 9 - - 9
E2 2 - - 2
E1 - - - -


Enlisted 127 - - 127


Total 127 - - 127


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study 
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4.4 COMMUNITY HOUSING DEMAND 


For accompanied personnel, total potential community housing demand is defined for 2018 as those 


accompanied personnel in excess of the current occupants of government-provided housing, and for 2023 


as those personnel in excess of the projected floor requirement. For unaccompanied personnel the potential 


community housing demand equals those personnel in excess of the floor requirement in both years. 


Accompanied Personnel 


Accompanied personnel “community-first” housing demand totals 910 families in 2018 and 866 families 


in 2023. The bedroom requirements of these personnel, by grade, are shown in Table 4-13. 


Table 4-13.  Community-First Accompanied Housing Demand, USAG Miami, 2018 and 2023 


2018 2023


Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total


O7 & Above - - 5 5 O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - 64 64 O6 - - 47 47
O5 - 70 35 105 O5 - 69 28 97
O4 - 112 50 162 O4 - 111 44 155
O3 26 12 9 47 O3 25 12 9 46
O2 2 2 - 4 O2 2 1 - 3
O1 - - - - O1 - - - -


Officers 28 196 163 387 Officers 27 193 128 348


W5 - - - - W5 - - - -
W4 - 7 7 14 W4 - 8 8 16
W3 - 1 1 2 W3 - 1 - 1
W2 3 7 4 14 W2 4 7 5 16
W1 - - - - W1 - - - -


Warrants 3 15 12 30 Warrants 4 16 13 33


E9 - 7 12 19 E9 - 7 6 13
E8 - 29 16 45 E8 - 29 13 42
E7 - 83 41 124 E7 - 84 40 124
E6 83 58 31 172 E6 84 59 29 172
E5 70 38 11 119 E5 71 38 11 120
E4 10 2 1 13 E4 10 2 1 13
E3 1 - - 1 E3 1 - - 1
E2 - - - - E2 - - - -
E1 - - - - E1 - - - -


Enlisted 164 217 112 493 Enlisted 166 219 100 485


Total 195 428 287 910 Total 197 428 241 866


Number of BedroomsNumber of Bedrooms


           
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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Homeownership Rates 


Current homeownership rates were derived from the results of a survey of USAG Miami military 


personnel conducted by the USAG Miami Housing Office in October 2018. The projected number of 


homeowners is based on the expected change in homeownership affordability between 2018 and 2023 in 


the USAG Miami housing market area. 


Numerous factors determine the extent of homeownership at a military installation. Simple comparisons 


of housing allowances to home prices are not sufficient to explain changes in homeownership. A more 


precise measurement is needed. Table 4-14 presents a method for calculating changes in affordability of 


homeownership for USAG Miami personnel between 2018 and 2023. This method can be used to adjust 


the 2018 homeownership rates to 2023. If all other factors - availability of jobs for spouses, attractiveness 


of the area for retirement or multiple tours of duty, expected home price appreciation, extent of favorable 


tax treatment of homeownership - remained the same between 2018 and 2023, the adjustment for the 


change in affordability could potentially provide an accurate measure of homeownership in 2023. 


The calculation shown in Table 4-14 uses the median sales price of a single family home in Miami-Dade 


County (Zillow, 2018). Assuming a 10 percent down payment, it is possible to calculate the amount of the 


mortgage carried by the purchaser. Assuming a 30-year fixed rate loan, it is possible to calculate monthly 


costs of principal and interest on the loan. Allowances are then made for property taxes, insurance, and 


utility costs to determine the total monthly cost of homeownership. 


Assumptions about future interest rates, home prices, utility costs, and housing allowance escalation must 


be formulated in order to project changes in affordability. The trend in home mortgage rates is determined 


using a combination of sources, including the latest press releases and economic forecasts from the U.S. 


Federal Reserve, and 30-year mortgage rate forecasts from Freddie Mac, the Mortgage Bankers 


Association, and the National Association of Realtors. Interest rates are assumed to increase to 5.6 percent 


by 2023. Home prices are projected to increase at an average annual rate of 1.1 percent per year from 2018 


to 2023, consistent with recent historical changes in the price of a home in the area. Utility costs are 


assumed to increase 2.0 percent per year, on average, consistent with historical changes in the household 


utility component of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) for the Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach 


MSA (U.S Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018). 


Weighted-average housing allowances for USAG Miami military families are projected to increase by an 


average of 2.4 percent per year from 2018 to 2023, based on historical changes in the rent and utility cost 


components of the CPI (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018). Comparing the cost of owning a home to 


the weighted-average housing allowance (BAH in 2018 and expected BAH in 2023) for personnel with 


dependents allows for the calculation of an Affordability Gap in dollar terms. As shown in Table 4-14, 


this gap is expected to increase from $609 in 2018 to $668 in 2023. 
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Table 4-14. Military Homeownership Affordability Analysis, USAG Miami 


Indicator Comment/description 2018 2023


Purchase Price Median sales price of a residential home, $307,989 $325,750


Projection to 2023 assumes 1.1%/year increase


Down Payment Assumed to be 10% of Purchase Price; $30,799 $32,575


varies with use of VA financing, other factors


Loan Amount Purchase Price less Down Payment $277,190 $293,175


Interest Rate Annual average yield on new home mortgages 4.7% 5.6%


as compiled by Federal Reserve Board; 2023


projection assumes moderate increase in rates


Monthly Payment Assumes 30-year fixed rate loan $1,438 $1,683


Property Taxes Annual amount assumed to be 1.02% of $385 $407


purchase price; shown as $/month


Insurance Annual amount assumed to be 1.00% of $257 $271


purchase price; shown as $/month


Utility Costs 2018 cost is for a 3-BR unit $295 $325


as estimated for this analysis; 


2023 projection assumes 2.0%/year increase


Monthly Cost Loan payment plus property taxes plus $2,375 $2,686


insurance plus util ities


Military Allowances Weighted average housing allowance for $2,981 $3,350


military personnel, $/month


Affordability Gap ($) Monthly Cost minus military allowance -$605 -$664


equals cost to be borne from base pay or other


income (spouse, second job, etc.)


Affordability Gap (%) Monthly Cost as a percent of military allowance 79.7% 80.2%


Adjustment Factor Relative Change in Affordabilty Gap (%) 100.0% 100.6%
 


Note: Total settlement/escrow costs are not shown. 


Sources: Florida Department of Labor and Workforce, 2018d; Congressional Budget Office, 2018; Freddie 
Mac, 2018; Mortgage Bankers Association, 2018; National Association of Realtors, 2018; U.S. Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, 2018; and estimates prepared for this study. 


The Affordability Gap measured as a percent of the weighted-average housing allowance is also shown. 


USAG Miami personnel have to pay, on average, 79.6 percent of the average housing allowance to cover 


the cost of owning a home in 2018. Because the cost of owning a home is expected to rise faster than the 


weighted-average housing allowance, the cost of owning a home in 2023 is projected to be approximately 
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80.1 percent of the average housing allowance. This is a 0.6 percent relative change in the Affordability 


Gap between 2018 and 2023 (see the Adjustment Factor shown as the last row in Table 4-14). 


The purpose of the analysis shown in Table 4-14 is to forecast changes in affordability between 2018 and 


2023. In addition, it is necessary to estimate how sensitive military home purchases are to these changes 


in cost. There is very little information available on which to base such an analysis. Therefore a formulaic 


estimate must be used. It is possible to calculate the change in homeownership propensities for each grade 


using the relative change in the affordability gap. Specifically, the share of families that are not 


homeowners (that is, are renters) can be assumed to rise proportionately with the relative affordability 


gap. Symbolically, this can be expressed as: 


Projected homeownership share =  1 / (1 + Ratio of renters to homeowners in 2018 x 


     Relative affordability gap in the projected year) 


This adjustment factor can then be applied to each grade’s homeownership propensity as calculated from 


the results of the personnel survey to project homeowners. Applying the adjustment factor to 2023 


projections provides an estimate of future homeowners given the assumed trends in home prices, housing 


allowances, and interest rates. Use of this approach is necessarily judgmental, and is subject to uncertainty 


due to housing and credit market conditions. 


In the current year (2018), 22.8 percent of military families are estimated to own a home in the local area 


(209 homeowners; Table 4-15). Since the monthly cost of owning a home in the market area is projected 


to increase at a faster rate than average housing allowances, homeownership rates by pay grade are 


expected to decline. In 2023, using the pro forma analysis, it is projected that 208 USAG Miami families 


will be homeowners, representing 22.7 percent of all families (Table 4-15).  


Military homeowners projected for 2023 are not affected by the definition of the floor requirement. All 


military members living on the installation in 2018 are considered renters.  
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Table 4-15.  Accompanied Homeowners, USAG Miami, 2018 and 2023 


2018 2023


Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total  Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total  


O7 & Above - - - - O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - 24 24 O6 - - 23 23
O5 - 19 10 29 O5 - 18 10 28
O4 - 31 14 45 O4 - 30 14 44
O3 7 3 3 13 O3 7 3 3 13
O2 1 1 - 2 O2 1 1 - 2
O1 - - - - O1 - - - -


Officers 8 54 51 113 Officers 8 52 50 110


W5 - - - - W5 - - - -
W4 - 4 4 8 W4 - 5 5 10
W3 - 1 - 1 W3 - 1 - 1
W2 1 3 2 6 W2 1 3 2 6
W1 - - - - W1 - - - -


Warrants 1 8 6 15 Warrants 1 9 7 17


E9 - 2 4 6 E9 - 2 4 6
E8 - 8 4 12 E8 - 8 4 12
E7 - 16 8 24 E7 - 16 8 24
E6 11 8 4 23 E6 11 8 4 23
E5 9 5 1 15 E5 9 5 1 15
E4 1 - - 1 E4 1 - - 1
E3 - - - - E3 - - - -
E2 - - - - E2 - - - -
E1 - - - - E1 - - - -


Enlisted 21 39 21 81 Enlisted 21 39 21 81


Total 30 101 78 209 Total 30 100 78 208


Number of BedroomsNumber of Bedrooms


Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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The number of accompanied personnel owning homes in the area is subtracted from the total community 


housing demand (see Table 4-13 and Table 4-15) to obtain the number of accompanied renters. The 


number of accompanied renters is thus 701 families in 2018 and 658 families in 2023 (Table 4-16). 


Table 4-16.  Accompanied Renters, USAG Miami, 2018 and 2023 


2018 2023


Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total  Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total  


O7 & Above - - 5 5 O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - 40 40 O6 - - 24 24
O5 - 51 25 76 O5 - 51 18 69
O4 - 81 36 117 O4 - 81 30 111
O3 19 9 6 34 O3 18 9 6 33
O2 1 1 - 2 O2 1 - - 1
O1 - - - - O1 - - - -


Officers 20 142 112 274 Officers 19 141 78 238


W5 - - - - W5 - - - -
W4 - 3 3 6 W4 - 3 3 6
W3 - - 1 1 W3 - - - -
W2 2 4 2 8 W2 3 4 3 10
W1 - - - - W1 - - - -


Warrants 2 7 6 15 Warrants 3 7 6 16


E9 - 5 8 13 E9 - 5 2 7
E8 - 21 12 33 E8 - 21 9 30
E7 - 67 33 100 E7 - 68 32 100
E6 72 50 27 149 E6 73 51 25 149
E5 61 33 10 104 E5 62 33 10 105
E4 9 2 1 12 E4 9 2 1 12
E3 1 - - 1 E3 1 - - 1
E2 - - - - E2 - - - -
E1 - - - - E1 - - - -


Enlisted 143 178 91 412 Enlisted 145 180 79 404


Total 165 327 209 701 Total 167 328 163 658


Number of Bedrooms Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study 
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Unaccompanied Personnel 


Total unaccompanied “community first” housing needs are those unaccompanied personnel in excess of 


the floor requirement. Total community housing demand is thus 187 unaccompanied personnel in both 


2018 and 2023. The bedroom requirements of these personnel by grade are shown in Table 4-17. 


Table 4-17.  Community-First Unaccompanied Housing Demand, USAG Miami, 2018 and 2023 


2018 2023


Pay Grade One Two Three Total Pay Grade One Two Three Total


O7 & Above - - - - O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - 9 9 O6 - - 9 9
O5 - - 26 26 O5 - - 26 26
O4 - - 28 28 O4 - - 28 28
O3 - 43 - 43 O3 - 43 - 43
O2 - 5 - 5 O2 - 5 - 5
O1 - 1 - 1 O1 - 1 - 1


Officers - 49 63 112 Officers - 49 63 112


W5 - - - - W5 - - - -
W4 - - - - W4 - - - -
W3 - 1 - 1 W3 - 1 - 1
W2 - - - - W2 - - - -
W1 - - - - W1 - - - -


Warrants - 1 - 1 Warrants - 1 - 1


E9 - 3 - 3 E9 - 3 - 3
E8 - 6 - 6 E8 - 6 - 6
E7 - 17 - 17 E7 - 17 - 17
E6 - 48 - 48 E6 - 48 - 48
E5 - - - - E5 - - - -
E4 - - - - E4 - - - -
E3 - - - - E3 - - - -
E2 - - - - E2 - - - -
E1 - - - - E1 - - - -


Enlisted - 74 - 74 Enlisted - 74 - 74


Total - 124 63 187 Total - 124 63 187


Number of BedroomsNumber of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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The estimated number of unaccompanied personnel owning homes in the community is presented in Table 


4-18. A total of 44 unaccompanied personnel are estimated to own their homes in the area in 2018, and 


that number is not projected to change for 2023. 


Table 4-18.  Unaccompanied Homeowners, USAG Miami, 2018 and 2023 


2018 2023


Pay Grade One Two Three Total Pay Grade One Two Three Total


O7 & Above - - - - O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - 4 4 O6 - - 4 4
O5 - - 11 11 O5 - - 11 11
O4 - - 14 14 O4 - - 14 14
O3 - 4 - 4 O3 - 4 - 4
O2 - 1 - 1 O2 - 1 - 1
O1 - - - - O1 - - - -


Officers - 5 29 34 Officers - 5 29 34


W5 - - - - W5 - - - -
W4 - - - - W4 - - - -
W3 - - - - W3 - - - -
W2 - - - - W2 - - - -
W1 - - - - W1 - - - -


Warrants - - - - Warrants - - - -


E9 - - - - E9 - - - -
E8 - 2 - 2 E8 - 2 - 2
E7 - 1 - 1 E7 - 1 - 1
E6 - 7 - 7 E6 - 7 - 7
E5 - - - - E5 - - - -
E4 - - - - E4 - - - -
E3 - - - - E3 - - - -
E2 - - - - E2 - - - -
E1 - - - - E1 - - - -


Enlisted - 10 - 10 Enlisted - 10 - 10


Total - 15 29 44 Total - 15 29 44


Number of Bedrooms Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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The number of unaccompanied personnel owning homes in the area is subtracted from the total community 


housing demand (see Table 4-17) to obtain the number of unaccompanied renters. The number of 


unaccompanied renters is thus 143 in both 2018 and 2023. Table 4-19 displays the grade and bedroom 


entitlements of these renters. 


Table 4-19.  Unaccompanied Renters, USAG Miami, 2018 and 2023 


2018 2023


Pay Grade One Two Three Total Pay Grade One Two Three Total


O7 & Above - - - - O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - 5 5 O6 - - 5 5
O5 - - 15 15 O5 - - 15 15
O4 - - 14 14 O4 - - 14 14
O3 - 39 - 39 O3 - 39 - 39
O2 - 4 - 4 O2 - 4 - 4
O1 - 1 - 1 O1 - 1 - 1


Officers - 44 34 78 Officers - 44 34 78


W5 - - - - W5 - - - -
W4 - - - - W4 - - - -
W3 - 1 - 1 W3 - 1 - 1
W2 - - - - W2 - - - -
W1 - - - - W1 - - - -


Warrants - 1 - 1 Warrants - 1 - 1


E9 - 3 - 3 E9 - 3 - 3
E8 - 4 - 4 E8 - 4 - 4
E7 - 16 - 16 E7 - 16 - 16
E6 - 41 - 41 E6 - 41 - 41
E5 - - - - E5 - - - -
E4 - - - - E4 - - - -
E3 - - - - E3 - - - -
E2 - - - - E2 - - - -
E1 - - - - E1 - - - -


Enlisted - 64 - 64 Enlisted - 64 - 64


Total - 109 34 143 Total - 109 34 143


Number of Bedrooms Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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4.5 AFFORDABILITY AND ADEQUACY 


Cost is one of four DoD criteria used to determine whether housing is acceptable for accompanied military 


personnel. Location (i.e., within the market area), adequate condition and facilities (that is, decent, safe, 


and sanitary housing), and bedroom entitlements are the three other criteria. However, all three non-cost 


criteria are related closely to cost. If market area housing is not affordable for military families, they are 


more likely to reside outside the market area, or to live in housing in substandard condition or with 


inadequate facilities, or in units with fewer bedrooms than their entitlements. 


Military Housing Allowances and Maximum Acceptable Housing Costs 


Accompanied military personnel residing in community housing receive a Basic Allowance for Housing 


(BAH) in addition to base pay. Maximum Acceptable Housing Cost (MAHC) is currently equal to BAH. 


Military personnel are assumed to pay approximately 85 percent to 100 percent of MAHC for rent and 


utilities. If a military member finds it necessary to pay more than MAHC to obtain adequate housing, that 


member is, by definition, in unacceptable housing. In the USAG Miami area, MAHC for military families 


ranges from $2,286 per month to $3,633 per month depending on grade. For unaccompanied personnel, 


MAHC ranges from $1,914 to $2,985 per month (Table 4-20). 


Table 4-20.  Maximum Acceptable Housing Cost, With Dependents and Without Dependents, 
USAG Miami, 2018 


With Dependents Without Dependents
Pay Grade BAH BAH


O7 & Above $3,633 $2,985
O6 $3,603 $2,919
O5 $3,570 $2,841
O4 $3,300 $2,796
O3 $2,928 $2,586
O2 $2,712 $2,337
O1 $2,403 $2,208


W5 $3,240 $2,808
W4 $3,075 $2,733
W3 $2,934 $2,553
W2 $2,832 $2,430
W1 $2,730 $2,268


E9 $3,036 $2,538
E8 $2,877 $2,433
E7 $2,796 $2,286
E6 $2,715 $2,217
E5 $2,361 $2,106
E4 $2,286 $1,914
E3 $2,286 $1,914
E2 $2,286 $1,914
E1 $2,286 $1,914


 
Source: U.S. Department of Defense, 2018. 
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Accompanied and Unaccompanied Renters by Cost Band 


Table 4-21 presents the current accompanied rental housing requirement by rental cost band and  


Table 4-22 presents the projected accompanied rental housing requirement by rental cost band.  


Table 4-21.  Accompanied Renters, by Rental Cost, USAG Miami, 2018 


2018


Rental Cost Studios One Two Three Four+ Total


Above $3400              -                -                -           15           25 40
$3,400              -                -                -           10           13 23
$3,300              -                -                -           27           21 48
$3,200              -                -                -           26           20 46
$3,100              -                -                -           22           14 36
$3,000              -                -               1           19             8 28
$2,900              -                -               6           24           16 46
$2,800              -                -               9           26           17 52
$2,700              -                -             22           40           20 82
$2,600              -                -             22           36           19 77
$2,500              -                -             18           32           17 67
$2,400              -                -             27           21           10 58
$2,300              -                -             19           10             2 31
$2,200              -                -             20           10             3 33


$2100 & Below              -                -             21             9             4 34


Total            -                -            165        327        209             701 


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 


Table 4-22.  Accompanied Renters, by Rental Cost, USAG Miami, 2023 


2023


Rental Cost Studios One Two Three Four+ Total


Above $3400              -                -               -           15           17 32
$3,400              -                -               -           10             7 17
$3,300              -                -               -           27           13 40
$3,200              -                -               -           26           13 39
$3,100              -                -               -           22           10 32
$3,000              -                -              1           19             8 28
$2,900              -                -              5           24           12 41
$2,800              -                -              7           27           12 46
$2,700              -                -            23           37           18 78
$2,600              -                -            23           37           18 78
$2,500              -                -            19           33           16 68
$2,400              -                -            28           22           10 60
$2,300              -                -            19           10             2 31
$2,200              -                -            21           10             3 34


$2100 & Below              -                -            21             9             4 34


Total            -                -            167        328        163             658 


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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Table 4-23 presents the current unaccompanied rental housing requirement by rental cost band and Table 


4-24 presents the projected unaccompanied rental housing requirement by rental cost band. 


Table 4-23.  Unaccompanied Renters, by Rental Cost, USAG Miami, 2018 


2018


Rental Cost Studios One Two Three Four+ Total


Above $3400              -                -                -              -              - -
$3,400              -                -                -              -              - -
$3,300              -                -                -              -              - -
$3,200              -                -                -              -              - -
$3,100              -                -                -              -              - -
$3,000              -                -                -              -              - -
$2,900              -                -                -             3              - 3
$2,800              -                -                -             7              - 7
$2,700              -                -                -             9              - 9
$2,600              -                -               9             8              - 17
$2,500              -                -             12             6              - 18
$2,400              -                -             13             1              - 14
$2,300              -                -             19              -              - 19
$2,200              -                -             19              -              - 19


$2100 & Below              -                -             37              -              - 37


Total            -                -            109           34            -               143 


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 


Table 4-24.  Unaccompanied Renters, by Rental Cost, USAG Miami, 2023 


2023


Rental Cost Studios One Two Three Four+ Total


Above $3400              -                -               -              -              - -
$3,400              -                -               -              -              - -
$3,300              -                -               -              -              - -
$3,200              -                -               -              -              - -
$3,100              -                -               -              -              - -
$3,000              -                -               -              -              - -
$2,900              -                -               -             3              - 3
$2,800              -                -               -             7              - 7
$2,700              -                -               -             9              - 9
$2,600              -                -              9             8              - 17
$2,500              -                -            12             6              - 18
$2,400              -                -            13             1              - 14
$2,300              -                -            19              -              - 19
$2,200              -                -            19              -              - 19


$2100 & Below              -                -            37              -              - 37


Total            -                -            109           34            -               143 


Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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Community Shortfall 


To assess the availability, affordability, and adequacy of community rentals under the Army’s definition 


of acceptable housing, military rental housing demand is compared with four housing market elements: 


rental costs in the market area (rents plus utilities); the level of competing demand for rental housing in 


the market area; the overall amount of rental housing; and the extent of suitable rental housing in the 


market area. Chapter 1 describes the methodology used in this analysis. The following sections present 


the results of the analysis for both military families and unaccompanied personnel. 


Accompanied Personnel 


Table 4-25 presents the estimated number of expected suitable rentals likely to be captured by 


accompanied renters for 2018 and 2023. A total of 460 expected suitable rentals are estimated for 2018 


and 545 expected suitable rentals are projected for 2023. 


Table 4-25.  Expected Suitable Rentals for Accompanied Renters, USAG Miami, 2018 and 2023 


2018 2023


Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total  Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total  


O7 & Above - - 5 5 O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - 32 32 O6 - - 22 22
O5 - 46 19 65 O5 - 45 18 63
O4 - 66 21 87 O4 - 69 24 93
O3 15 6 1 22 O3 16 9 5 30
O2 1 1 - 2 O2 1 - - 1
O1 - - - - O1 - - - -


Officers 16 119 78 213 Officers 17 123 69 209


W5 - - - - W5 - - - -
W4 - 3 - 3 W4 - 3 3 6
W3 - - - - W3 - - - -
W2 2 4 1 7 W2 3 4 3 10
W1 - - - - W1 - - - -


Warrants 2 7 1 10 Warrants 3 7 6 16


E9 - 5 4 9 E9 - 5 1 6
E8 - 15 4 19 E8 - 18 5 23
E7 - 45 10 55 E7 - 57 19 76
E6 55 31 7 93 E6 65 45 16 126
E5 40 15 - 55 E5 51 26 2 79
E4 5 - - 5 E4 7 2 - 9
E3 1 - - 1 E3 1 - - 1
E2 - - - - E2 - - - -
E1 - - - - E1 - - - -


Enlisted 101 111 25 237 Enlisted 124 153 43 320


Total 119 237 104 460 Total 144 283 118 545


Number of Bedrooms Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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Total acceptable housing for accompanied personnel in the market area is the sum of area homeowners 


and expected suitable rentals in the area. A total of 669 accompanied personnel are acceptably housed in 


2018 and 753 accompanied personnel are acceptably housed in 2023 (Table 4-26). 


Table 4-26.  Total Acceptable Housing for Accompanied Personnel, USAG Miami, 2018 and 2023 


2018 2023


Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total  Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total  


O7 & Above - - 5 5 O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - 56 56 O6 - - 45 45
O5 - 65 29 94 O5 - 63 28 91
O4 - 97 35 132 O4 - 99 38 137
O3 22 9 4 35 O3 23 12 8 43
O2 2 2 - 4 O2 2 1 - 3
O1 - - - - O1 - - - -


Officers 24 173 129 326 Officers 25 175 119 319


W5 - - - - W5 - - - -
W4 - 7 4 11 W4 - 8 8 16
W3 - 1 - 1 W3 - 1 - 1
W2 3 7 3 13 W2 4 7 5 16
W1 - - - - W1 - - - -


Warrants 3 15 7 25 Warrants 4 16 13 33


E9 - 7 8 15 E9 - 7 5 12
E8 - 23 8 31 E8 - 26 9 35
E7 - 61 18 79 E7 - 73 27 100
E6 66 39 11 116 E6 76 53 20 149
E5 49 20 1 70 E5 60 31 3 94
E4 6 - - 6 E4 8 2 - 10
E3 1 - - 1 E3 1 - - 1
E2 - - - - E2 - - - -
E1 - - - - E1 - - - -


Enlisted 122 150 46 318 Enlisted 145 192 64 401


Total 149 338 182 669 Total 174 383 196 753


Number of BedroomsNumber of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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The community-housing shortfall is thus estimated to total 241 units in 2018 and 113 units in 2023 (the 


total community housing requirement less acceptable community housing for accompanied personnel). 


The grade and bedroom breakdown of these units is presented in Table 4-27.  


Table 4-27.  Accompanied Community Housing Shortfall, USAG Miami, 2018 and 2023 


2018 2023


Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total  Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total  


O7 & Above - - - - O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - 8 8 O6 - - 2 2
O5 - 5 6 11 O5 - 6 - 6
O4 - 15 15 30 O4 - 12 6 18
O3 4 3 5 12 O3 2 - 1 3
O2 - - - - O2 - - - -
O1 - - - - O1 - - - -


Officers 4 23 34 61 Officers 2 18 9 29


W5 - - - - W5 - - - -
W4 - - 3 3 W4 - - - -
W3 - - 1 1 W3 - - - -
W2 - - 1 1 W2 - - - -
W1 - - - - W1 - - - -


Warrants - - 5 5 Warrants - - - -


E9 - - 4 4 E9 - - 1 1
E8 - 6 8 14 E8 - 3 4 7
E7 - 22 23 45 E7 - 11 13 24
E6 17 19 20 56 E6 8 6 9 23
E5 21 18 10 49 E5 11 7 8 26
E4 4 2 1 7 E4 2 - 1 3
E3 - - - - E3 - - - -
E2 - - - - E2 - - - -
E1 - - - - E1 - - - -


Enlisted 42 67 66 175 Enlisted 21 27 36 84


Total 46 90 105 241 Total 23 45 45 113


Number of Bedrooms Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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Unaccompanied Personnel 


Table 4-28 presents the estimated number of expected suitable rentals likely to be captured by 


unaccompanied renters in 2018 and 2023. A total of 96 expected suitable rentals are estimated for 


unaccompanied renters in 2018 and 124 expected suitable rentals are projected for 2023. 


Table 4-28.  Expected Suitable Rentals for Unaccompanied Renters, USAG Miami, 2018 and 2023 


2018 2023


Pay Grade One Two Three Total Pay Grade One Two Three Total


O7 & Above - - - - O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - 4 4 O6 - - 5 5
O5 - - 10 10 O5 - - 12 12
O4 - - 10 10 O4 - - 14 14
O3 - 27 - 27 O3 - 34 - 34
O2 - 3 - 3 O2 - 4 - 4
O1 - 1 - 1 O1 - 1 - 1


Officers - 31 24 55 Officers - 39 31 70


W5 - - - - W5 - - - -
W4 - - - - W4 - - - -
W3 - 1 - 1 W3 - 1 - 1
W2 - - - - W2 - - - -
W1 - - - - W1 - - - -


Warrants - 1 - 1 Warrants - 1 - 1


E9 - 3 - 3 E9 - 3 - 3
E8 - 3 - 3 E8 - 4 - 4
E7 - 10 - 10 E7 - 13 - 13
E6 - 24 - 24 E6 - 33 - 33
E5 - - - - E5 - - - -
E4 - - - - E4 - - - -
E3 - - - - E3 - - - -
E2 - - - - E2 - - - -
E1 - - - - E1 - - - -


Enlisted - 40 - 40 Enlisted - 53 - 53


Total - 72 24 96 Total - 93 31 124


Number of BedroomsNumber of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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Total acceptable housing for unaccompanied personnel in the market area is the sum of area homeowners 


and expected suitable rentals in the area. A total of 140 unaccompanied personnel are acceptably housed 


in 2018 and 168 unaccompanied personnel are acceptably housed in 2023 (Table 4-29). 


Table 4-29.  Total Acceptable Housing for Unaccompanied Personnel, USAG Miami, 2018 and 2023 


2018 2023


Pay Grade One Two Three Total Pay Grade One Two Three Total


O7 & Above - - - - O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - 8 8 O6 - - 9 9
O5 - - 21 21 O5 - - 23 23
O4 - - 24 24 O4 - - 28 28
O3 - 31 - 31 O3 - 38 - 38
O2 - 4 - 4 O2 - 5 - 5
O1 - 1 - 1 O1 - 1 - 1


Officers - 36 53 89 Officers - 44 60 104


W5 - - - - W5 - - - -
W4 - - - - W4 - - - -
W3 - 1 - 1 W3 - 1 - 1
W2 - - - - W2 - - - -
W1 - - - - W1 - - - -


Warrants - 1 - 1 Warrants - 1 - 1


E9 - 3 - 3 E9 - 3 - 3
E8 - 5 - 5 E8 - 6 - 6
E7 - 11 - 11 E7 - 14 - 14
E6 - 31 - 31 E6 - 40 - 40
E5 - - - - E5 - - - -
E4 - - - - E4 - - - -
E3 - - - - E3 - - - -
E2 - - - - E2 - - - -
E1 - - - - E1 - - - -


Enlisted - 50 - 50 Enlisted - 63 - 63


Total - 87 53 140 Total - 108 60 168


Number of BedroomsNumber of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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The community-housing shortfall for unaccompanied personnel is thus estimated to total 47 units in 2018 


and 19 units in 2023 (the total community housing requirement less acceptable community housing for 


unaccompanied personnel). The grade and bedroom breakdown of these units is presented in Table 4-30. 


Table 4-30.  Unaccompanied Community Housing Shortfall, USAG Miami, 2018 and 2023 


2018 2023


Pay Grade One Two Three Total Pay Grade One Two Three Total


O7 & Above - - - - O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - 1 1 O6 - - - -
O5 - - 5 5 O5 - - 3 3
O4 - - 4 4 O4 - - - -
O3 - 12 - 12 O3 - 5 - 5
O2 - 1 - 1 O2 - - - -
O1 - - - - O1 - - - -


Officers - 13 10 23 Officers - 5 3 8


W5 - - - - W5 - - - -
W4 - - - - W4 - - - -
W3 - - - - W3 - - - -
W2 - - - - W2 - - - -
W1 - - - - W1 - - - -


Warrants - - - - Warrants - - - -


E9 - - - - E9 - - - -
E8 - 1 - 1 E8 - - - -
E7 - 6 - 6 E7 - 3 - 3
E6 - 17 - 17 E6 - 8 - 8
E5 - - - - E5 - - - -
E4 - - - - E4 - - - -
E3 - - - - E3 - - - -
E2 - - - - E2 - - - -
E1 - - - - E1 - - - -


Enlisted - 24 - 24 Enlisted - 11 - 11


Total - 37 10 47 Total - 16 3 19


Number of Bedrooms Number of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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5. SUPPLY-DEMAND BALANCE 


This chapter presents the total current and projected requirement for military family and unaccompanied 


housing. Estimates and forecasts of the requirement were calculated based on information presented in 


each of the previous chapters of this report. 


5.1 TOTAL REQUIREMENT FOR HOUSING 


Accompanied Personnel 


The initial military family housing requirement in 2023 is a projected 165 units, reflecting the sum of the 


floor requirement and the community housing shortfall. This initial requirement is then adjusted as needed 


to include at least 10 percent of military families in each pay grade to satisfy the military housing 


community requirement (see page 1-2). For this analysis, the initial requirement was raised by two units 


in the O3, W4, and W2 pay grades, and one unit in the E3 pay grade. The total military family housing 


requirement in 2023 is therefore 172 units (Table 5-1). The breakout of the requirement by pay grade and 


bedroom entitlement is presented in Table 5-2.  


Table 5-1. Floor Requirement, Private Sector Shortfall, and Total Military Family Housing Requirement,  
USAG Miami, 2023 


Private Initial 10-Percent Total Military 
Military Military Key and Historic Quality Floor Sector Housing Military Housing


Pay Grade Families Community Essential Units of Life Requirement Shortfall Requirement Community Requirement


O7 & Above          10               -      10        -        -            10            -                 10                1                  10 


O6          63               -      16        -        -            16           2                 18                6                  18 


O5        103               -         6        -        -              6           6                 12              10                  12 


O4        160               -         5        -        -              5         18                 23              16                  23 


O3          46               -          -        -        -               -           3                   3                5                    5 


O2             4               -         1        -        -              1            -                   1                1                    1 


O1              -               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                 -                     - 


Officers        386               -      38        -        -            38         29                 67              39                  69 


W5              -               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                 -                     - 


W4          16               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                2                    2 


W3             2               -         1        -        -              1            -                   1                1                    1 


W2          16               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                2                    2 


W1              -               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                 -                     - 


Warrants          34               -         1        -        -              1            -                   1                5                    5 


E9          20               -         7        -        -              7           1                   8                2                    8 


E8          45               -         3        -        -              3           7                 10                5                  10 


E7        125               -         1        -        -              1         24                 25              13                  25 


E6        174               -         2        -        -              2         23                 25              17                  25 


E5        120               -          -        -        -               -         26                 26              12                  26 


E4          13               -          -        -        -               -           3                   3                1                    3 


E3             1               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                1                    1 


E2              -               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                 -                     - 


E1              -               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                 -                     - 


Enlisted        498               -      13        -        -            13         84                 97              51                  98 


Total        918               -      52        -        -            52      113               165              95               172 


Floor Requirement Criteria


 
   Note: The total military housing requirement is the greater of the initial housing requirement and the 10-percent military 


community component for each grade. 


Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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The total accompanied housing requirement is 247 units in 2018 and 172 units in 2023. In 2023, the 


accompanied housing requirement comprises 25 two-bedroom units, 47 three-bedroom units, and 100 


units with four or more bedrooms (Table 5-2). 


Table 5-2.  Total Military Family Housing Requirement, USAG Miami,  
2018 and 2023 


2018 2023


Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total  Pay Grade Two Three Four+ Total  


O7 & Above - - 6 5 O7 & Above - - 10 10
O6 - - 8 8 O6 - - 18 18
O5 - 5 6 11 O5 - 6 6 12
O4 - 15 15 30 O4 - 12 11 23
O3 4 3 5 12 O3 3 - 2 5
O2 - - - - O2 - - 1 1
O1 - - - - O1 - - - -


Officers 4 23 40 66 Officers 3 18 48 69


W5 - - - - W5 - - - -
W4 - - 3 3 W4 - 1 1 2
W3 - - 1 1 W3 - - 1 1
W2 - - 1 1 W2 - 1 1 2
W1 - - - - W1 - - - -


Warrants - - 5 5 Warrants - 2 3 5


E9 - - 5 5 E9 - - 8 8
E8 - 6 8 14 E8 - 3 7 10
E7 - 22 23 45 E7 - 11 14 25
E6 17 19 20 56 E6 8 6 11 25
E5 21 18 10 49 E5 11 7 8 26
E4 4 2 1 7 E4 2 - 1 3
E3 - - - - E3 1 - - 1
E2 - - - - E2 - - - -
E1 - - - - E1 - - - -


Enlisted 42 67 67 176 Enlisted 22 27 49 98


Total 46 90 112 247 Total 25 47 100 172


Number of BedroomsNumber of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 
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Unaccompanied Personnel 


The total unaccompanied housing requirement is 174 units in 2018 and 146 units in 2023, reflecting the 


sum of the community housing shortfall and the unaccompanied floor housing requirement in both years 


(Table 5-3). 


Table 5-3.  Total Unaccompanied Housing Requirement, USAG Miami, 2018 and 2023 


2018 2023


Pay Grade One Two Three Total Pay Grade One Two Three Total


O7 & Above - - - - O7 & Above - - - -
O6 - - 1 1 O6 - - - -
O5 - - 5 5 O5 - - 3 3
O4 - - 4 4 O4 - - - -
O3 - 12 - 12 O3 - 5 - 5
O2 - 1 - 1 O2 - - - -
O1 - - - - O1 - - - -


Officers - 13 10 23 Officers - 5 3 8


W5 - - - - W5 - - - -
W4 - - - - W4 - - - -
W3 - - - - W3 - - - -
W2 - - - - W2 - - - -
W1 - - - - W1 - - - -


Warrants - - - - Warrants - - - -


E9 - - - - E9 - - - -
E8 - 1 - 1 E8 - - - -
E7 - 6 - 6 E7 - 3 - 3
E6 - 17 - 17 E6 - 8 - 8
E5 93 - - 93 E5 93 - - 93
E4 23 - - 23 E4 23 - - 23
E3 9 - - 9 E3 9 - - 9
E2 2 - - 2 E2 2 - - 2
E1 - - - - E1 - - - -


Enlisted 127 24 - 151 Enlisted 127 11 - 138


Total 127 37 10 174 Total 127 16 3 146


Number of BedroomsNumber of Bedrooms


 
Source: Estimates prepared for this study. 


5.2 HOUSING DEFICIT/(SURPLUS) 


This report addresses the current and projected requirement for housing at USAG Miami. Comparison of 


these requirements to existing and planned future assets to determine the overall housing deficit/surplus 


is the responsibility of Headquarters, U.S. Department of the Army in the course of planning and 


budgeting for housing at USAG Miami.  
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6. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 


6.1 HOUSING MARKET AREA 


USAG Miami is located in the city of Doral, a suburb of Miami in Miami-Dade County, Florida. The 


market area is defined as a 20-mile commute along the area road network from the principal duty locations 


on the installation. The market area encompasses downtown Miami and most of its extended suburbs 


including the majority of Miami-Dade County and portions of Broward County. The market area 


population totals 2,776,914 persons in the current year. Population is forecast to increase 1.3 percent per 


year over the next five years, for a projected market area population of 2,954,911 persons in 2023. 


6.2 HOUSING SUPPLY 


The area’s housing stock is currently estimated to total 1,037,559 units. Owner-occupied units account for 


56.1 percent of occupied homes, while renters occupy the remaining 43.9 percent. The rental vacancy rate 


is currently estimated to be 6.0 percent, down from 8.5 percent in 2010. The rental vacancy rate is 


projected to decrease to 5.3 percent by 2023. 


The median monthly rental cost (rent and utilities) for one-bedroom units in the market area is $1,804. 


The median monthly rental cost for two-bedroom units in the market area is $2,280. For three-bedroom 


units, the median rental cost is $2,795 per month. The median rental cost for units with four or more 


bedrooms is $3,608 per month. 


6.3 HOUSING DEMAND 


The number of active-duty permanent-party military personnel authorized for USAG Miami totals 1,298 


members in 2018. Of this total, there are 916 families requiring housing. In 2023, USAG Miami personnel 


strength is projected to total 1,300 personnel, with 918 families. The projected floor requirement is 52 


units. In 2023, 208 families are projected to own a home locally, and the remaining 658 families would 


be renters. 


Currently, USAG Miami has 314 unaccompanied personnel, of which 187 are assumed to seek housing 


in the private sector. An estimated 44 unaccompanied service members are homeowners, and 143 are 


renters in 2018. In 2023, these numbers are expected to remain the same. There are projected to be 314 


unaccompanied personnel, of whom 187 would seek private sector housing. Of these, 44 would be 


homeowners and 143 would be renters. 


6.4 TOTAL GOVERNMENT-PROVIDED HOUSING REQUIREMENTS 


There is a total military family housing requirement of 247 units in 2018 and a projected total requirement 


of 172 units in 2023. The projected requirement is for 25 two-bedroom units, 47 three-bedroom units, and 


100 units with at least four bedrooms. There is a total unaccompanied housing requirement of 174 units 


in 2018, and a projected total unaccompanied housing requirement of 146 units in 2023. 
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7. ORGANIZATIONS CONTACTED 


 Organization           Representative 


 


Advenir at University Park Q’Unique    


 10495 SW 14th Terrace  Property Manager   


 Miami, FL 33174  (305) 220-7202  


 All Real Estate of South Florida Tarik Djemil    


 10471 N Kendal Dr Suite B100  Broker Associate   


 Miami, FL 33176  (305) 833-3329  


 AMIL Residential Manny Rojas    


 11481 NW 41 St  Senior Leasing Professional  


 Doral, FL 33178  (305) 436-5840  


 Camden Doral Villas Sara Gaffney    


 4600 NW 114th Ave  Community Manager   


 Miami, FL 33178  (305) 718-8330  


 Cervera Real Estate, Inc. Debi Quade    


 868 Commerce St  Broker Associate   


 Miami Beach, FL 33139  (305) 401-2169  


 Doral View Yuni Tintera    


 901 NW 97th Ave  Leasing Concierge   


 Miami, FL 33172  (305) 507-9696  


 Doral West Apartments Barbie Velazquez    


 5400 NW 114th Ave  Leasing Agent   


 Doral, FL 33178  (305) 463-8990  


 Emerald Palms Paul    


 12325 SW 151st St  Leasing Consultant   


 Miami, FL 33186  (305) 233-2022  


 First World Property Management   Wayne Belinfanti    


 9050 Pines Blvd Suite 450-12  Property Manager   


 Pembroke Pines, FL 33024  (954) 274-5884  


 Florida Realtors Brad O’Connor    


 7025 Augusta National Dr  Chief Economist   


 Orlando, FL 32822  Brado@floridarealtors.org  


Florida Christian Realty Peter J. Gonzalez    


 5600 SW 135 Ave Suite 101  Broker Owner    


 Miami, FL 33183  (305) 764-9661 


 Fontainebleau Milton Marana P. Salas    


 9517 Fontainebleau Blvd  Leasing Director   


 Miami, FL 33172  (305) 225-4400  
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Four Quarters Apartments and Townhomes Michelle    


 8337 SW 107th Ave  Leasing Agent   


 Miami, FL 33173  (786) 245-4704 


 Miami Association of Realtors  Ana Maria Rodriguez   


 700 S Royal Poinciana Blvd #400  Vice President of Government Affairs 


 Miami, FL 33166  (305) 468-7017  


   Lynda Fernandez    


   SVP of Public Relations, International 


   (305) 468-7040  


 Miami Lakes, Town of Joseph Sosa    


 6601 Main St  Assistant to the Mayor   


 Miami Lakes, FL 33014  (305) 364-60100 Ext.1157  


   Susana Alonso    


   Senior Town Planner   


   (305) 364-60100 Ext.1145  


   Clarisell De Cardenas   


   Director, Community Engagement 


   (305) 364-60100 Ext.1132  


 Miami Partners Realty Group Bernardo Manrique   


 4005 NW 114 Ave #16  Broker Owner   


 Doral, FL 33178  (305) 790-6655  


   Attilio Carbone    


   Broker     


   (786) 899-9393  


 Miami-Dade County      


 Department of Planning   Stephen M. “Mark” Dorsey  


 111 NW 1st Street 12th Floor  Principal Planner   


 Miami, FL 33128-1902  (305) 375-2835 Ext. 8735  


   Palms of Doral Mary Hoyndz    


 5611 NW 112th Ave  Leasing and Marketing Professional 


 Doral, FL 33178  (305) 436-3090  


 Priority Realty Partners  Laz Rodriguez    


 3 SW 129th Ave Suite 200   Realtor Associate   


 Pembroke Pines, FL 33027  (786) 287-6789  


 Re/Max PowerPro Realty, Inc.  Luz “Vicky” Espinoza   


 2010 NW 150 Ave Suite 120   Realtor-Listing Coordinator   


 Pembroke Pines, FL 33028  (786) 356-0336  


 Real Property Management Premier  Alma Alic    


 1580 Pines Blvd Suite 336  Property Manager   


 Pembroke Pines, FL 33027  (954) 362-5235  
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 The Atlantic Doral  Alexander Saumell   


 10500 NW 74th St  Property Manager   


 Doral, FL 33178  (786) 501-8880  


 The Groves at Sunset Miranda    


 8818 SW 72nd St  Leasing Agent   


 Miami, FL 33173  (305) 271-7717  


 The Keyes Company Marcela Gonzalez-Franco   


 9731 NW 41st ST  Lic. Real Estate Professional  


 Miami, FL 33178  (305) 389-4600  


 Town City Center Apartments Christopher Garcia   


 10700 City Center Blvd  Leasing Concierge   


 Pembroke Pines, FL 33025  (954) 300-2434  


 USAG Miami Chuck Walls    


 9301 NW 33rd St  Garrison Manager   


 Doral, FL 33172    


  John Burgess    


   Public Works Director 


  Teresina Monroe    


   Housing Director 


   Diana Reyes    


   Housing Manager   


   (305) 437-2664 


  Christopher W. Muller   


   Special Projects    


   (305) 437-2520  
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APPENDIX A – RESULTS WITH 15 O7+ KEY AND ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL 


A sensitivity analysis was performed to project military family housing requirements assuming housing 


will be required for 15, rather than 10, O7+ key and essential personnel in the projected year. The 


additional five O7+ personnel include four civilian Senior Executive Service (SES) personnel and one 


Army Reserve officer. These five personnel were added to total permanent-party military personnel, for a 


total of 1,302 personnel in the current year and 1,304 personnel in the projected year. The additional five 


personnel were assumed to be accompanied; increasing military families by five; and as key and essential 


personnel, all five were included in the floor requirement. The total military family housing requirement 


in 2023 increased from 172 to 177 with the increase in the floor requirement (an increase of 5). Table A-1 


summarizes the results of the analysis, and table A-2 summarizes the projected floor requirement, private 


sector community housing shortfall, and total government-provided housing requirement, by grade.  


Table A-1.  Military Housing Requirements with 15 O7+ Key and Essential Personnel,  
USAG Miami, 2018-2023 


Assumptions/Results


 1.  Methodology Consistent with OSD Guidance for All Services
 2.  Personnel Based on 15 October 2018 ASIP Report (SAMAS as of 29 June 2018)
 3.  Market Area is Based on a 20-Mile Commute
 4.  Rental Mobile Homes are Inadequate for Military Members
 5.  2018 Basic Allowance for Housing (BAH) and 2018 Community Rental Costs
 6.  One Bedroom Per Family Member for Accompanied, BAH Standard for Unaccompanied
 7.  Floor Requirement for Unaccompanied Personnel is all  E1-E5 Unaccompanied Personnel
 8.  Straight-Line Transition from Current Occupancy of Military Family Housing in 2018 to Floor Requirement in 2023


2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023


Total Permanent-Party Personnel [1]      1,302      1,304      1,304      1,304      1,304      1,304 


Total Military Families          921          923          923          923          923          923 
Post Occupancy in 2018; Floor Requirement in 2023              6            16            26            36            47            57 
Community Housing Demand          915          907          897          887          876          866 


Military Family Homeowners          209          208          208          208          208          208 
Military Family Renters          706          699          689          679          668          658 
Community Housing Shortfall          242          154          133          125          116          113 


Initial Housing Requirement          248          170          159          161          163          170 
10 Percent Military Community Adjustment [2]               -               -               -               -               -              7 
TOTAL MILITARY FAMILY HOUSING REQUIREMENT          248          170          159          161          163          177 


Military Family Housing Inventory              6              6              6              6              6              8 
Deficit/(Surplus) of Military Family Housing          242          164          153          155          157          169 


Total Unaccompanied Personnel          314          314          314          314          314          314 
In On-Post Housing (E5 and below)          127          127          127          127          127          127 
Community Housing Demand          187          187          187          187          187          187 


Unaccompanied Personnel Homeowners            44            44            44            44            44            44 
Unaccompanied Personnel Renters          143          143          143          143          143          143 


Community Housing Shortfall            47            26            21            20            20            19 
Total Unaccompanied Housing Requirement          174          153          148          147          147          146 


 
Notes: [1] Full-time active duty permanent-party personnel at USAG Miami. Total Permanent Party Personnel include voluntarily-


separated personnel and military spouses in dual military couples, which are not shown separately in this table.  


[2] The ten percent military community adjustment reflects any increases when the initial housing requirement is less than 
ten percent of total families on a grade by grade basis and is only applied in 2023 (see Chapter 1, section 1.2.A). 


Sources: Headquarters, Department of the Army, 2018; USAG Miami Housing Office, 2018; and estimates prepared for this study. 
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Table A-2. Floor Requirement, Private Sector Shortfall, and Total Military Family Housing Requirement 
with 15 O7+ Key and Essential Personnel, USAG Miami, 2023 


Private Initial 10-Percent Total Military 
Military Military Key and Historic Quality Floor Sector Housing Military Housing


Pay Grade Families Community Essential Units of Life Requirement Shortfall Requirement Community Requirement


O7 & Above          15               -      15        -        -            15            -                 15                2                  15 


O6          63               -      16        -        -            16           2                 18                6                  18 


O5        103               -         6        -        -              6           6                 12              10                  12 


O4        160               -         5        -        -              5         18                 23              16                  23 


O3          46               -          -        -        -               -           3                   3                5                    5 


O2             4               -         1        -        -              1            -                   1                1                    1 


O1              -               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                 -                     - 


Officers        391               -      43        -        -            43         29                 72              40                  74 


W5              -               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                 -                     - 


W4          16               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                2                    2 


W3             2               -         1        -        -              1            -                   1                1                    1 


W2          16               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                2                    2 


W1              -               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                 -                     - 


Warrants          34               -         1        -        -              1            -                   1                5                    5 


E9          20               -         7        -        -              7           1                   8                2                    8 


E8          45               -         3        -        -              3           7                 10                5                  10 


E7        125               -         1        -        -              1         24                 25              13                  25 


E6        174               -         2        -        -              2         23                 25              17                  25 


E5        120               -          -        -        -               -         26                 26              12                  26 


E4          13               -          -        -        -               -           3                   3                1                    3 


E3             1               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                1                    1 


E2              -               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                 -                     - 


E1              -               -          -        -        -               -            -                    -                 -                     - 


Enlisted        498               -      13        -        -            13         84                 97              51                  98 


Total        923               -      57        -        -            57      113               170              96               177 


Floor Requirement Criteria


 
 Note: The total military housing requirement is the greater of the initial housing requirement and the 10-percent military 


community component for each grade. 


Source: Headquarters, Department of the Army, 2018; USAG Miami Housing Office, 2018; and estimates prepared for this study. 
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Background
• Military Personnel Housing does not exist on the USAG-Miami 


cantonment, which presents significant financial, mission 
readiness, security, and quality of life issues for service members. 


• USAG-Miami is located in Miami-Dade County, one of the most 
expensive places to live in the country. The area also experiences 
severe traffic, compounding the challenge of finding affordable, 
proximate housing for soldiers and their families.


• Multiple studies completed for USAG-Miami have documented 
housing shortfalls in the area in terms of both cost and adequacy. 


• The most recent Housing Market Analysis (HMA) conducted in 
2018 determined that by 2023, USAG Miami would have a 
housing shortfall of 172 accompanied homes and 146
unaccompanied homes.


• USAG Miami submitted a Major Land Acquisition Waiver Proposal 
in 2018. This Economic Analysis was developed as to satisfy the 
requirements laid out in a memo that was sent to USAG 
Miami/SOUTHCOM by the DASA IEE in response to the 
proposal.
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Executive Summary


Bottom Line Up Front:
The recommendation of this analysis is Course of Action 
(COA) 3 - FAA. This COA achieves the best overall solution for 
the USAG Miami housing requirement.
Recommended Land Acquisition Strategy: Fed-Fed Transfer
Recommended Housing Procurement Strategy: Privatization


• USAG Miami/SOUTHCOM needs affordable Military Personnel 
Housing local to the installation.


• Through creative land acquisition and housing procurement, the 
Army can avoid high upfront costs and attain the operational and 
mission benefits it seeks from this project.
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Problem/Opportunity and Objective


Problem/Opportunity: Military Personnel Housing does not exist on the 
USAG-Miami cantonment, and a shortage in housing options have led to 
significant financial, readiness, security, and QOL challenges. There is an 
estimate housing shortfall of 318 dwelling units.
Objective: Provide a technically acceptable, cost efficient solution, within 
current directives and guidance that will provide military personnel housing 
to USAG Miami/SOUTHCOM personnel and their families. 


• Objective 1: House mission essential personnel close to the installation 
to minimize potential mission interruption and provide improved 
security, increased affordability and cohesion for families and staff.


• Objective 2: Minimize cost
• Objective 3: Maximize efficiency


Scope of Analysis: Analyze COAs that address the 2023 USAG-Miami 
housing shortfall. In accordance with AR 420-1 section 3-77, USAG Miami 
should program for 90 percent Army Family Housing (AFH) housing shortfall 
and 95 percent of the Unaccompanied Personnel Housing (UPH) housing 
shortfall, which translates to 155 AFH and 140 UPH dwelling units (DU). This 
analysis includes both the land acquisition and the housing procurement 
strategy.
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Land Acquisition 
• Low/no cost of acquisition
• Accommodates 95% of the UPH and 90% of the AFH shortfall


• 155 Army Family Housing (AFH) Units
• 140 Unaccompanied Personnel Housing (UPH) Units


• Accommodates quality of life amenities:
• 15,000 SF Child Development Center
• Community/Recreation Center
• Exercise and Recreational Facility
• Guest Parking


Procurement
• Considers all authorities granted under USC Title 10
• Preference for simplified acquisition
• Enables public and private participation
Funding
• Little to no upfront cost for military housing 
• Affordable based on military BAH and COLA allowances


Requirements for New Military Housing
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Military Housing COA Development


1. Land Acquisition (development rights)
• Purchase
• Lease 
• Transfer Agreement


2. Procurement (authority to engage development resources)
• Design-Build/Design-Bid-Build (DB/DBB)
• Enhanced Use Lease (EUL)
• Exchange
• Military Housing Privatization Initiative (MHPI)
• Intergovernmental Support Agreement (IGSA)


3. Funding (sources of capital)
• Military Construction (MILCON)
• Operations & Maintenance (O&M)
• Basic Allowance for Housing (BAH)
• In-Kind Consideration


Three Primary Factors Drive COAs:
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COA Overview


COAs below are identified by land parcel. Options for land 
acquisition, housing procurement and funding sources are 
outlined within the analysis of each COA. 


1. Status Quo


2. USAG Miami On-Post 


3. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)


4. Florida Army National Guard (FLARNG)


5. Florida International University (FIU)


6. Doral Downtown (Codina)
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Abandoned Courses of Action


The COAs identified below were deemed inadequate and are no 
longer being pursued in this study.
A. Homestead Air Reserve Base


• Located 26 miles from USAG Miami
• 40- to 45-minute commute without traffic and requires tolls
• No contiguous property that could be utilized for housing


B. Coast Guard - 12300 SW 152nd Street
• Endangered species identified at this location
• Potential obstruction and interference with C4 ISR mission capabilities 


and equipment


C. Expanded Leasing (in the City of Doral Only)
• Considered a short-term solution, but does not address long-term 


housing needs
• Creates a housing patchwork that is not consistent, fair, or efficient 
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Method of Analysis


• Results of this study were developed in accordance with 
DoDI 7041.03 Economic Analysis for Decision Making.  


“Aggressive pursuit of alternatives is strongly encouraged so innovative 
and improved ways of doing business are actively considered.” – DoDI
7041.03


• The information presented in this briefing represents a 
summary of quantitative and qualitative analysis results.
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Data and Method of Analysis


1. Data Collection
• 2017 the Urban Collaborative Area development plan
• 2017 USACE FAA Appraisal
• 2018 USAG Miami Housing Market Analysis
• 2018 Tetra Tech Cost-Benefit Analysis
• 2018 Major Land Acquisition Waiver
• Internal and External Stakeholder Interviews


– US Army Deputy Chief of Staff G-9, Office of Army Partnerships 
and Office of Financial Management Division


– Garrison Leadership and Technical Experts
– Florida Army National Guard
– Coast Guard
– Florida Defense Support Task Force
– City of Doral
– Miami-Dade County, District 12 Commissioner
– Military Housing Privatization Contractors
– Real Estate Development Industry (Local and National)
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Data and Method of Analysis


2. Development Requirements and Assumptions
• Land must be within a 20-mile commuting distance of USAG Miami
• ~60 acres needed to meet Military Housing requirements (Area 


Development Plan)
• Preference for improved sites (grading, roads, utilities, etc.)
• O/W, flat and cleared of major vegetation
• Easily accessible via improved roads
• Conforms to residential development standards suitable for military 


families
• 140 Unaccompanied Personnel Housing units
• 155 Army Family Housing units
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Data and Method of Analysis


3. Quantitative Considerations
• Land Acquisition Costs


– Market rate sales and lease rates
• Housing Development Costs


– A/E Fees (e.g., Design, Site Civil, Stormwater, Survey, 
Geotechnical, etc.)


– Market Study
– Environmental Analysis
– Other Legal and Design Fees
– Cost Certification
– Cost Contingency
– Insurance


• Annual Sustainment Costs
– Security
– Operations & Maintenance
– Additional Force Structure
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Data and Method of Analysis


Summary Elements Rating 
Scale Weight Status Quo USAG Miami FAA FLARNG FIU CODINA


Mission Essential Personnel can Report 
Quickly for Duty in the Case of Natural or 
Manmade Disaster, Improved Readiness, 


Improved Productivity


1-10 10 1 7.0 9.5 7.5 8 8


Meets Housing Requirements as defined in the 
HMA 1-10 10 1 7 10 10 10 7


Quality of Life 1-10 5 1 6 8 6 5 9


Long Term DOD/Army Liabilities Incurred 1-10 5 6 7 5 5 5 5


Community Impacts 1-10 5 6 8 8 7 7 8


Consistency of Housing 1-10 5 1 8 9 9 9 7


Security 1-10 5 1 9 9 4 4 4
Complexity and Length of Time to 


Implement/Execute 1-10 1 10 5 4 2 2 4


Operational Impacts to DOD/Army and/or 
Others 1-10 1 2 4 8 6 7 7


Proximity to Place of Duty/Work and Other 
Garrison Services 1-10 1 1 8 10 5 6 7


Sense of Community 1-10 1 1 8 10 8 8 9


Morale 1-10 1 2 9 10 9 9 10


Parking Requirements 1-10 1 1 10 10 1 2 3


Walkability 1-10 1 1 10 9 2 1 6


Carbon Footprint/Vehicle Miles Traveled 1-10 1 1 8 10 5 7 7
Flexibility to Accommodate Changing 


Requirements 1-10 1 8 7 7 7 7 7


Unweighted Total 44 121 136.5 93.5 97 108
Weighted Total 122 399 468 375 379 375


4. Qualitative Considerations – weighting and scoring 


* USAG Miami Garrison Staff identified the elements listed in this table and verified the validity of the scores.
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COA Analysis
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COA 1 – Status Quo


Pros
• Flexibility when mission needs change
• No long-term liability for the Army


Cons
• USAG Miami currently has no on-post housing 


and there is a housing market shortfall of 318 
homes for UPH and AFH


• Challenges with local housing stock quality, cost 
and proximity


• Most personnel are unable to find 
affordable housing within a 20-mile 
commuting radius


• K&E Housing obtained through local leases paid 
for by USAG Miami


• USAG Miami must pay for additional security for 
COCOM commander, and leases do not allow 
for security (e.g. access control points)


Land Acquisition N/A


Procurement N/A


Funding BAH and O&M


30-YR NPV $ 67M


Concept: USAG Miami obtains AFH and UPH housing via local leases and 
purchases by government personnel. Most personnel are required to find housing 
“on the economy”.


Satisfies Requirement? No
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COA 2 - USAG Miami
Concept: USAG Miami would procure military constructed Unaccompanied Personnel 
Housing (UPH) and some Army Family Housing (AFH) on the cantonment utilizing 
excess parking areas to the east of the USSOUTHCOM HQ building.


Satisfies Requirement? No (Does not meet AFH requirement)


Land Acquisition 
Options


N/A


Procurement 
Options


DB/DBB –
DB/DBB


IGSA


Funding Options MILCON Alternative 
Financing


Pros
• Located on USAG Miami (no commute)
• Does not require land acquisition
• Establishes military community for personnel and some 


families at USAG Miami


Cons
• K&E Housing obtained through local leases paid for by 


USAG Miami
• USAG Miami must pay for additional security for 


COCOM commander, and leases do not allow for 
security (e.g. access control points)


• If DB/DBB
• Time to get funding will have upfront cost to Army
• Long-term maintenance costs


• If IGSA 
• Would require significant coordination with and 


buy-in from the State to be appropriately 
structured


30-YR NPV No Land Acquisition 
Required


DB/DBB $290M


IGSA $388M


Transaction Alternatives


Alternatives Cost Comparison (30 Year NPV)
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COA 3 – Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)


Concept: USAG Miami procures ~295 military constructed AFH and UPH units, with 
required amenities, on approximately 60-90 acres of the FAA site, south of 33rd Street. 


Satisfies Requirement? Yes


Land 
Acquisition 


Options


FMV 
Purchase 


FMV 
Lease


Fed-Fed Xfer


Procurement 
Options


FAR –
DB/DBB


MHPI EUL Exchange


Funding 
Options MILCON Alternative Financing


Pros
• Directly adjacent to USAG Miami (walkable 


commute)
• Meets housing requirement
• Provides military community for personnel and 


family
• If MHPI, EUL, Exchange


• Provides opportunity for in-kind or other 
revenue generation, which could reduce Army 
costs.


• If DB/DBB
• Less costly over 30-year term.


Cons
• Requires Land Acquisition through Purchase, 


Lease, or Transfer
• If MHPI, EUL, Exchange


• Requires additional upfront land purchase for 
in-kind or other types of revenue that could 
bring down annual cost.


• If DB/DBB
• Time to get MILCON Funding
• High upfront cost to the Army


30-YR NPV FMV 
Purchase


FMV 
Lease


Fed-Fed 
Xfer


DB/DBB $305M $348M $274M


MHPI $469M $511M $418M


EUL $469M $511M $418M


Exchange $469M $511M $418M


Transaction Alternatives


Alternatives Cost Comparison (30 Year NPV)
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COA 4 – Florida Army National Guard (FLARNG)
Concept: USAG Miami acquires development rights to approximately 100 acres of 
ARNG land located south of Ronald Reagan Turnpike on portion currently owned by 
GSA and licensed to FLARNG.  Engages private developer to construct, own and 
operate ~295 military constructed AFH and UPH units at no upfront cost to the Army.


Satisfies Requirement? Yes


Transaction Alternatives


Alternatives Cost Comparison (30 Year NPV)


30-YR NPV FMV 
Purchase


FMV 
Lease


Fed-State 
Xfer


DB/DBB $296M $312M $254M


MHPI $459M $502M $407M


EUL $459M $502M $407M


Exchange $459M $502M $407M


Pros
• Meets housing requirement
• Provides military community for personnel and family
• Could address mission capability for FLARNG
• If MHPI, EUL, Exchange


• Provides opportunity for in-kind or other revenue 
generation, which could reduce Army costs.


• If DB/DBB
• Less costly over 30-year term


Cons
• Distance to USAG Miami
• Requires Land Acquisition through Purchase, Lease, 


or Transfer
• If MHPI, EUL, Exchange


• Requires land purchase for in-kind or other types 
of revenue that could bring down annual cost


• If DB/DBB
• Time to get MILCON Funding
• High upfront cost to the Army


Land 
Acquisition 


Options


FMV 
Purchase 


FMV 
Lease


Fed-Fed Xfer


Procurement 
Options


FAR –
DB/DBB


MHPI EUL Exchange


Funding 
Options MILCON Alternative Financing
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COA 5 – Florida International University (FIU)
Concept: USAG Miami acquires development rights 70 acres of land located west of 
the installation on NW 41st street currently owned by FIU. USAG Miami partners with 
State & Local Gov and FIU to acquire development rights of 70-acre FIU parcel at 
discounted FMV rate for Military Housing.


Satisfies Requirement? Yes


Land 
Acquisition 


Options


FMV Purchase FMV Lease


Procurement 
Options


FAR –
DB/DBB


MHPI EUL IGSA Exchange


Funding 
Options MILCON Alternative Financing


Transaction Alternatives


Alternatives Cost Comparison (30 Year NPV)


30-YR NPV FMV Purchase FMV Lease IGSA


DB/DBB $292M $304M


N/A
MHPI $438M $429M


EUL $438M $429M


Exchange $438M $429M


IGSA N/A $395


Pros
• In close proximity to USAG Miami
• Meets housing requirement
• Provides military community for personnel and 


family
• If MHPI, EUL, Exchange


• Provides opportunity for in-kind or other 
revenue generation, which could reduce 
Army costs


• If DB/DBB
• Less costly over 30-year term


Cons
• Close proximity to prison and active quarry
• Requires Land Acquisition through Purchase, or 


Lease in order to do MHPI, EUL, or Exchange.
• If MHPI, EUL, Exchange


• Likely not enough land for significant in-kind 
or other revenue generation


• If DB/DBB
• Time to get MILCON Funding
• High upfront cost to the Army
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COA 6 – Downtown Doral (CODINA)


Concept: USAG Miami acquires development rights on approximately 2 acres of 
land in Downtown Doral. 


Satisfies Requirement? No (Does not meet AFH requirement)


Transaction Alternatives


Alternatives Cost Comparison (30 Year NPV)


30-YR NPV FMV Lease N/A


DB/DBB $304M


N/A
MHPI $439M


EUL $439M


Exchange $439M


IGSA N/A $438M


Land 
Acquisition 


Options


FMV Lease


Procurement 
Options


FAR –
DB/DBB


MHPI EUL IGSA Exchange


Funding 
Options MILCON Alternative Financing


Pros
• Located in downtown Doral 3 miles from the 


installation (short commute)
• Establishes military community for 


personnel and some families at USAG 
Miami


Cons
• K&E Housing obtained through local leases 


paid for by USAG Miami
• USAG Miami must pay for additional 


security for COCOM commander, and 
leases do not allow for security (e.g. access 
control points).


• If DB/DBB
• Time to get funding will have upfront 


cost to Army
• If IGSA 


• Would require significant coordination 
with City of Doral
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Decision Matrix


COA Rank Meets Req. Total COA Cost NPV Weighted 
Qualitative


Score
COA 1: Status Quo 6 NO $98M $67M 122


COA 2: USAG Miami 4 NO $326M-$568M $290M – $388M 399


COA 3: Federal 
Aviation 
Administration (FAA)


1 YES $303M-$738M $274M – $511M 468


COA 4: Florida Army 
National Guard 
(FLARNG)


2 YES $283M-723M $254M – $502M 375


COA 5: Florida 
International 
University (FIU)


3 YES $316M-$625M $292M – $438M 379


COA 6: Downtown 
Doral (CODINA)


5 NO $347M-$643M $304M – $439M 375
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Sensitivity Analysis - Methodology


Normalizing Cost and Qualitative Scores to obtain a Total Score that takes both cost and 
qualitative attributes into account. 
• Min-Max Feature Scaling Approach: Normalizing the Cost (in $) and the Qualitative Score 


(Quality Points) to be values between [0,1]. This approach is scale invariant and independent 
of units.  


• Standard Deviation Approach: Normalizing the Cost (in $) and the Qualitative Score (Quality 
Points) to have a unit variance, independent of scale and units. 


• In both approaches, we call the normalized qualitative points the “Qualitative Score” (this is 
considered a positive attribute), and the normalized cost the “Cost Score” (this is considered 
a negative attribute). To obtain a “Total Score” that allows us to compare various Courses of 
Action, we add the Cost Score and Qualitative Scores.


Qualitative Scoring and Weighting
• Varying the weighting scheme


• Unequal weights (identified by USAG Miami) 
• Equal weights (all weights set to 1).


Limitation: The qualitative analysis scored the overarching COA locations.  It does not take 
specific land acquisition or housing procurement approaches into account, but provides a score 
for the Timeline/Complexity of the COA as whole.
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Sensitivity Analysis – Summary of Results


Status 
Quo** USAG Miami** FAA FLARNG FIU Codina**


Land Acquisition Strategy N/A N/A
Fed-Fed 
Transfer


State-Fed 
Transfer


FMV 
Purchase N/A


Procurement Strategy N/A DB/DBB DB/DBB DB/DBB DB/DBB DB/DBB
Costs (NPV) $ 67 M $ 290 M $ 274 M $ 255 M $ 292 M $ 304 M 


Min-Max


Total Score 
(Weighted) 0.00 0.3 0.53 0.31 0.24 0.20


Total Score 
(Unweighted) 0.00 0.33 0.53 0.11 0.07 0.16


Standard Deviation


Total Score 
(Weighted) 0.37 0.45 1.26 0.62 0.24 0.07


Total Score 
(Unweighted) 0.77 0.94 1.65 0.35 0.09 0.34


COAs with the Lowest NPV*


**indicates the COA does not address the full housing requirement.
Highest Score and Second Highest Score


• Highest Score (weighted): COA 3 FAA
• Land Acquisition: Fed-Fed Transfer
• Procurement Strategy: DB/DBB


• Second Highest Score (weighted): COA 4 
FLARNG


• Land Acquisition: State-Fed Transfer
• Procurement Strategy: DB/DBB


• Highest Score (unweighted): COA 3 FAA
• Land Acquisition: Fed-Fed Transfer
• Procurement Strategy: DB/DBB


• Highest Score (weighted): COA 2 USAG 
Miami


• Land Acquisition: Not required
• Procurement Strategy: DB/DBB
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Sensitivity Analysis – Summary of Results


• The FAA has the highest score among COAs with DB/DBB procurement strategies when 
the land is purchased or transferred.


• When qualitative weights are set to 1, the ranking for DB/DBB options changes, with FAA 
(Lease) and Codina (Lease) replacing FLARNG (State-Fed Transfer) and FIU (FMV 
Purchase).  


**indicates the COA does not address the full housing requirement.
Highest Score and Second Highest Score


FAA FAA FLARNG USAG Miami** FAA
Land Acquisition Strategy Fed-Fed Transfer FMV Purchase State-Fed Transfer N/A FMV Lease


Procurement Strategy DB/DBB DB/DBB DB/DBB DB/DBB DB/DBB
Costs (NPV) $ 274 M $ 305 M $ 255 M $    290 M $ 349 M
Total Score
(Min-Max) 0.53 0.46 0.31 0.3 0.37


Total Score 
(Standard Deviation) 1.26 0.91 0.62 0.45 0.43


Top 5 DB/DBB Options (Weighted)*


FAA FAA FAA USAG Miami** Codina**
Land Acquisition Strategy Fed-Fed Transfer FMV Purchase FMV Lease N/A FMV Lease


Procurement Strategy DB/DBB DB/DBB DB/DBB DB/DBB DB/DBB
Costs (NPV) $ 274 M $ 305 M $ 255 M $    290 M $ 292 M
Total Score
(Min-Max) 0.53 0.46 0.37 0.33 .16


Total Score 
(Standard Deviation) 1.65 1.31 .82 .94 .38


Top 5 DB/DBB Options (Unweighted)*
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Sensitivity Analysis – Summary of Results


• FAA has the highest score among COAs with like housing procurement strategies that 
meet the housing requirements.


• When qualitative weights are equalized at one (1), FAA remains the highest scoring COA.


**indicates the COA does not address the full housing requirement.
Highest Score and Second Highest Score


COA FAA USAG Miami ** FIU FAA FAA


Land Acquisition Strategy Fed-Fed 
Transfer FMV Lease N/A FMV Lease FMV Purchase


Procurement Strategy Privatized IGSA IGSA Privatized Privatized
Costs (NPV) $ 417 M $ 388 M $ 396 M $ 511 M $ 459 M


Min-Max
Total Score
(Weighted) .21 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.10
Total Score 


(Unweighted) 0.21 0.11 - 0.17 0.38 .1


Standard Deviation
Total Score
(Weighted) -0.34 -0.65 -0.92 -0.92 -1.0
Total Score 


(Unweighted) .05 -0.15 -1.07 -1.00 -0.52


Top 5 Non-DB/DBB Options
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Sensitivity Analysis – Summary of Results


Highest Total Score Overall (weighted and unweighted): COA 3 FAA
Highest Score When Grouped by Housing Procurement Strategy 


(weighted and unweighted): COA 3 FAA
Fed-Fed Transfer land acquisition strategy consistently ranks highest 


regardless of procurement strategy.
COAs that utilize upfront MILCON funding score higher because they 


are relatively less expensive over the project lifecycle, however 
implementing these COAs can have a potentially longer procurement 
and acquisition timeline. 
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Recommendation


COA 3 – FAA
- This COA achieves the best overall solution for the USAG Miami housing 


requirement and achieves the highest total score throughout the analysis.
- COA Highlights


- Proximity to the installation
- Improves quality of life and security for military personnel/families
- Optimizes Army resources (return on investment)
- Engagement with FAA has already started.


- Recommended Land Acquisition Strategy: Fed-Fed Transfer
- Potential low to no cost of land acquisition (depending on land acquisition 


strategy)
- Reduces total lifecycle COA cost


- Recommended Housing Procurement Strategy: Privatization
- Accelerated transaction timeline as compared with other COAs that address 


housing shortfall
- No upfront construction costs, if privatization procurement strategy is utilized


- Funding: Various sources of capital were considered; MILCON appears 
unlikely; alternative funding options remain viable
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Next Steps
Approve recommended COA
Develop execution plan and milestone schedule
Identify critical stakeholders; begin engagement
Develop value proposition to FAA
Refine acquisition and development strategies
Verify market analysis
Coordinate and complete environmental condition 


of property and NEPA analysis
Initiate Fed-Fed Transfer
Solicit development and construction contracts
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS, MOBILE DISTRICT 


P.O. BOX 2288 
MOBILE, AL  36628-0001 REPLY TO


ATTENTION OF 


October 27, 2020 


CESAM-OC  


MEMORANDUM FOR CESAM-RE 


SUBJECT:  ACE/FAA Real Estate Land Transfer at SOUTHCOM 
  Review of FAA’s Cited Legal Authority For Transfer 


1. On September 28, 2020 Mobile District Real Estate Division requested Mobile
District Office of Counsel to review statutory authority FAA provided to support a
transfer of land at no-cost for use by SOUTHCOM.


2. Specific authority cited by FAA were 49 USC 40110(a)(3) and 49 USC
40110(c)(4).


3. FAA relies on the above-reference authorities in support of their conclusion that
they have authority to make the no-cost transfer.  FAA’s conclusion, as provided
by Mr. Keith Moore with FAA, was stated as follows:


49 USC 40110(a)(3) [Enacted in 2012] gives FAA direct authority to dispose of real 
property interests for “adequate compensation.”  If money is received, it shall be 
credited to an account existing at the time of the sale and become no-year money 
(“remain available until expended’).   Nowhere in the statute is “adequate 
compensation” defined, so it is up to FAA, applying a rational basis/reasonableness 
standard, to determine what level of compensation would be adequate in any given 
disposal action. 


In addition, subsection (c)(4) of section 40110 authorizes the Administrator to dispose of 
“airport and airway property” and “technical equipment used for the special purposes of” 
FAA directly.  All other types of disposals must go through the GSA disposal process.    
AMS does not establish a disposal process, so, like the determination of what 
constitutes “adequate compensation,” it is up to FAA to dispose of airport and airway 
property and special purpose equipment in a manner that it determines is rational, 
reasonable, and in the best interests of the United States.  The subject property would 
be considered “airport and airway property.”   


4. After reviewing the above-reference authorities and FAA conclusion, I provided
the following comments to Mobile District Real Estate Division on October 7,
2020:
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- I concur that 49 USC 40110(a)(3) provides a statutory basis for FAA to
dispose of real property directly for "adequate compensation".  I also agree
that the statute does not define "adequate compensation".  That being the
case, I believe we must yield to FAA's interpretation of the statute and their
policies in determining whether or not the transfer in question may be at no-
cost and still meet the "adequate compensation" requirement of the statute.


- Regarding subsection (c)(4) of section 40110, the section reads as follows:


(C) When carrying out subsection (a) of this section, the Administrator of
the Federal Aviation Administration may - 


. 
(4) dispose of property under subsection (a)(2) of this section,


EXCEPT (emphasis added) for airport and airway property and technical 
equipment used for the special purposes of the Administration, only under 
sections 121, 123, and 126 and Chapter 5 of tile 40. 


- It appears to me that (c)(4) of section 40110 actually excepts airport and 
airway property from being transferred under this authority rather than 
authorizing such a transfer.  There may be additional supporting authority that 
was not included in the message or a reference that I am missing that would 
clarify this point.


- I would suggest that clarification should be obtained from FAA on how the 
section sited above provides authority to dispose of such property.


- It is noted, and I agree, that a waiver is required, if GSA is used to transfer the 
property.  I yield to FAA legal counsel whether or not they are required to 
obtain a waiver if FAA transfers the property directly.


5. My opinion and comments of FAA’s cited authority remain the 
same.


James A. Wagoner, III 
Assistant District Counsel 
Office of Counsel 
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SAFM-CE              15 December 2020 
 
 
MEMORANDUM FOR Commanding General, US Army Installation Management Command, 
2405 Gun Shed Road, Joint Base San Antonio Fort Sam Houston, TX 78234-1223 
 
SUBJECT:   USAG Miami/SOUTHCOM Military Housing Economic Analysis (EA) 
 
 
1.  I reviewed the subject EA (encl) and find it sufficient to support decision-making. 
 
2.  The subject EA was conducted in accordance with DoDI 7041.03 Economic Analysis for 
Decision-Making. It evaluates a robust set of locations and acquisition strategies as investment 
alternatives for meeting USAG Miami housing requirements. Cost estimates for the Courses of 
Action (COA) evaluated are based on DD1391s, OMB Circular A-94 discount rates, official 
DoD cost factors, relevant industry sources, and applicable market analyses.   
 
3.  The EA documents rationale for evaluation of all COAs, including the recommendation of a 
Federal Transfer of land, currently owned by the Federal Aviation Administration, in 
combination with a Military Housing Privatization Initiative at a 30-year present value cost of 
$418M. The scoring method used for benefit to cost comparison and COA recommendation is 
defensible and documented as to provide for transparent trade-off evaluation and affordability 
considerations. Sensitivity analysis conducted further supports the robustness of the results. 
 
4.  This memorandum does not constitute HQDA approval for resourcing. 
 
5.  My point of contact for this review is Mr. David Molinari, david.p.molinari.civ@mail.mil. 
  
 
 
 
Encl         Stephen B. Loftus 


   Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army 
(Cost and Economics) 


 
CF: 
ASA(IE&E) 
SOUTHCOM 
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Executive Summary 
 


USSOUTHCOM conducted a Quality Of Life (QOL) survey from 01-11SEP20 to gain employee 
perspective and insight that informs five QOL initiatives. 432 employees, which includes 407 at 
USSOUTHCOM & USAG-Miami, participated in the survey. This accounts for an estimated 
third of the workforce, to include 88% of the sampling profiles representing military and DA 
civilian contributions. The summary of findings below respond to select questions. The 
participation afforded to this survey helped to identify 45 distinct solutions that will directly and 
implicitly improve QOL for the command. These proposed solutions are divided into 14 separate 
categories across the five SOUTHCOM QOL initiatives. Additional recommended solutions 
outside the purview of the SOUTHCOM OPT charter have been forwarded to other stakeholders 
for consideration and action, many of which will be included in upcoming USAG-M led QOL 
Council sessions. The survey limitations identify considerations for future surveys based on post-
survey analysis. The new initiatives section highlights OPT-level and written response 
recommendations for each initiative on the outset of the survey. All questions from the survey 
contributed to this analysis. Within each QOL Initiative there are proposed solution concepts. 
These solutions are continuing through an OPT-internal vetting process while expanding across 
the directorates for additional inclusion and oversight. Some solutions may be removed due to 
existing processes, while others may become modified due to original intent. Basic Allowance 
Housing (BAH) and Cost Of Living Allowance (COLA) recommendations are integrated into the 
General QOL solutions. All recommended solutions will incorporate QOL OPT representation 
for assistance.  


 


Survey Limitations 


Respondent population: Question #1 informed that 24 of the respondents participated in the 
survey, representing SOCSOUTH and other offsite locations. This informs that 06% respondent 
inputs were outside the immediate Doral area. 


Residential footage: The post-survey analysis has identified that asking about existing square 
footage from respondents may have informed on actual living conditions compared to DoD 
authorized footage authorizations. This information would further inform if military service 
members are living within DoD-approved authorized means. 


Family dependent numbers: The post-survey analysis has identified that asking about family 
dependent quantities may have informed on actual living conditions compared to DoD approved 
living space authorizations. This information would further inform if military service members 
are living within DoD-approved authorized means. 


Respondent rank population: The introductory questions identified age, working population, 
and military service component. However, there is benefit in knowing military and GS employee 
ranks to further demonstrate how respondent inputs are influenced through this breakdown. This 
question was originally considered but ultimately omitted for the sake of minimizing the number 
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of questions being asked. The three previously mentioned question responses, coupled with the 
written responses, still provided enough data to identify solutions regardless of rank and pay 
grade. 


 


Summary of Findings 


General QOL 


This section spans QOL considerations that cross beyond any individual command-directed 
initiatives. An overwhelming desire to raise money for individual uses was at the forefront. 
Increased BAH and COLA, as well as numerous recommendations to reduce toll charges were 
present throughout the survey responses. Many employees suggest that installation services 
commonly found at other locations should be provided at USAG-M. Highly sought after services 
include a gas station, post office, auto shop, pool, dental facility, and craft center. Many of these 
services are provided in the local community already, and may be considered redundant and 
impractical given existing USAG-M available land. A large proponent also desired the inclusion 
of larger AAFES facilities and DECA commissary. Question #7 highlighted 22 members of the 
workforce aged 18-24 (13 USN, 4 USAF, 3 USMC, 1 USA and 1 GS civilian). Based on written 
responses and suggestions, there are education and mentorship opportunities to these individuals 
as they acclimate into the SOUTHCOM military culture, to include financial readiness. Question 
#17 identified that just over half the respondents considered schooling important in general QOL 
decisions, influencing prioritization for schooling as related to domicile and workplace QOL. 
Question #18 highlighted that over half the respondents perceive that their local community were 
supportive to military residents. 


Housing 


This section focuses on design, planning, and construction considerations specific to new 
housing development. Question #11 highlighted that half of respondents would not select 
military housing even if the option were available in the local area. Security, relief from advance 
payments and tolls, and commute reduction were benefits desired by those seeking military 
housing solutions. Those not wanting to live with co-workers, planning to retire in the area, 
desires to live in other ocean / suburb locations, loss of all BAH, plans to own a home, local 
Doral community safety and congested local traffic were reasons to not elect military housing. In 
addition, many civilians believe that they will not be afforded the opportunity to use military 
housing, which is not necessarily true. Question #12 identified 88% positive response for 
security considerations for new housing development to include gated access for increased 
security. Question #14 identified 75% respondents place security and family protection as very 
important to community living. 


Basic Allowance for Housing (BAH) / Cost Of Living Allowance (COLA) 


The survey in graph and written response form generally found that both BAH and COLA were 
combined together for respondents as both, regardless of origin, provided additional funds to 
individuals and families. General respondent inputs mirror BAH and COLA into general 
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additional funding sources to supplement financial burdens with no significant distinction 
between the two programs. Analysis derives that many responses inform proposed solutions 
regardless of the funding source. Questions #28-29 identify that service members use all their 
existing BAH towards rent or mortgage payments. Half of respondents spend more than their 
BAH authorizations to cover rent/mortgage payments out of pocket.  


Rent 


This section covers domicile considerations not directly informing new housing development, 
but rather current residence options for USSOUTHCOM employees. The survey revealed that 
the most important factors determining residence selection includes costs, commute, schools, 
neighborhood safety, service availability, and hurricane considerations. Question #8 revealed 
that House Owner’s Association (HOA) fees compound residential finance burdens. Question 
#10 revealed that 92 existing employees were unaware of local government leased housing 
opportunities available to employees. Questions #24-27 confirmed that most new residents pay 
up front security deposits, first months’ rent, and administrative fees. Half of respondents also 
pay at least a second months’ rent in advance. 


Tolls 


Many USSOUTHCOM employees use the tolls due to a combination of time savings to get to 
work on time, stress avoidance, reduce gas costs, safety and accident avoidance, and to avoid 
general congested traffic. Questions 32-34 revealed that almost 70% SOUTHCOM employees 
elect to use tollways to travel to and from work. Question #35 confirms that even though 80% 
respondents know of existing vanpool options, they elect to not use given individual work 
freedoms and desire to use personal conveyance. Research into respondent written contributions 
will inform on public transportation usage opportunities, future year development and route 
extension recommendations, and adjustments to the LRC-led Vanpool program coverage area. 


 


Proposed Solutions 


 


General QOL 


Junior employee mentorship program 


• Initiate a junior enlisted / First Duty Station (FDS) / Government Service (GS) mentorship 
program to include financial readiness training.  


• Establish a junior enlisted “Resident Advisor” program in barracks where senior occupant 
volunteers assist new arrival junior enlisted on various resources and programs. This program 
may emulate an Army BOSS-like program for junior enlisted service members. 


• Initiate senior enlisted command visits to assigned junior enlisted quarters, living 
arrangements and general security of gated community.  
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• Facilitate a command group / CSM / senior enlisted town hall with junior enlisted on hot 
topics and concerns. 


Training Activities  


• Integrate financial readiness training into prescribed SOUTHCOM training days for select 
demographics or as an optional training opportunity. 


• Develop and present an information brief educating SC employees on each of the 5 
initiatives. Educate that SOUTHCOM and USAG-M is not your typical garrison. In the 
absence of services, there are community alternatives employees can join. Build a map that 
reflects civilian alternatives and online solutions to common requirements: PX, Commissary, 
military clothing sales, dental, fitness classes, medical, MWR rentals, dry cleaning, physical 
therapy, bars, gas stations, ITR, NEX, pools, auto shops, craft shops, post offices. Educate 
SOUTHCOM employees on new housing management and prioritization of use, to include 
key essential, military, single parent considerations, and DA civilians. Education on BAH 
standards & expectations during SOUTHCOM training days. Using the lowest offered BAH, 
provide $ summary of the minimum allowance available (E-1 no dependents = $XX). This 
may include understanding how BAH works, the process as to how calculations are derived, 
how USAG-M contributes to DoD decisions, and where SOUTHCOM resides in current 
DoD-level assessments based on annual BAH increase/decrease amounts. Education on 
COLA standards & expectations during SOUTHCOM training days. This may include 
understanding how CONUS COLA works, the process as to how calculations are derived, 
how USAG-M contributes to DoD decisions, and where SOUTHCOM resides in current 
DoD-level assessments. Educate SC employees on housing space standards. Use an example 
for a family of four on what space they should receive. Comparative analysis reflects, for 
example, an E-1 get $$$, equaling XX SQ FT living space. Inform on Miami / local area road 
development initiatives to improve trafficability. Create a map showing alternate public 
transportation (trolley, train, buses). Inform SC employees on USAG-M & HARB existing 
vanpool programs and when program will return. Inform USAG-M facilities to dependents 
(fitness center, pantry, clinics, items in ACS welcome packet 


• Develop and present an information brief on USAG-M and local services. Provide 
information on pet services, to include military-friendly vet clinics, boarding houses, and 
supply stores in area. Educate SC employees on who staff / USAG-M engages locally on 
variety of actions, to include Miami Chamber of Commerce. Inform on USAG-M programs 
available, Spanish language and culture classes available at USAG-M. Inform on USAG-M 
admin legal services available. Inform SC employees that gym is open and classes that are 
available. Inform on dependent access and entry requirements. Educate SOUTHCOM 
employees on why ITR closed down (due to lack of activity?) Educate SOUTHCOM 
employees during training days on travel alternatives, to include existing trolley systems and 
vanpool programs. 


Operation Planning Team (OPT) Oversight 


• Seek out Team SOUTHCOM spouses that have real estate experience to become advisors in 
the OPT to support Rental Relief and advanced payment strategies. 
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• Initiate a DC review leveraging SOUTHCOM Washington Office to engage stipend 
programs similar to those available in national capital region.  


• Research the “95 Express bus” program for potential toll relief. 
• Provide Vanpool respondent comments to LRC director for review. 
• Integrate SOUTHCOM representation with USAG during 2021 BAH data call submission 


process for extended internal reviews. 
• Create “APP” list that provides information across all solutions proposed in this report 


(public transportation, possible new APPs for SOUTHCOM information). 


Engagement 


• Develop and/or disburse USAG-M and SOUTHCOM social media platforms to engage 
current and new arrivals, with emphasis toward junior personnel.  


• Integrate military-friendly engagement and awareness activities in local communities to 
improve civilian counterpart appreciation and integration. 


• Engage local community leaders on security and crime concerns as appropriate across the 
military community. 


• Inform on local school options and community attractions in Doral to SOUTHCOM families. 
• Integrate TM SOUTHCOM into all informational programs and updates. Engage TM 


SOUTHCOM to energize social and recreational events.  
• Coordinate with City of Doral to consider adjusting bus and trolley routes to better support 


SOUTHCOM HQ entrance and general community populations. 


Inprocessing & Sponsorship Program Review 


• Adjustments to sponsorship and inprocessing programs to include specified guidance for 
advanced payment requests through duty station finance offices. 


• Analyze new arrival general process coming into command. Starting at last duty station, 
assessing contact and actions prior to departure, and upon arrival what information is 
provided before PTDY / house hunting occurs. How do inprocessing, sponsorship, USAG 
and SC information and other resources inform new arrivals where to engage before 
acquiring domiciles. Is meeting the housing office during inprocessing too late?  Maybe a 
visit is a pre-condition to getting PTDY approval. 


• Update sponsorship program to include informing new service member arrivals to request 
advances in pay at previous duty location as part of out-processing and prior to arrival into 
Doral. Include this activity as component to housing-specific welcome letter. 


• Review and modify a more user-friendly website. 
• Review existing welcome letters to enforce housing and community considerations for new 


personnel. 


Command Functions  


• Orchestrate annual SOUTHCOM command organization days / social events (not just a 
gathering in the gym). Sports, cookout, fun runs, morale booster events. 
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Housing Development 


New Housing Development Design Considerations  


• During new housing development planning and design, incorporate several considerations for 
design. This includes security / Antiterrorism and Force Protection considerations to include 
gated access, CCTV, access control point, gym access, waterpark / pools, pet parks, open 
fields for sports and child-friendly play equipment, garage and storage units. 


USAG-M Operation Support  


• Once new housing development is complete, integrate DES vehicular patrols to improve 
security presence. This requirement would potentially require security funding and personnel 
expansion. 


 


Rent Relief and Advance Payments 


USAG-M Housing Office Functions  


• Reengage new arrivals on government leased housing alternatives available. Energize and 
enforce government leased housing options to key essential personnel. 


• Housing office provide services to review housing applications, and provide inspector 
contacts. 


Operation Planning Team (OPT) Oversight  


• Research Florida law recently passed limiting housing application approval to 7 days. 
• Research HOA fees and Florida law for Florida Housing Association (FHA) legality to 


require background checks at $100+ per person as part of seeking residences. 


Community Engagement  


• Engage community organizations on HOA fair obligations compared to existing state and 
local resolutions. Educate SOUTHCOM employees on HOA commitments as part of new 
arrival communications for housing considerations. Expedite HOA application processing 
times from weeks to days in conjunction with housing applications. 


• Communicate to Miami Chamber of Commerce existing resolutions in S. Florida / Cutler 
Bay / Homestead specific to military relief efforts for advanced payments as part of 
engagement strategy for larger S. Florida consideration and inclusion. 


• Engage local community leaders to expedite rental application processing times under 
military friendly presence and considering military-specific BAH guarantees.  


• Establish engagement opportunity (large forum) with local housing managers and apartment 
communities to inform on variety of topics that benefit military friendly approaches: BAH 
funding, VA loan processes, HOA and advance payment burdens, priority selection onto 
military housing sites for occupancy, military housing websites. 
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Tolls 


SOUTHCOM Directorate and Leadership Support  


• As per SOUTHCOM Regulation 0239, directorates may adjust existing work schedules from 
traditional 0800-1600 hours to allow individuals to select early or late start alternate duty 
hours to avoid typical rush hour traffic while maintaining duties and responsibilities to the 
command. This includes potential compressed work schedules as articulated in Appendix C 
of SOUTHCOM regulation 0239. 


• Continue to enforce and support telework opportunities to reduce travel from domicile to 
duty and back. 


Knowledge Management  


• Identify a traffic app that employees can use to see traffic patterns prior to travel each day. 


LRC Vanpool Program 


• Establish DTG when vanpool program will resume. 
• Assess vanpool interest across USAG-M and develop strategy to build drivers and review 


designated pick up locations. 
• Establish a vanpool route from unaccompanied barracks to HQ. 
• Analyze driver pool, do they dictate where the vans collect from? 
• Analyze pick up locations; are they associated with public transportation hubs? Change the 


locations based on demand. And to spread across local area. Emphasize use on tollway 
communities based on locations specified in responses. 


• Build an on-demand HARB-USAG-M shuttle to avoid toll use. 
• Analyze vanpool hours- who dictates pick up and return times? Perceived 1500 departure 


from USAG-M. SC Directorates adjust daily work schedules to comply with vanpool 
designated hours. 
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Graphical Report 
 


Question 1: (U) Do you physically work on the USAG-M / USSOUTHCOM headquarters compound? 
 


Question 2: (U) What is your current 5-digit residential zip-code? 
 


17, 4% 1, 0% 4, 1%


2, 1%


407, 94%


1. (U) Do you physically work on the 
USAG-M / USSOUTHCOM headquarters 


compound?
SOCSOUTH / Homestead Air
Reserve Base
Soto Cano AB Honduras


Offsite location


JTF-GTMO


Yes
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Question 3: (U) How long have you lived in the local area? 
 


Question 4: (U) What is your current DoD affiliation? 
 


125, 29%


14, 3%


30, 7%


2, 1%2, 0%


257, 59%


2, 0%
3, 1%


4. (U) What is your current DoD affiliation?


DoD Civilian


Reserve


Contractror


Retiree


USAR Active Guard Reserve
(AGR)
Active Duty


National Guard


USG Employee


54


110


179


91


0 50 100 150 200


3-5 YEARS


5+ YEARS


1-3 YEARS


< 1 YEAR


3. (U) How long have you lived in the local area?
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Question 5: (U) If military, what branch of service? 
 


Question 6: (U) What is your marital status? 
 


0 50 100 150 200 250 300


90


2
40


2


1
2


291


6. (U) What is your marital status? 


Married Separated Widow Domestic Partner Divorced Engaged Single


39


106


58
72


1 1 7


5. (U) If military, what branch of service
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Question 7: (U) What is your age? 
 


Question 8: (U) What form of housing do you live in? 
 


 


 


22


97


166


90


59


0


20


40


60


80


100


120


140


160


180


18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55+


7. (U) What is your age?


123, 28%


299, 69%


12, 3%


8. (U) What form of housing do you live in?


Apartment


Home


Goverment Leased
Housing
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Question 9: (U) Do you rent or own, or live in government leased quarters? 
 


Question 10: (U) Were government-leased housing options offered to you when you arrived at the Doral area? 
 


 


 


0
50


100
150
200
250


GOVERNMENT 
LEASE


RENT OWN


17


218 193


9. (U) Do you rent or own, or live in 
government leased quarters?


34, 8%


392, 92%


10. (U) Were government-leased housing 
options offered to you when you arrived at 


the Doral area?


Yes
No
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Question 11: (U) If military housing was offered within close proximity to the USAG-M area, would you have elected to reside in 
government housing? 
 


Question 12: (U) If you lived in a local military community, would you prefer gated access or open access? 
 


 


 


196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204


NO


YES


204


199


11. (U) If military housing was offered 
within close proximity to the USAG-M area, 


would you have elected to reside in 
government housing?


50, 12%


363, 88%


12. (U) If you lived in a local military 
community, would you prefer gated access 


or open access?


Open Access
Gated Access
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Question 13: (U) In your opinion, what is the most important element that should be improved locally for quality of life? Open 
Question See Appendix 1-13 for details 
 


Question 14: (U) How important was security in your residence selection? 
 


 


 
 


13. (U) In your opinion, what is the most important 
element that should be improved locally for quality 


of life? 
Open Question See Appendix 1-13 for details 


0
50


100
150
200
250
300
350


95
9 1 21


305


14. (U) How important was security in your 
residence selection?
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Question 15: (U) How important was rental costs in your residence selection? 
 


Question 16: (U) How important was the distance from residence to work in your deciding where you live? 
 


 


 


286


104


23


5


10


0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350


VERY IMPORTANT


IMPORTANT


MODERATELY IMPORTANT


SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT


NOT IMPORTANT


15. (U) How important was rental costs in 
your residence selection?


16, 4%
88, 20%


8, 2%


130, 30%


188, 44%


16. (U) How important was the distance 
from residence to work in your deciding 


where you live?


Slightly Important
Moderately Important
Not Important
Important
Very Important
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Question 17: (U) How important were schools in your residence selection? 
 


Question 18: (U) Your current residential community is supportive toward military? 
 


 


 


0 50 100 150 200


173


151


57


32


20


17. (U) How important were schools in 
your residence selection?


Slightly Important Moderately Important Important
Not Important Very Important


126, 30%


60, 14%154, 36%


21, 5%


64, 15%


18. (U) Your current residential community 
is supportive toward military?


Much
Little
Somewhat
Never
A Great Deal
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Question 19: (U) Do you feel safe where you live? 
 


Question 20: (U) How much is your rent or mortgage payment monthly? 
 


 


 


215


4


9


197


7


0 50 100 150 200 250


ALMOST ALWAYS


NEVER


SELDOM


TO A CONSIDERABLE DEGREE


OCCASIONALLY


19. (U) Do you feel safe where you live?


12, 3%


100, 23%


224, 53%


88, 21%


20. (U) How much is your rent or mortgage 
payment monthly?


Less Than $1,000.00
$1,000.00 - $2,000.00
$2,000.00 - $3,000.00
More Than $3,000.00
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Question 21: (U) If military housing were available in very close proximity to USAG-M, would you elect to live there and why 
(or why not)? Open Question See Appendix 1-21 for details 
 


Question 22: (U) What would be your strongest recommendation to improve housing locally? Open Question See Appendix 1-22 
for details 
 


 
 


22. (U) What would be your strongest 
recommendation to improve housing locally? 


 
Open Question See Appendix 1-22 for details 


 
 


21. (U) If military housing were available in very 
close proximity to USAG-M, would you elect to live 


there and why (or why not)? 
 


Open Question See Appendix 1-21 for details 
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Question 23: (U) What was the most important factor in how you selected where you live? Open Question See Appendix 1-23 for 
details 
 


Question 24: (U) When you occupied your domicile, did you provide a security deposit? 
 


 


277, 66%


144, 34%


24. (U) When you occupied your domicile, 
did you provide a security deposit?


Yes
No


 
 


23. (U) What was the most important factor in how 
you selected where you live? 


 
Open Question See Appendix 1-23 for details 
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Question 25: (U) When you occupied your domicile, did you pay for first month’s rent? 
 


Question 26: (U) When you occupied you domicile; did you pay two (or more) months’ worth of rent? 
 


290, 71%


120, 29%


25. (U) When you occupied your domicile, 
did you pay for first month’s rent?


Yes
No


202, 49%208, 51%


26. (U) When you occupied you domicile; 
did you pay two (or more) months’ worth 


of rent?


Yes
No
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Question 27: (U) When you occupied your domicile, did you have to pay for additional administrative fees? 


Question 28: (U) Does your current residence consume all of your BAH? 


411


0


100


200


300


271


140


27. (U) When you occupied your domicile, 
did you have to pay for additional 


administrative fees?


No
Yes


425


0
50


100
150


200
250


73 210


142


28. (U) Does your current residence 
consume all of your BAH?


N/A
Yes
No
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Question 29: (U) Do you have to contribute additional money beyond BAH allowances to cover rent? 
 


Question 30: (U) Select the most important factor that influences your shopping habits? 
 


 


130, 31%


156, 37%


134, 32%


29. (U) Do you have to contribute 
additional money beyond BAH allowances 


to cover rent?


No
N/A
Yes


143


98 93 97
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40
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140


160


431


30. (U) Select the most important factor 
that influences your shopping habits?


Prices
Proximity
Product Quality
Convenience
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Question 31: (U) What financial considerations did you contemplate when selecting your residence? Open Question See 
Appendix 1-31 for details 
 


Question 32: (U) How long is your commute one-way from home to work? 
 


 


46


92


133


161


32. (U) How long is your commute one-way 
from home to work?


1 - 3 Miles
3 - 9 Miles
10 - 19 Miles
More Than 20 Miles


 
 


31. (U) What financial considerations did you 
contemplate when selecting your residence? 


 
Open Question See Appendix 1-31 for details 
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Question 33: (U) Do you take Sunpass or other tolls to commute to work? 


Question 34: (U) Even if non-chargeable alternatives exist, if you use Sunpass to and from work, it is for the following reasons 
(Select all that apply)? 
 


255


185


99
119 119


34. (U) Even if non-chargeable alternatives 
exist, if you use Sunpass to and from 


work, it is for the following reasons (Select 
all that apply)?


Quickest Distance


Less Stressful Route


Save Money on Gas


I Do Not Use Sunpass to
Go to Work
Less Dangerous Traffic


297, 69%


135, 31%


33. (U) Do you take Sunpass or other tolls 
to commute to work?


Yes
No
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Question 35: (U) Are you aware that a Logistics Readiness Center (LRC) vanpool program exists to assist local employees? 
 


Question 36: (U) Do you use highways to commute to and from work? 
 


90


340


35. (U) Are you aware that a Logistics 
Readiness Center (LRC) vanpool program 


exists to assist local employees?


No Yes


119


309


36. (U) Do you use highways to commute to and 
from work?


No
Yes
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Question 37: (U) (IF APPLICABLE) Why do you use tollways to commute to work? Open Question See Appendix 1-37 for 
details 


Question 38: (U) (IF APPLICABLE) What reasons may you elect to not use the vanpool program? Open Question See Appendix 
1-38 for details 
 


 


 
 
37. (U) (IF APPLICABLE) Why do you use tollways to 


commute to work? 
 


Open Question See Appendix 1-37 for details 


 
 


38. (U) (IF APPLICABLE) What reasons may you 
elect to not use the vanpool program? 


 
Open Question See Appendix 1-38 for details 
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Question 39: (U) What would be your most important recommendation to improve Quality of Life (QOL)? Open Question See 
Appendix 1-39 for details 


Question 40: (U) Are there services you seek on post that are currently not available in USAG-M? 


 
 


39. (U) What would be your most important 
recommendation to improve Quality of Life (QOL)? 


 
Open Question See Appendix 1-39 for details 


 
 


 40. (U) Are there services you seek on post that are 
currently not available in USAG-M? 


 
Open Question See Appendix 1-40 for details 
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APPENDIX 1-13 
13. (U) In your opinion, what is the most important element that should be improved 


locally for quality of life? 


Response Count 


Housing 112 


Relief from Upfront Rental Deposits 111 


Toll Relief 89 


Grocery Expenses 45 


AAFES Shopping 20 


Child Care 15 


COLA 


Combination for most people: Relief from Upfront rental deposits, Toll relief, AAFES shopping. 


Especially for GS12&below and junior officers and enlisted 


Relief from upfront moving costs for brand new servicemembers 


Traffic - flexible working hours to avoid Miami-Dade "rush hour" 


Outdoor Recreation events/activities/opportunities 


COLA in general. Tolls, Housing, and Groceries are all considerably higher than the average and 


it is a struggle on a single income with kids in school. 


A commissary would be nice to have because the cost of living here is too expensive. No 


discounts/tax exemptions are provided here. 


Multiple: Toll Relieve, Child Care, BHA-BAS-Cola, Grocery Expenses 


All the standard services offered on a military installation. 


Overall Cost of living expenses worthy of COLA 


Relocate SOUTHCOM to Homestead ARB. Better proximity to SOCSOUTH and components. 


COLA for everyone. Miami is expensive. COLA is needed for both "Barracks" soldiers and "non-


barrack" soldiers.  Also, COLA needs go up along with BAH as the local inflation rises. 


Schools in the local Doral area. Broward County has better school ratings, which influenced our 


local residence decision.  Traffic conditions as much as this can be addressed. 


Some sort of compensation for the current cost of living within the Miami Dade area. 


Toll relief, grocery expenses (COLA), AAFES shopping 


Cost of Living in General 
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Grade structure of civilian employees (who do not draw housing allowances) does not allow 


reasonable access to housing 


Overall costs-of-living.  EVERYTHING is very expensive and more expensive than it should be to 


someone ASSIGNED (not volunteering here) 


Housing and Pet Care services (my pet is my child) 


Higher Pay to Accommodate Cost of Living 


Increase BAH, especially for single folks 


Access to an actual commissary and/or PX. Since that is not an option, there should be a COLA. 


Commute times and associated expenses 


Either increase the BAH rate or provide COLA to counter the cost of living associated with the 


area; the BAH is not commensurate with the area and the absence of COLA is astonishing. 


Medical Clinic 


schools for elementary/middle/high school age kids - military kids are a minority and it is very 


challenging for them if they do not speak English/are not Latino 


Wait time for condo association application acceptance 


Commissary Services 


Housing, COLA, Toll Relief, and grocery expenses 


Traffic into the Doral area is awful, telework reduces additional stress of commuting. 


All of the above except childcare 


Cost of Living Allowance 


Relief from Upfront Rental Deposits / Toll Relief / Grocery Expenses 


All of these things equally contribute to a poor quality of life in this area, there is very little 


support 


Streamlining access to service member resources that are not local. Ex having a liaison for 


services that are provided by fort Gordon or somewhere else 


1.  Get a Commissary  2. Toll Relief 


BAH should be raised or issue out COLA 


Grocery, AAFES, Tolls 
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APPENDIX 1-21 
21. (U) If military housing were available in very close proximity to USAG-M, would 


you elect to live there and why (or why not)? 


 


Response Count 


yes 11 


N/A 8 


No 4 


Maybe 2 


No. 2 


Already have a house in community.  Plus, since I work with military/govt all day, prefer not to live 


with the same people. 


Depending on school quality in the area 


Depends on the quality of the housing and the quality of life 


I am not military but yes I would. 


I would based of the current BAH provided. The BAH barely covers the housing cost in the area. 


I would not want to live in military housing because I enjoy getting to know my local neighbors 


and hearing their stories.  Plus, I am hoping that this will be my retirement house. 


If it was offered at the time of arrival yes, but now I have a 3-year lease and would want to move 


all my stuff again. 


If the military housing provided proper security, then I would elect to live there. 


Most likely. Security is a concern. 


No - I chose to live near the beach, because that is where my spouse wants to be. 


No -- I see these same people all week, why would I want to see them off duty as well 


no I need the extra BAH to cover other bills. the cost of living is too high in Miami. 


No, because I enjoy living in a community that includes non-military personnel. 


no, government/military housing has a bad association. I only hear bad examples of why not to live 


in government housing. 


No, I own my home. 


No, I prefer to live in the local community since it gives me a break from work culture. 


No, I would not live in Doral or in a community with an association or limited ownership rights to 


the property. 
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No, prefer to be separated from work related environment when I leave work. 


No, would not prefer to live in the Doral community. 


Prefer to not live in Doral 


Probably not.  I enjoy living where we choose.  In this case on the beach.  Also, civilian neighbors 


separate work from life 


undecided 


Yes - ease of commute, community 


Yes - it is inexcusable that we don't have the option given the cost of living. I spend most of my 


income on rent and I do not have a car because it's too expensive. 


Yes, as long as homes available are properly priced and sized. 


Yes, it would cut cost of toll, increase sense of safety, it would cut maintenance, gas, and car use. It 


would also decrease the opportunity for service members to get taken advantage of when paying 


deposit and 3 months’ rent. 


Yes, most definitely.  I would not have to worry about the application process and the large amount 


we must pay up front to move in.  In my case it was $7,500 to move in.  It was very stressful for the 


family finding a home within the price range.  At the moment BAH barely covers the rent.  We also 


had to live far from base since living in Doral was not an option.  We could not afford a home 


closer to work. 


Yes, the saving of time and money on the commute would be worth it. 


As a DoD civilian, no. 


Depends on garage and parking space. 


Depends on what the housing looked like 


I will not because the size of military housing is restricted to how many member(s) is in the 


household. Also, the condition of the house is horrible. 


I would not as we are not interested in living in Doral. 


I would not.  I prefer to live in the local community, where I choose, with the amenities I choose, 


and in the school system I choose. 


I would! I currently live about a 40 min drive from the HQs. Rent was more affordable up north 


than in the immediate area of the HQs. Additionally, the schools were better up north. With traffic 


it takes me more than an hour to commute, plus tolls and gas. 


If eligible, yes. 
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It depends on the quality of the housing. Also, I am duel military as my wife works for the Coast 


Guard stationed at CG Base Miami Beach, so housing should not be too far for her commute as 


well as mine. 


It would depend on the amenities available, currently I have access to a pool, park for kids, gym 


access. Also, it would matter on the setup, I would not want to have the work vibe while being 


home in my down time. 


My family knew the Miami area really well before moving and we have friends and family in the 


Kendall area.  The schools near my house are all rated A or A+ and it is a safe and friendly 


community.  However, I think Government leased housing near the installation is a good idea for 


junior service members and their families or large families provided the schools near the location 


are excellent. 


No because of the restriction coming on base. 


No, I do not need anyone telling me to cut my grass or turn off an outside light. 


No.  We need military housing in Homestead as well!! 


Potentially. Depends on BAH and price of other housing 


Prefer to choose my location based on amenities available. 


While I was on active duty here at USSOUTHCOM, I would have preferred a close and secure 


housing option. 


Yes - safety, security, and price 


yes, based upon school quality 


Yes, I would feel safer with a military community and it would help financially. Overall close 


proximity to home in case of emergencies is imperative. 


Yes. Security 


Depends on the quality of the housing and school. 


I based housing on cost, location, schools, and security. 


I would not elect to live there because I would rather pay mortgage than rent. Also, I like to live a 


little further away from base. 


I would not, unless the homes where of high quality and the housing area was safe so close to 


Miami 


Maybe. Schools are the most important criteria in selecting a residence 


No, I would like to move out of the military housing because there are no security measures in 


place. I have had a vehicle stolen because anyone can drive onto the pressure pad at the gate and 


it will open. Even if there were security measures at the gate it is always broken so it is left open 
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for people to be able to get in. Furthermore, I was told I would not be allowed to get a garage, 


even out of pocket, to make sure my vehicle is secure after I had one stolen because my name is not 


on the lease. Parking is also a problem anyways because, most of the time, by the time I get home 


from work there are no spots to park in. Lastly, we are not allowed the option to move out of 


housing as we would be at a normal command. Navy leadership has looked into it and the only 


people that have been allowed to move out are people who've gotten married even though housing 


is full most of the time and new junior enlisted end up spending around $1,000 on a hotel for 10 


days with no government travel card because they came from A school and weren't issued one yet 


while they wait for housing to get a new apartment set up. 


No. Doral is a very sketchy place. Miami-Dade has expensive housing with a crappy environment. 


no. I prefer to live away from work...makes me feel like I actually got away from the office. 


Not now.  But yes when I was married and had young children.  More akin to a traditional military 


installation. 


Perhaps.  It would depend on the school district for my child and the type of housing available 


(apartment, townhouse, or single-family home). 


Rentals are available in the local area for less than my housing allowance, which allows me to 


cover the expense of my utilities and cable as well as offset the huge increase (nearly doubled) in 


my auto insurance rates for moving to South Florida. 


School districts, traffic, lack of amenities in Doral 


Yes I would live there due to the close proximity and the abundance of amenities in and around 


Doral. 


Yes its easier for family to have people to help when I’m traveling, make friends and security. 


Yes, 


Yes, like minded military members look out for each other. 


Yes, so we could enjoy military while stationed in South Florida. 


Yes. 


Yes. I believe that it would be more safe and secure than the local community. Living close to work 


is important because of how bad the traffic is in Miami. 


Yes. 


1) Safety and security  2) Transportation costs decrease  3) Simplicity of not dealing with property 


owners, resigning leases, and paying the associated bills.  


 


Some things that would make it a "no". 1)  If it were condos  2) No yard  3) Stringencies on pets 
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Absolutely not, it has never been a good experience with any government-controlled housing. Only 


horror stories. 


Children's education/school is more important than proximity to work. 


Depends on the price.  If the price is comparable, I would live in military housing. 


I grew up in and around the military.  I have found most modernized military housing to be 


efficient, and safe.  I would elect to live in such housing again as the costs inherent with either 


renting or buying a home for a 3-5-year assignment can become complicated and expensive. 


if adequate house was available to me I would have selected to stay there. Because of the cost in 


comparison to local rentals. 


Maybe. If it was single family housing and the quality of the housing is representative of the 


amount of BAH that I am receiving then yes I would elect to stay in military housing. However, if 


the amount of BAH is does not representative of the quality of housing, type of housing and 


security then I would not. Also, if it was apartment type housing then I would not stay in military 


housing. 


Military Housing near USAG-M would provide a significant reduction in fuel and toll costs. 


No, as a single member I typically don't qualify for military housing 


No, because I just purchased my house. If it was available when I first PCS'd here I would've 


elected to live in military housing 


No, don't want to live where I work. 


No, I don't like it. 


No, I'm a DOD civilian it does not apply to me. 


No, Joint military with Spouse stationed at Homestead 


No.  The area immediately surrounding base is too busy and not conducive to family life. 


no. Poor schools in the area 


Perhaps, depending if it offered the required space for a family of 4. 


Possibly.  The out-of-pocket costs of renting a house in this area (above BAH) is the highest I have 


ever paid.  This, along with very high utility costs, makes renting in the Miami area unsustainable 


for long assignments.  House hunting was non-existent due to how the housing market in the area 


moves.  And, unless you have a realtor, you will not have access to any gated communities to see 


rentals or gauge the community. This makes finding an affordable home in a safe area extremely 


difficult and stressful. 


Potentially, depends on size and modernness of home 
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Proximity to the USSOUTHCOM HQs is very important to me because I don't like to drive long 


distances, and it saves in tolls and gas. 


Yes because it is an easy commute. Also, the housing allowance barely covers the rent in the area 


(if at all) so not having to pay extra just to live close to USAG-M is a relief. 


yes I would live there because I would feel safe living there. 


Yes if the military housing or military leased housing was the same quality as commercially 


available residences. 


Yes if the quality of the unit was the same or better than what could be found on the economy. 


Yes, cheaper and no commute. 


Yes, when I arrived I was active duty. Military housing would have afforded me the opportunity to 


save money and get to know the area much better before choosing a place to live. 


Yes. I would elect military housing if military services were available nearby. 


Yes. Rental and real estate costs in this area are incredibly expensive without a COLA to match. 


These prices are very similar to Washington DC and you make almost $300 less in COLA. Also, 3 


months upfront as well as other fees is ridiculous. Anywhere else, it's usually 2 months. I had to 


have close to $6500 on hand in order to move in, and my place at $1800 a month is pretty 


reasonable compared to the area. Also, as I was looking, there was a lot of shady practices going 


on with fees upon fees upon fees that kept cropping up the further I engaged in the rental process. I 


was originally looking at a townhouse that was actually close to the base, but after the third fee of 


under $200, even my realtor said it was looking a bit shady. 


Distance and affordability. 


I would not. I would rather be a little more independent. 


It would depend both on the quality of the facilities as well as the administrative policies. Military 


housing that is open to public vehicles/pedestrians holds little appeal, as you lose significant 


leverage without gaining any increase in safety. Additionally, it should be competitive for the area 


it is located in. Utilizing an entire BAH allotment of over $3000 for a townhome in Doral would be 


very high. Rates must be competitive. 


N/A; Civilian 


No, Doral is too congested. 


No, I would prefer to live in a residential community. 


NO, PREFER TO BE NEAR THE WATER 


Schools in this area are not very good. 


Yes, depending on the amenities included with the military housing. 
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Yes, for safety and easy commute to work. 


Yes. Moving to Miami has a steep entry cost. Rent is exorbitant, up front deposits are extreme, and 


BAH does not cover my combined expenses. 


Absolutely. Finding affordable housing has put us in a much longer commute than expected and 


still cost more than we wanted to pay. 


Depending if the housing was gated, had security, quality of housing, I would consider living there. 


Depends on location, amities, condition of property & size 


I would elect to live there as it would give a place of community. I have been called a lot of ugly 


names where I currently live. I have even been requested to leave the HOA board because I was 


gay and not from Miami nor was I Hispanic. I did not understand the depth of isms here in Miami. 


I moved here with my DOD husband and had I know about the distain for non-Hispanic non 


heterosexuals here in Miami and had the opportunity for base house I would have done so. I 


previously lived in Base house at Fort Meade and It was great. 


I would not because I enjoy living in the Pembroke Pines area. 


If suitable military housing were available with access to quality schools, I would elect to live in 


military housing.  Priorities: family security, Miami financial impact reduction, proximity to work, 


and sense of community with the SOUTHCOM team. 


I'm a civilian. 


no, homestead is a very poor, crime-ridden area. we would never live there. my wife works in 


Miami, only place that enabled ease of movement and could childcare for our infant son was coral 


gables/coconut grove: very expensive for what you get. I moved down to the Florida keys for my 


mental health however had to subsequently move family to Dallas for the stronger support system. 


No, I've been a Contractor since working at SOUTHCOM. 


No. Doral is a mess 


Not having to deal with HOA's and high upfront cost of signing a lease in this area. 


Probably not. Part of being in Miami is living IN Miami for me. 


Probably yes, but it would depend on schools and size of housing (I have 4 children). 


Safety and cost 


Yes 100% yes.  I would not have to worry about going over my budget for housing and utilities and 


the process of getting approved for a home.  Not to mention the very expensive move in costs. 


Yes, because the cost of living on the economy is too high and the drive from locations where the 


rent is lower is too long. 


Yes, convenient for work and less traffic headache 
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Yes, its simpler and less of a hassle. 


Yes, less vehicle wear and tear, less mileage that would less of a possibility of a car accident, and 


commute time. 


Yes.  Renting is very expensive in the Doral area.   3 months’ worth of rent as a deposit can be cost 


over $8,000 if you decide to live in a single-family home.  For  this reason most enlisted, are forced 


to live in an apartment. 


Yes. Having military housing close to USAG-M would provide a safe, local place for all military 


personnel. We would not have to pay tolls or worry as much about the dangerous traffic in 


Doral/Miami. 


Don't like Doral; too much traffic. 


I prefer to live somewhat remote, so that I can separate work and home life 


I would have considered living in housing, The housing market to own or rent a decent property in 


a secured area is way higher than the allotted amount of money we received for BAH, more often 


than not we have to pay more and that is not taking into count the utility bills. At least in most 


housing properties, they take your full BAH but your utilities are included, your commute to work 


is shorter saving on travel time and gas money. Now, we also have to considered that we don't 


have any military services to offset the cost of food as well to help balance the high cost of living 


here in Miami. We live completely on the local economy and we don't even received COLA making 


Miami a little too expensive for most people. 


If the quality was up to par with housing in the area, maybe. 


I'm currently in military housing. But no, I wouldn't. I'd rather have my own place. 


It would really depend on the restrictions. I am a civilian and I doubt we would be in the mix for 


anything, AAFES/Commissary/housing. Nor am I a military retiree. 


Maybe - it would depend on where, what and the circumstances - this is a very vague question. 


Maybe.  Would depend on the quality of the unit. 


No - it's crucial to have a separation, if able, of work and personal life. 


No, because military housing is always terrible in all manners. 


No, I work on HARB.  However, if military housing was available near HARB, YES I would have 


lived there.  The price of homes/rentals, utilities and insurance are very expensive. 


No, my family is now established in our current location in Broward county. 


No, poor quality, little security. 


NO, PREFER TO LIVE AWAY FROM MILITARY HOUSING FOR SAFETY AND PERSONAL 


REASONS 
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No. I want to keep my children in Broward County Schools and Doral is too crowded. 


Possibly, if close; for the community and security. 


Probably not because too many nosey folks in your business. 


Proximity and the likelihood of prices being less and the neighborhood safer 


The Doral is not very family oriented, not known for having a great school district and is very 


congested. 


Yes, save on commute and terrible traffic (pre-covid)  but would have to consider the school 


availability and quality for elementary/middle school children. 


Yes.  BAH is not enough to cover all expenses related to renting in Miami despite the 2018 BAH 


increase.  The cost of basic-needs in the Miami area is as expensive as other areas like Europe and 


Hawaii that enjoy a COLA. 


Yes. Military communities are usually safer and you have a better knowledge of who you neighbor 


maybe. Most of the time people tend to follow the rules in military housing. 


yes. to have community with other military members - which we lack now. Also would be beneficial 


if our kids went to school together so they have others like them at the same school 


As a DoD civilian I'm not what it would cost. 


As long as there were good schools here for my kids. 


For the correct price, I would highly consider it. 


I current am purchasing my home 


I like having the freedom to choose where I live 


I would because it would reduce the amount of tolls and the amount of gas I would have to spend. 


I would elect to live in military housing in proximity to Homestead Air Reserve Base because the 


cost would likely be lower, and I would like to live in a community of military people that share 


similar interests and values. 


I would have very, very seriously considered living on the post provided housing, do to closer 


proximity to work and the affordability of it. 


I would if they were priced properly and the Army did not take all of my BAH for a 1-bedroom 


apartment or house. 


I would not elect to live there because I prefer to purchase and own a home than to pay rent or 


forfeit my BAH. I do, however, think military housing is important to offer for those who are 


unable to purchase or those who prefer to rent. 


It would depend heavily on the school quality, costs, security, and conditions of the military 


housing. 
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Maybe.  it really depends on my impression of the neighborhood and the quality of school system. 


The quality safety of neighborhoods can vary dramatically within a mile. 


No because I can rent a house for less than the BAH. 


No, I am a civilian with both a civil service and retired military income and the quality of housing 


that would be available would not be the same as I can get for the same amount owning. 


No, not interested in giving away my BAH. 


No, Not military 


No. The extra income from BAH, after paying for rent and utilities, helps manage other increased 


costs from living in South Florida such as higher auto insurance. 


Only if it had commissary and amenities such as a gym and pool. 


YES BECAUSE OF THE COST OF LIVING HERE IT WOULD BE GREAT TO HAVE HOUSING 


Yes, because the current amounts allowed for housing are inadequate for the current pricing of 


rentals/homes in the area that are safe for families. 


Yes, closer commute. 


Yes, Doral is a great area but too expensive (like the rest of Miami) 


Yes, if there was housing provided through USAG Miami, I would live there. The military 


community follow certain standards of living norms ( Poop pick up after their pets) that many in 


my  current living environment  avoid. 


Yes, primarily due to the cost in rent. If free well absolutely. Even if we have to pay it would be less 


than anywhere else. Not to mention the convenience of being so close to work. 


Yes, proximity and affordability 


Yes.  I would know the housing would be up to a certain standard and it would have taken less time 


to locate a clean/safe place to live. 


Yes.  To minimize additional expenses involved when renting.  and having to deal with security 


issues.  In the past 2 years, my next-door neighbor's house was broken into twice, during daylight 


hours.  I have a stay at home wife.  So I had to invest extra money to mitigate a potential break-in.   


i.e. Security cameras, lights, dog, guns, etc. 


Yes. It would be more convenient. 


Yes. It would decrease commute time. 


Yes. Mostly due to the added cost for tolls and fuel prices somewhat causes a budgeting issue 


coupled with the extremely high housing costs. 


Yes. To avoid the rental market process and fees. 


Am a contractor, prefer to keep housing for military 
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Depends on size of housing and quality of local schools. 


Depends on the quality of the housing 


I would elect to live close to USAG-M because traffic is very bad almost every day. 


I would not due to the schools in the Doral area. My children are currently monolingual and would 


be at a disadvantage in the Doral area. 


I would rather own 


If I were eligible, it would depend on the quality of the housing compared to the cost. 


If it was a quality facility that was more competitively priced than similar size facilities in the area 


I would highly consider it. If it was not quality or blanket priced for BAH I would not. Part of the 


uniqueness of this command is the autonomy and closer ties to the local communities. I would not 


select military housing unless it offered a significant benefit to me and my family to do so. 


It depends. If the housing was well maintained, in a safe neighborhood, and zoned for decent 


schools, then yes. Being in close proximity to other military families has benefits that cannot be 


replicated anywhere else in a large metropolitan area like Miami. Living on the economy, 


particularly during COVID, has been difficult for my family due to lack of connectedness with our 


neighborhood. 


Military housing is not worth someone whole BAH. 


No, Doral area is expensive and BAH will not cover a good portion, the city is overcrowded, and 


the housing complexes are very small for the amount of money you are charged. 


No, Doral has built upwards. Meaning everything is apartment and town homes close to the base. I 


was space and a backyard for my animals. If government housing could include that, I would 


consider it. 


no, elect to purchase home 


No, quality of military housing is usually bad. I also don't want the military in my personal 


business. 


No, the housing further away from SOUTHCOM can be single family home oriented and less 


crowded. Single Marines are more likely to live in Doral because of most housing is 


townhomes/apartments but those with families are more incentivized to live in surrounding suburbs 


(in the north and south). Entering into a lease as a young single Marine without much time or 


resources to do research is pricey and people tend to spend their BAH just to pay rent on a basic 


place. It's my belief that military housing near SOUTHCOM would not be a competitive option. 
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Perhaps-living close to the Garrison would reduce time spent commuting, tolls and would be very 


convenient. However, if the military housing provided were to be apartments, I may still elect to 


live elsewhere in order to have a small yard, garage, etc. 


Potentially. It would depend on the housing, amenities, and schools. 


yes due to the cost of living and housing in the Miami area it’s too expensive, traffic, commute and 


tolls are not covered sufficiently within BAH. 


yes to avoid tolls. 


Yes, as long as the housing was up to date and provided my family the space desired. 


Yes, I would take military housing due to the cost of housing within a 30-minute radius. Although 


the area around base is not exactly the safest. 


Yes, need something nicer closer. 


Yes, that alone solves other problems such as tolls, childcare time x payment, fuel, etc. list goes 


on... 


Yes.  Avoiding traffic and availability of good charters schools such as Doral Academy. 


Yes.  Proximity to work, cost, and security. 


As a civilian I rather own 


Depending on the services available, we would choose to live there. If there was a commissary, 


that would strongly sway us. But overall, we chose to live in Coral Gables because of the location. 


We are walking distance to many attractions, dining, and shopping. My wife also has access to the 


local university for her job. 


If it were clean and habitable (unlike the Fort Meade horror stories), I would consider it. 


Typically, why I don't opt for military housing is because I can usually find housing below my 


BAH, which will help cover other cost of living issues on other fronts (i.e. groceries and tolls). One 


other reason I do not opt for military housing is communities like that can go one of two ways: 


they're really tight knit or it’s a continuous telenovela. The chance it could be a telenovela is a 


deterrent. 


It depends on what type of housing and services were provided. I ultimately believe I would live in 


north of Miramar to get out of such a heavy populated area. However, if the cost was cheaper it is 


something I would consider. 


It would depend on the school support for the area. 


No, typically the housing that is available is not worth what is given for enlisted personnel.  If I 


want the typical house with a 2-car garage I need to live 20+ miles away.  Also, the public schools 


available in the local area are not suitable for my children. 
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spending less money on gas 


Unclear. Need to see the quality of housing compared to what I could manage through renting. 


Yes because wouldn't be subjected to come up with the first month rent, deposits, and las l=month 


rent totaling $9200 which placed me in an unfortunate expense that I can barely recover from 


Yes very convenience 


Yes, for convenience. 


Yes, I would elect to live in USAG-M housing.  The current price to move into most place in South 


Florida require a huge amount of funds.  Currently there is a company by the name United 


Property Management that provides relief to move in fees but the properties are not the best. It's an 


option but not in the most safest communities. 


Yes, to save on housing cost and the proximity to work would make things easier. 


Yes, when we were first stationed here we had never been to Miami, FL and had no idea which 


parts of town were safer than others. When moving here we had great difficulty finding a house 


that was actually available and the landlord able to effectively communicate with us in English. We 


also had to provide $8000 in cash up front prior to moving in for security deposits for the rental 


company and the HOA, as well as, first and last month’s rent. Our first rental was $2400, an hour 


away from Doral, and our vehicle was broken into over five times. This was our third PCS with the 


military and was the most difficult and stressful. 


Yes. to rent in an apartment complex is really expensive and not all of them waive the service fee or 


security deposits. the living prices to rent or buy in the Miami-Dade is overpriced. 


I was looking to own versus rent so military housing would not have been preferred. 


It really depends on the conditions and nature of the housing compared to what is relatively 


available on the local market. It is also contingent on location, as SOUTHCOM has expressed 


interest in putting a housing development in the flight path to MIA. 


It would depend on how absurd the housing association is or was. Will they measure the length of 


the grass on my lawn and try to slap fines on me? If my kids leave some toys out on the driveway 


will I get a nasty letter? 


No because I am not a military member. 


No, I do not like to live in proximity to co-workers or superiors. 


No, I like living away from this area. 


No.  Doral is not ideal for members working at SOCSOUTH. 


not eligible, and not my preference if I was eligible 


Yes for the convenience 
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Yes, it would save the burden/hassles of owning a house for a tour of duty 


Yes, only if the monthly rent was less than the surrounding area. 


Yes, security and convenience. 


Yes. Lots of savings (tools, vehicle wear and tear, gas, etc.) for military folks that could potentially 


benefit from this initiative if offered. 


Yes; for convenience 


I would consider living in military housing if the housing and pricing was on par with the quality 


and amenities provided by living in private housing. 


I would elect to live there as there is typically much longer commutes to USAG-M from a safe area 


to live that is not extremely expensive. Also, to assist with shortening the normal commute, tolls 


add up after utilizing to and from the residence. 


I would not. Doral is a crowded and heavily trafficked area. Too many warehouses, expensive 


stores, etc. 


If I was able to get house and NOT LOSE my BAH in exchange maybe. But from pasted experience 


from prior commands only way I would elect for government housing is if it was more cost-


effective long term or in other words cheaper to live in than surrounding area. However I would 


much rather live out in town do to the better amenities such as private community gym, pool, 


parks, and dog friendly to large breed dogs. 


If military housing was available in close proximity to USAG-M I would have elected to reside 


there for convenience and a sense of security. 


I'm not eligible for government housing. 


Miami-Dade county traffic is terrible and dangerous, so I selected a rental home very close to 


USAG-M. 


N/A Civilian 


N/A DOD Civilian 


No, b/c I am not active duty. 


No, currently financing home. 


No, I prefer to live in Brpward County 


No; Quality of housing constructed for military housing (black mold issue).  Quality vs. Price.  


Housing vs. Rank (Previous commands, I was an O-3 living in the same housing as an E-5.  The 


Housing contractor was getting 2x the money from me as the E-5, and we had the same house. 


not certain available for contractors 
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Probably not.  USG-sponsored housing does not typically offer selections that are comparable to 


civilian off-base housing and usually are far behind in maintenance and repairs when they come 


up.  Other payments to offset the cost of living would be highly recommended, as I don't believe 


many people want to live in the area near SOUTHCOM headquarters. 


too crowded in the Doral area and too expensive 


Yes due to lower cost, reduced Toll costs and close proximity. 


YES!!!! It's a community where you know everyone is military or spouse thereof (important for 


families and singles who are looking to find friends), it's considerably cheaper, the relaxation of 


knowing when you get assigned to SOUTHCOM that they have housing available and you don’t 


have to search and worry about finding it in the public and competing with civilians for it, you 


know the distance to work won’t be far which cuts down on commute time and mileage and wear 


on our cars. 


Yes, Cost of living is very high - 


Yes, due to cost and proximity. 


Yes, I would. The security in a base-like housing community would put my mind at ease when I 


have to travel as I know my family would be safe. Additionally, the upfront costs associated with 


rental housing in the local area are exorbitant therefore making military housing more appealing. 


yes, if gated.  close and cost.  I pay about $1500 over BAH. 


yes, if provided for SC civilian employees 


Yes, it facilitates commute to work. The traffic is the general Miami area is really bad. 


Yes, with caveats. It depends on the ranking of the schools.  Please don't put it somewhere that has 


low ranked schools at any level.  I'm willing to drive farther and pay tolls to have my kids in 


schools that rank at the 6 and above level (out of 10).  There are a lot of areas around that might 


have an elementary school at 7, but middle school at 3. 


Almost certainly. For all 12 years of my career we have elected to live on base, and dealing with 


the "this or nothing" nature of the military lease option was not acceptable. The commute from 


Homestead is terrible, and I would have definitely opted for living close to USAG-M. 


Depends on a lot of factors, need 4 bedroom, and qualify for a two bedroom.  Proximity (walking 


distance given the year-round weather)  to amenities like pool, restaurants, shops.  Spouse's desire. 


I would because of the commute time, quality of neighbors, and quality of life. 


Maybe.  I would compare it to what I can get on the economy.  Also, it would have to feed into 


good schools. 


No because I am single. 
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No, planning on retiring from USSOUTHCOM and did not want to have to deal with looking for a 


house while going through my retirement process. 


No.  Bad experiences with military housing previously 


No.  Military housing comes with many rules to maintain the housing itself from what I can 


remember as a young Airman. 


No. Rather live on the community. There are always issues with military housing. The contracts 


are horrible typically. 


not military 


Probably not, because the area immediately surrounding USAG-M is not well-suited to my family's 


preference toward a more spread-out community rather than the densely developed area of Doral. 


to save money 


Yes because it is so expensive to live here, my BAH does not even cover my monthly rent 


Yes. Ease, proximity, hassle free, and convenience. 


Yes. Minimize travel time, avoid traffic, increase personal time, better overall quality of life. 


Yes. The apartments and homes in Doral are far too expensive for what you're paying for. If there 


was closed-gate military housing very close to USAG-M, it would be much easier to get to work, 


tolls would not be an issue, and it would be much safer for the military community. 


Yes...community and camaraderie 


Yes; Savings on gas, tolls, and hopefully rent 


I would have only chosen to live in the Doral area in military housing if the school system was a 


good system and when I moved to Florida in 2001 that was not the case. Currently there are few K 


through 12 in the Doral area as most are charter schools. 


I would have to see the community and living arrangements first. 


If I did not have children, I would definitely chose to live closer to USAG-M; however I do. The 


schools are USAG-M are not comparable to those where I live in Broward County. If a highly 


rated schools were to be built for student to attend, then I would choose to live on government 


housing. 


It depends on the quality of housing being offered for this area.  I would need to get my money's 


worth. 


maybe....my experiences with MIL housing contracts is poor; also the MIL housing conditions are 


typically very bad (i.e. black mold) 


N/A. I am a civilian. 


NA 
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No because housing should be available primarily for junior enlisted or junior civilians. 


No because I am married, soon to retire, and we recently moved from the local area out to collier 


county. 


no because I bought my home, but if I was not purchasing yes I would utilize it 


No, because military housing in this area will probably be in an extremely busy area. My family 


likes to live in more rural areas if at all possible. 


No, because part of being here is living in Miami, in the culture. Living close to USAG-M, only 


around other military personnel defeats that purpose. 


No, due to local area being overly priced. 


No, I don't trust that military housing would be properly maintained. 


No, I prefer non-military housing 


No, I prefer to not see people I work with all the time at home. 


No, Military housing is always covered in black mold. At every duty station I have ever been in 


15years...black mold has been an issue. 


No.  The local area around Doral is not very nice.  Traffic, crime, and average schools.  Outside of 


Doral is much better for raising families. 


No. civilian with children/family 


No. I am married and would prefer to live on my own as my spouse is stationed elsewhere. 


Not now because I have my own home. If I was military, I would take base housing. 


Probably not, I prefer to live within walking distance of restaurants and shopping. 


Retired military and now civilian, we decided to buy a house as we plan to retire in Miami. 


Soto Cano AB 


To take advantage cheaper expenses (i.e. rent, tolls, gas, pet fees) 


Unfortunately, for my wife and I,  it did not make financial sense to live in military housing ( and 


use my entire BAH to live in military housing).  this is akin to renting a residence for 3 years and 


at the end have nothing to show for it.  Financially, it was more prudent (especially with the 


current interest rates) to use a VA Loan and PURCHASE a house.  With prudence, we were able to 


find a residence that allows my wife and I to live comfortably and securely, while obtaining an 


ASSET that we will be able to sell (or rent) upon our departure from the area.  We did this at our 


previous assignment in Ft. Stewart, GA, and Ft. Sam Houston, TX.  Regrettably, after I returned 


from a 5-year OCONUS assignment to Germany, we lived in military housing at Ft. Hood, TX.  


This was due to a multitude of factors - the biggest was ensuring her safety and security (and the 


availability of newer senior non-commissioned officer billeting).  However, the inability to sell or 
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rent this residence upon our departure was evident - as we spent $1,400 x 36 months = $50,400 of 


our BAH and did not have a viable asset to continue to rent (or sell for a profit) at the end of our 


assignment. 


Yes I would if it were a gated community and townhomes with garages were available 


Yes it would make the drive a lot shorter and make the huge cost to move to Miami go away 


Yes! 


Yes, as a DOD civilian I would have considered military housing to transition.  The real estate 


market as I was arriving was in turmoil, with a significant amount of deceiving practices.   I rented 


a "bachelor pad" for a year before my family moved here. 


Yes, because it would be close and I know that any matters pertaining to the residence would be 


addressed quickly 


Yes, ease of commute 


Yes, proximity and prefer no commute in heavy traffic 


Yes.  I would because this is my first command.  I could not afford to be living in this area without 


the current arrangement. I also believe living in military housing would offer a greater degree of 


security than where I am now. 


Yes.  Location to the garrison was probably my number 1 factor in determining where to live.  


Price is the biggest challenge when living in Doral, so military housing would help offset those 


costs. 


Yes. I assume it would be subsidized and I would rather live around like-minded and mission-


oriented people rather than the pothead next door. 


Yes. Quality of life. There are contractor positions that pay as low as $20/hr., and in some cases, I 


imagine even lower. That supports a substandard level of living for the area. 


Absolutely! 


At this time, approaching retirement in the next 12 months housing in close proximity of the 


command isn't as relevant to me.  However, when my Family and I first arrived at the command it 


would have been greatly appreciated to have seamless access to SOUTHCOM minimal resources 


(Gym, Clinic, AAFES Shoppette, DEERS site for ID Cards, USAG-Miami) are minimal we still 


would have appreciated the easy access. 


Cost (upfront rental deposits, gas, tolls) and greater security from being around other military 


families 


I like to keep my personal life and professional life at a distance for sense of relief. 


I would choose housing over a lease but I would choose ownership over military housing 
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I would have strongly considered it and usually obtain government lodging with each move.  


Would have been dependent upon location, quality, costs. 


I would not.  I enjoy the Miami experience and living in military housing would detract from that. 


I'm not in the military anymore but if it was offered to DOD civilians I would definitely live there if 


the price was low and the area was safe 


most likely 


not too expensive 


No, I enjoy living in an area that I don't need to use my car on the weekends or at night. 


No, we stay in between my job and my wife's job 


No. I would rather live off post. 


Not at this point because I would need to sell my house. 


Possibly. I would like to be closer to work, but primarily I look at schools for my children. 


Probably. I have lived in on-base housing before and enjoyed it very much. However, regardless of 


housing options, before PCSing here I was already interested in owning a home and maybe have 


decided to take that course of action even if military housing was available. 


Spouse found employment in Fort Lauderdale. 


Yes as long as it was worth the amount of BAH it would prevent me from receiving. 


Yes I would live there because the BAH doesn't cover expenses the more closer you get to work; 


you have to drive 45 min to 60 min away to get your monies worth. 


yes, because it would make it more affordable and less of a hassle. 


Yes, but only if I were to save money. 


Yes.  Simply because of the difficulties in house hunting. 


Finding a house / condo/ apartment was extremely difficult, increasingly so with COVID-19.  I had 


to hire a realtor and work with the realtor's schedule for showings.  Listing are not kept up to date. 


Furthermore, upfront costs for renting is expensive.  Most required 3 months upfront (first and 


last, plus an escrow of 1 months’ rent).  Junior Enlisted or people who don't manage their finances 


well simply cannot afford that. 


Yes. It would be a matter of convenience. 


As a civilian, I don't believe I qualify 


Depending on size and if it was gated, then yes we would be very inclined to pick that option. 


I enjoy living in the civilian community and experiencing local culture.  I believe this would be 


lessened within a military housing complex. 
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I would love to live within a mile from work, and would walk to work.  Doral is a very nice place to 


live. 


I would not live in military housing. I like to have off base options available and not live around 


military people. 


I would rather leave military housing options for those who truly need it based on their family 


situations. 


I would, I live with my spouse currently in a 1 bedroom due to high cost. Assuming we would have 


apartments that are larger than an 800 sq ft / 1 bedroom, I'd be better off since I’m using the 


entirety of my BAH for a tiny little home just to live near SOUTHCOM. 


If gated and within a good school zone, yes.   If not, wed continue to commute 45 miles + one way 


to ensure we are safe and our kids are at a 7 or better rated school. 


Maybe.  Military housing is not often available for single officers.  If available, I would weigh what 


I would get for the money in military housing versus "off-base".  A short commute would be a big 


plus though! 


More than likely no as our biggest concerns is the schools.  Many of the schools in close proximity 


to SOUTHCOM speak primarily Spanish which we have an issue with.  Many kids are not from 


this area and places them at a serious disadvantage if the teachers are speaking mostly Spanish in 


class to make it easier for those kids whose family already speaks Spanish.  I would totally 


understand if I was stationed in Latin America and sending my kids to a school within the local 


community, but we are still in the U.S. and I believe the schools here forget that not everyone has 


been born or raised in this area long enough to speak Spanish fluently. 


My age demographic is more predominant nearer downtown 


No! I refuse when given the option to deal with the large amount of ridiculous and asinine rules 


and regulations forced upon military housing. 


No, because I don't want to lose all my BAH based on housing square footage compared to off-post 


alternatives 


No, we cannot live in Miami-Dade county and several other surrounding counties due to our pets 


being restricted breeds (American Staffordshire Terrier and American Pit Bull Terrier). We live in 


Broward (Davie). 


No.  DoD civilians are not entitled to military housing. 


No. Because the schools around Doral are overpopulated and not very good. Would only elect to 


live there if there were DoD schools. 
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No. I have never lived on base...too many issues with the housing management at different bases 


make living in base housing undesirable. 


No. Miami Dade Schools are not as good as Broward Country 


No. Military housing is notoriously poor, especially in this area. 


No. Renting is losing money. 


No--I do not care to live in Doral.  Schools on the whole are not that good.  Some level of Spanish 


fluency required in Doral--not optimum for those that don't speak Spanish. 


Not now 


Not sure. It would depend on several factors like security, safety, proximity to schools, levels of 


crime and violent crime in the area, tolls, commute, etc. The biggest challenge was HOAs and pets. 


Most if not nearly all rentals in the area only allowed small dogs (<40 lbs.) and that made it 


difficult to find anything within the area. 


Personally, I am from North Miami and bought a home near my parents.  However, if I had no ties 


and was just stationed here, I would probably live in Doral and seek affordable housing in that 


area. 


Yes as long is affordable 


Yes for convenience. 


Yes, because it would make the commute to work so easy. I would walk, run, or ride my bicycle 


Yes, because traffic is so bad in south Florida that you need to wake up really early to make it to 


work on time. 


Yes, for safety and ease of transportation. 


Yes, I would. The amount of money I spend in gas and tolls average about $250 a month. 


 


APPENDIX 1-22 
22. (U) What would be your strongest recommendation to improve housing locally? 


 


Response Count 


n/a 9 


COLA 4 


cost 3 


none 3 


Security 2 
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more BAH 2 


Cost of living 2 


Increase BAH 2 


Higher BAH 2 


Assist local residents by providing up front rental costs for members until housing is made 


available. 


Availability of more housing. The local market makes it very difficult to secure 1st, 2nd, and even 


3rd choice(s) in homes. 


close to work 


Cost of living needs to be adjusted to the area. 


Cost. The cost of living near USAG-M is very high. Many people have to drive significant distances 


because it is cheaper the farther you get. They either have to sacrifice money (out of pocket in most 


cases) or time with family. 


Have the counties where the majority of the USAG-M serviced personnel reside set-aside 


affordable housing. 


Increase BAH to stay competitive with local prices. Add COLA to compensate for tolls. 


Increase BAH, or provide Service Members with COLA because of the high cost of living in the 


Miami area 


Increase local BAH (for mil), increase locality pay (for civ), or add a housing differential (kicker) 


for junior Soldiers, Officers, and GG12 and below civs. 


It would be hard to build base housing. Realistically, find a complex where all service members 


could be accommodated. Or at least the junior service members. 


living close to Southcom in this area is difficult for a family, the housing in Miami Dade county is 


pretty crappy and very expensive.  Rent is actually more expensive than a mortgage.  The quality of 


the home is here is pretty bad as well because nobody fixes things legally or with a permit.  It 


would be nice to have a building inspector on the payroll here so that if or when officers decided to 


buy there was someone they could utilize and trust. 


More accessible housing. 


Partnership with complex owners within a 50-mile radius to give multiple options/military rate 


incentives here at USSOUTHCOM. 


Perhaps a law (city, county, or perhaps state) limiting move-in costs for military would be helpful. 


My rent is $2500, which meant my move-in costs on day 1 were $7500. Surprisingly, I also had to 


pay significant utility connection fees and deposits, pushing my total move-in to nearly $8000 cash. 
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Florida recently passed a law limiting housing application approval times to 7 calendar days for 


military, which is very helpful. The HOAs in and near Doral often take 3-4 weeks to decide on 


other people's applications, which is insane. 


Provide COLA for tolls/ groceries/insurance etc. 


Provide housing for junior enlisted/officers. 


Raise BAH. If you were to use BAH as designed to cover rent and other bills, housing would not be 


in a quality area or you good school district. 


Space, accessibility, and security 


The wait time to get approved by a condo association to rent.  We stayed an extra week in a hotel 


on our own dime just waiting for the application to go thru. 


We need to considered bringing some services to reduce the cost of living and make housing more 


affordable, maybe have military designated housing available for families, have COLA to help with 


the local food cost and possible build a commissary and possible a JOIN PX/AFFESS/NEX 


accessible for everyone to acquire the essentials, stating with their uniforms. 


A raise in BAH!! 


Air Force seems to get it right when it comes to housing their Troops. I wish the Army would lean 


more towards taking care of Soldiers the way the Air Force takes care of their Airmen when it 


comes to housing them. 


Availability of Housing 


BAH and VHA needs to keep pace with housing cost regardless of rank, that is the allowance 


should not be based on rank but the average rent for this area plus utilities. There is plenty of 


housing available just not in the price range for military and rent is just the first expense, utilities , 


HOA fees, parking, etc... 


Better communication to incoming personnel about the expenses they will incur. Expenses also 


include deposits for utility bills. 


Create a post provided housing community. 


Either up the COLA or enter into some arrangement with different places. In DC, since there are a 


lot of military a federal workers, a lot of places like these renters and buyers because they know 


the person is going to have a steady paycheck and are pretty accommodating and fair. There is 


more of a take-it-or-leave-it attitude here. 


Garages are necessary for storage as motorcycles are constantly stolen around the city, to include 


in the "gated community" where the USAG-M barracks personnel are located. Those personnel in 
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the government paid housing are not allowed by housing get a garage, even after multiple USAG-


M residents reported motorcycles stolen from the housing. 


Increase housing allowance for military; local market supplement for civilians. South Florida 


living expenses are AT LEAST as much as Washington, DC area. 


location near good schools 


Lower pricing. 


More affordable safe family housing for our military members closer to the compound to mitigate 


as much travel and toll expenses as possible; as well as descent schools with good English-


speaking teachers to ensure our children don't fall behind in their educational studies.  When the 


majority of the public school’s staff practice speaking a foreign language our unfamiliar English-


speaking children are disadvantaged, develop study challenges, and typically fall behind in their 


educational study. 


Negotiate better leasing terms and remove the last month and security deposits. 


On base housing 


Outreach to local companies that hold many properties with pre-negotiated upfront costs to limit 


out of pocket expense for members (especially junior enlisted). 


Reduction of rates 


relief from up front rental costs 


retail, grocery stores, and amenities within walking distance 


to have Military housing near the base. 


To provide housing for military members. 


Waiving the deposit.  Think it is very difficult for junior members. 


A house (government leasing) instead of an apartment. 


Drastically Increase Housing Pay or offer Government Housing. 


Either build a community for military housing or increase the BAH so that service members can 


close the gap on the average rent in the area versus their BAH. 


Establish military housing in the area 


First hire personnel in the housing office to do a job, not just sit there and look good. Include in 


the welcome packet available list for housing and realtors to help with the transition prior to 


arrival. Knowing the process could take a while have temporary housing available by building a 


partnership with some of the local housing landlords to include some type of MOU with them to 


waive first, last, and current month fee to move in an apartment. First and Last is more palatable. 
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For landlords to recognize military / DOD civilians and provide flexibility in lease terms in case 


orders change. Also a reduction in the requirement for first, last, and security upon move in. 


Gated Community, better living arrangements, and a shuttle to and from work 


Increase BAH and bring back COLA. BAH was reduced from when I first got here and COLA was 


removed, but the cost of living and tolls have increased. BAH is not sufficient to support military 


members, especially young married members. 


Increased, enduring telework.  Doral is simply too crowded and employees need to get away. 


make it MIL friendly; have options in place that are open to MIL customers; don't make me feel 


any less because I am military; also, local complexes need to understand how the MIL moves work 


and how to get in/out of a lease with orders 


make rental affordable therefore people don't go out of pocket, or Junior service can have some 


relief. 


Offer higher BAH or give a CONUS COLA.  I do not think military housing is a financially 


practical or desirable option for most families. 


Provide military housing near the garrison. 


Provide servicemembers with COLA to offset additional costs of living in South Florida (housing, 


food, tolls, and the generally higher prices of retail goods) 


Request congress to invoke imminent domain to expand Homestead ARB to the adjacent Biscayne 


Bay, or build a canal and inland harbor basin (for water access) and surrounding area (for on-


base military housing). Then consolidate SOUTHCOM HQ, SOCSOUTH, and JIATF-S to HARB 


(similar to NORTHCOM / SOCNORTH @ Peterson AFB, Colorado. This has the potential to 


lower off-post housing costs, increase morale (many servicemembers PCS to the Miami area under 


the false assumption that there is readily-accessible boating access), and streamline liaison efforts 


between the components. 


Some kind of program that helps with toll reimbursement. 


Affordable military housing within the Doral area. 


BAH needs to reflect the actual costs of living in the greater Miami Area. Cost of living in 


increasing due to increased movement of people to the area and this is not reflected in current 


BAH rates. 


COLA or make military housing available. Even if the military had a bank of housing that it 


owned, not necessarily a huge complex, but more options. 


Have more accommodations available. 


Have some "expert" provide germain advice to service members and civilians. 
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Having the option of base housing. 


Higher BAH for enlisted personnel and bring back COLA. 


Honestly, better support for us singletons, i.e. childcare, pet care, upfront rental agreements. It's 


all too expensive for a single income person, pretty much regardless of rank, to sustain those 


things on the Miami economy for the typical 5 day work week and the command doesn't offer much 


or anything for some of that (specifically pet care and upfront costs). 


If able to develop, a military housing community could be beneficial to those struggling with local 


cost of living. 


Increase BAH for larger families. A simple bump for with dependents does not assist a large 


family. I have 4 children and need a 4-5-bedroom home. I am currently over my BAH by $400. 


Increase BAH or pay members COLA. SOUTHCOM Housing Office staff is amazing is goes above 


& beyond to support service members. 


Increase BAH or provide a non-taxable 10-15% COLA for MIL and CIV> 


Increase BAH to afford housing in safer areas. 


INCREASE BAH! The cost of living in the Miami-Dade County area is astronomical, yet BAH 


continues to decrease annually. Someone needs to reassess the method for how DoD is determining 


BAH in South Florida, because rents have increased, yet BAH decreases. 


Increase in BAH 


Increase the BAH to match the local economies expenses. 


More affordable, if possible. 


Move SOUTHCOM out of Miami? housing is a problem caused by the constant influx of wealthy 


residents to South Florida which directly impacts on the cost of housing, rents and home cost 


continue to go up every day. 


Offset of first and last month's rent for military. 


Proximity and cost 


purchase an apartment complex, offer subsidized apts and rates for enlisted. 


Raise the BAH rate to cover the cost of housing in Doral 


reduce monthly rental or purchasing costs 


Security/Schools 


To have a local housing office that actually helped incoming personnel find available homes, 


within BAH levels, and with some level of landlord vetting--the local housing office could not have 


been more unhelpful if they tried. 


Approve new housing construction in close proximity to USAG-Miami. 
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Close Off-Base housing 


Create some available housing and petition to bring both a PX & Commissary to HARB. 


Higher BAH rates are needed to provide enlisted service members an opportunity to provide safety 


and decent schools for their children. 


Housing locally isn’t bad, its simply expensive.  The demand for rental units is too high, causing 


inflated prices that exceed military ability to pay (but not locals).  To obtain a house on O4/O5 


BAH in Doral, you would have a difficult time finding something that would meet your 


requirements (in both size and mediocre quality).  Most have to come out of pocket in order to 


maintain standards of living similar to other installations across the US 


I have heard deposits are the biggest issue for many. 


I would suggest implementing COLA, raising the BAH or implementing government housing. 


In the short-term; provide greater opportunities for Service Members to rent houses in 


communities within close (less than 10 miles) of USSOUTHCOM HQ. 


Increase BAH in order to live in safer community 


Increase cost of living for DAC, increase BAH for MIL and consider cost of living when soliciting 


contractor bids. 


Increased BAH. 


Lower cost options either through subsidies or government options.  Affects recruitment. 


Military benefit consideration, such as waived extra deposit for renters and more direct support in 


local housing search for new members. 


None. 


Offer spacious yet affordable housing in Doral 


Provide a secondary DLA to help cover move-in costs and raise BAH to cover rising rent costs. 


Provide BAH adequate to the local community. 


raise BAH , current rates are too low to live in a safe area and close proximity 


Raise BAH to match the local rate 


There needs to be a more thorough system for helping brand new servicemembers when they get 


here.  Especially with the sailors, when they are coming here as E2s and E3s, they do not have the 


spare income to be spending on the basics when they get here.  From bedding (including pillows) 


to dishes and cookware.  Also, for those that may have some of these but can't get them because 


they can't afford to ship it from their home of record?  It's frustrating to know that they're on their 


own when it comes to getting settled in straight out of boot camp/schooling.  I feel like a 


barracks/military housing would take care of most of this. 
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Waive the high deposits and HOA rules and restrictions for military. We had many houses turn us 


down due to HOA rules regarding pets. 


Work with local officials to offer incentives for realtors or companies that agree to use VA loans or 


make priorities for military families moving to the area.  As of right now, most realtors and sellers 


in the area are afraid to deal with the VA loan process and the inspections required for adequate 


housing.  While we were house hunting, we had several sellers who were afraid of the VA loan 


process possibly uncovering their illegal immigration status or other questionable activity.  This 


usually prevents many families from gaining adequate housing. 


Draft a contract with some of the local properties for Government Lease. 


1.  Government owned housing option;  2.  Relieve from deposits 


Access is very expensive:  BAH for military and Locality for Civilians is far below what expected 


housing is for each Grade / Rank.  Having to pay first and last month’s rent, plus equal security 


deposit prices out many young families from the rental housing market. 


Adding military housing, providing military relieve for 2 months’ rent and deposit, providing better 


recommendations for places to look for a home. 


Adjust BAH Data Collection Area to match rates within a 20-mile/60-minute commute (-v- based 


on two entire counties). 


best answer I can give is to ensure force providers are PCSing the right people. My situation with 


two working parents, specifically for the legal side in which my wife works, placed an unbelievable 


strain on my family and mental strain on myself to the point of needing to seek professional 


therapy. 


Better support for finding and securing housing. Help with the extreme costs of renting. 


Either increase BAH so we can afford to rent a house as enlisted instead of being forced to live in 


an apartment or offer decent military housing. 


Establish on base housing or increase BAH to account for tolls and cost of living. 


Have government housing or raise our BAH to make up for it with COLA. 


Help Jr. Military and CIV with burden of up-front deposits. However, this implies the govt would 


accept the risk of default. 


Increase BAH, especially for singles.  I am paying more than my BAH in rent and my utilities are 


also fairly high due to air conditioning. 


Increase BAH, move the HQ 30 miles north. 


lower costs 


Make BAH reflective of the Miami area; NOT Homestead area. 
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Military friendly housing, reasonable prices for rent/mortgage. I also wish local community spoke 


English. 


No cost access to the highway (toll relief) to shorten commute times 


Obtain some. 


Offer government housing if possible or raise BAH for enlisted personnel.  Not only the rent is very 


high, the car insurance more than doubled when we moved to Florida, and we moved here from 


Germany.  Also tolls and cost of living is more expensive here.  If the BAH cannot be raised, I 


would recommend COLA. 


Pass legislation limiting landlord's security deposit and two months’ rent in advance (up front) in 


order to rent, to just the security deposit, 


Provide un-taxed and 0% interest loans for 9-12 months to active duty when PCSing to afford the 


initial security deposit and month. The BAH is substantial enough to cover rent and sometimes 


utilities, but initially moving into a decent home or apartment is the largest hurdle. That's from a 


single Marine who has zero external factors to consider. imagine the pain and headaches for 


families. 


Quite using low budget housing areas to determine housing allotments. The cost for a SAFE 


housing area is more than the local housing allotment. Every city has its bad areas and if you take 


in account these areas to determine our house allotments our military family and theirs will have 


to live in areas that are unsafe and downright slums, because they can't afford to live anywhere 


else. 


Relief from upfront rental deposits which are much higher than necessary for military. 


The management for communities should be better. The gate at my apartment complex has been 


broken for over a year. 


To my knowledge, only junior enlisted currently live in government owned housing. If there were a 


small "military neighborhood" made up of government owned housing close to the Garrison and 


available to E5 and above, I think you would have a hard time finding an open lease. 


Toll relief and rental deposits for those renting. 


Build up Homestead ARB to a base that accommodates a commissary and more services that a 


base would offer, including a FAMCAMP 


Create a more comprehensive, up to date, on-line registry of homes that meet safety and quality 


requirements for military users. 


Directory of military friendly realtors, apartment complexes or neighborhoods 


find somewhere out west direct route to USAG-M 
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Get privatized military housing close to USAG-M and make it mandatory for Sgts and below to live 


there to assist them in managing costs and allow them to be close to each other to build rapport 


and camaraderie. 


Give the higher enlisted the opportunity to receive BAH and move out of the barracks.  For the 


barracks, also ensure the property has decent security. My car was vandalized, motorcycle's have 


been stolen, and other serious crimes have been committed in a "gated" community. I would rather 


have my own choice as to where to live, and who to live with. 


I know that finding a solution will take some time. As you find possible solutions and take into 


consideration the affected population groups (e.g. rank/paygrade) please look into offerings for the 


lower ranking members of SOUTHCOM whose income, because of rank, limits them to the type of 


housing options that they can afford. 


Increase the BAH rate to reflect the cost of living near the installation.  The BAH amount does not 


accurately reflect the market rate in South Florida.  In order to find an adequate residence a 


service member would need to live at least 25 miles away from the installation. 


More affordable selection and no upfront payment of first month’s rent, last month’s rent, and 


deposit. 


na 


public-private partnership to eliminate large deposits of rent. Deals on electricity, cable, phone, 


etc. 


Reduce or waive rental deposits for service members 


Rent or toll commute financial assistance 


Rental agreements with some of the bigger apartments and property managers to reduce the 


upfront fees and first/last month rent. Right now, it's upwards of $7,000 upfront to rent a 2-


bedroom apartment. 


Safe housing is expensive - Miami is a high cost of living area.  Evaluate locality pay to better 


afford safe housing 


The prices are ridiculous to rent. We can't control what these communities charge for rent, but the 


military can increase our BAH so we can comfortably afford to live in Miami without being shoved 


in the slums and subject to poor living conditions and an unsafe environment just to live in a home 


that we can afford. 


To offer more barracks-like options for enlisted soldiers 


To raise BAH rates for this area for the enlisted military personnel. If my wife did not have a job, 


there is no way we would be able to survive in this area. 
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Unless the command decides to build dorms across the HQ in the cow pasture, I am not sure how it 


could be improved. The local Doral rent is expensive, especially due to the boom in real estate as 


of late. 


Work with service members to either reimburse or create contractual work arounds for incredibly 


high move in costs 


Work with the city to lower the amount of upfront payments for renting. 


Affordable housing options, rent in the area is among the highest in the U.S., I was lucky in finding 


someone who gave a decent rent price but it is not standard pricing. 


Base housing (if possible) 


Fix BHS-BAS-COLA to reflect the real cost of living of the Doral/Miami area. Reality is that this 


isn't enough. 


Get housing for the MIL personnel. Also, we need to prioritize our lower enlisted ranks for 


housing. They are the ones that are taxed the most with the costs of living here in Miami. 


I have been here since 2012 and we have reviewed these exact issues before and NOTHING was 


ever done.  We also had this discussion with the CJCS and the Secretary of the Army. So what 


impact will this survey have? 


Increase BHA and/or build affordable and feasible housing for the military 


Newer yet affordable housing units for enlisted members especially. 


Provide more incentives to live in the local area. 


Raise the BAH rates so military members have more purchasing power. Really work with local 


landlords/apartment complexes to marry military members with somewhat long-term leases; 


standardize the process. 


safe location, within SM budget 


Secure military housing for military members. If it was available, my family and I would have 


applied in a heartbeat. 


Simply to provide off-base housing for military personnel (with the exception for people of E-4 or 


below). 


The ability to offer housing for younger active and civilian employees and/or those with children 


who are on tighter budgets to afford the higher costs of living in the Miami area. 


The cost of living in Miami is very high. for me as an enlisted individual paying over 2000 dollars 


in rent is a lot. COLA needs to be established for the area and BAH needs to be increased 


significantly. To rent a house big enough to accommodate a certain sized family you have to live in 
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an area that takes over an hour to travel to work and you have to pay toll fees. If you want to live 


close to SOUTHCOM then you pay premium prices for an apartment that is less than 900 Sq ft. 


The cost of living is super high COLA would offset the cost of living. 


This will be very difficult and expensive to achieve as Doral is a very expensive area to live. 


To either have housing options available, or have a program that helps with move-in costs, 


because those costs really add up. 


Waive the last month rent requirement. I drained all of my savings in move in money on the 1st and 


last month rent, deposit, and HOA moving fee ($7,100). If decided to move closer to the HQs, that 


amount was substantially greater. 


Waive/lower the upfront costs when renting. 


Work with local officials to be more supportive of Veterans, VA Loan acceptance towards home 


purchasing. Miami/Broward Country (realtors/sellers) are prone to support investors and it is very 


hard to compete in such a real estate environment. I have personally experienced it while trying to 


purchase a 2 bdr condo. Condos are usually sold to investors to buy and rent out. Many times 


competing against cash sales. VA loans are not given any priority in this City. 


Affordability or better provide COLA and/or a BAH review. We tried to purchase a home here but 


nothing was available within my BAH range without a large down payment. With the VA loan, 


payments were well outside our BAH rate. 


Affordable housing and reduction in security deposit 


affordable prices 


BAH/COLA adjustment to offset high cost of living. Groceries/tolls/gas/leisure activities all more 


expensive and also burdensome to younger Soldiers. Cost of living disparity affects Soldiers ability 


to go out, and takes toll on mental health. 


Build government housing and DoD schools or provide private rentals through the housing office 


within BAH rates. 


COLA and Toll coverage. 


Communicate with local industry leaders to support reduced upfront costs to rent in rental 


agreements. 


Create enclaves dedicated to junior grade personnel. 


Deposit should be waived and rent should be lower. 


Develop Military housing 
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Either increasing BAH for service members assigned to USSOUTHCOM or re-establish COLA. 


Additionally, doing away with the required 2-months’ rent up front. In some cases, that could be 


between $4-$6,000 for members when DLA only covers less than half of that amount. 


Either to increase our BAH or give us COLA or create military housing. The financial stress is a 


lot more than people think. 


Ensure BAH is adequate for junior enlisted personnel. 


Government housing should be offered or more transportation options for those of us without 


vehicles so we can move farther out where more affordable housing is. Overall, apartments near 


SCHQ are not supportive of military and DoD civilians. Horrible experience with the Manor City 


Place Doral. 


I don't have one at the moment. 


I recommend that each service member is made aware of government housing options prior to 


checking in. When I reported in, I had no idea that there were options that could have been made 


available to me making the transition less stressful and more affordable. 


If you can't get military housing, then highly recommend having a team of Liaison's whose job is to 


take potential members around and get them into communities.  They should also track rentals and 


help members secure those rentals.  Right now, there is no help for members and very little info on 


communities or the area. 


In Doral? 1) More single-family dwellings  2) Lower rent   3) Lower costs to get the key 


 


In SoFlo? 1) military friendliness  2) lower costs to get the keys  3) Chick-fil-A and not McDonalds 


customer service. 


Increase BAH / Locality pay. 


Increase BAH or add COLA 


Increase BAH. I fortunately had a landlord who worked with me to fit inside my allotted BAH. 


Increase BAH. The cost of living is very high when accounting for rent, mortgage, and tolls. 


Increase the housing allowance for military and the cost of living for civilians; housing prices have 


increased substantially. Personnel are forced to sacrifice safety and quality of education for their 


children when looking for a residence in Miami. 


Lower deposit for rentals. 


modern and consistent with the vibe of the area 


More funding 


Not sure 
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Provide off base military housing. 


Purchase apartments for young single service members in a safe area, and make them more 


affordable for the younger service members. 


Safety, Cost, and proximity. 


Screen personnel assigned to USSOUTHCOM (known high cost living) especially junior enlisted 


with dependents. 


Validate the locality rate (COLA/BAH) to make sure that it keeps pace with the local economy and 


I would recommend that this not be one of the first duty stations for a young member. 


Vet apartment complexes and subdivisions, then provide a list of recommended places to live to 


those who are going to PCS to USAG Miami. 


Access to housing for junior enlisted in the area.  Miami is a very expensive place to live, yet the 


service (Navy, mostly) send the most junior personnel to live down here with the same costs I face 


as an O-4. 


BAH represents a problem for junior enlisted up to E6 with families of 3 or more.  Members that fit 


this category have to reside far away from the HQ  to be able to afford a house with enough rooms 


for a family of 3-4. 


Build dorms to house low ranking single members and TDY members.  This will prevent a financial 


hardship for the low-ranking members and cut the cost of BAH for many of the reservist members 


that are activated on orders. 


Deposit assistance would be the best help. 3 times the rent in this area is excessive. Most people 


barely have enough to cover the 2 months. I was fortunate enough to have my landlord accept the 


fact that I was in the military and accept deposit and first month’s rent.  Before arriving I did not 


realize that most places wanted 3 months’ rent. I am from Florida and had never experienced the 3 


times rent until I was down in the Miami area. 


Establish a robust military housing program with suitable quarters in close proximity to the Hq 


with access to good schools. 


For new personnel assigned to the CCMD, relief on the 3-month deposit. 


Get rid of all the upfront cost requirements. 


Have a better selection for military.  not all places offer military discounts. 


have a local housing community that will benefit employees 


Have designated MIL/CIV housing 


Help with initial cost.  For people that want to save money offer help for tolls. 


I have no recommendations. 
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Increase the BAH rate and provide COLA. Housing and the price of tolls and groceries are 


expensive in the area. 


Increase the rent amount for each individual. Housing in and around the Miami area is artificially 


low in reporting due to the number of illegal "efficiency" units or illegally broken up homes. That 


drives down the average cost of a "rental" but are not suitable for most military members. This 


results in personnel staying in far flung locations such as Pembroke Pines, which increases drive 


times lowering morale and putting them at greater risk in Miami traffic. 


Military should be provided a waiver on deposits (rent and utilities). 


Partnerships with local apartment buildings, of which there are several within literal walking 


distance, for officers and DOD civilians to lease/rent/buy with priority or privileges such as lower 


or waived security deposits. 


Relief of upfront costs. 


The ability to have options. 


The upfront rental cost is too high, but I'm not sure anything can be done to fix that unless a 


Florida State law is passed. 


Work with local HOAs to reduce the wait time on approval for military members. Most HOAs here 


will take 3-4 weeks to approve someone to move into a community. Military members are then 


forced to spend those 3-4 weeks living in a hotel waiting on the approval. There is a law in Florida 


that says HOAs have to make the decision in a shorter amount of time for military members but 


they know there is no way to enforce that law so they disregard it. Some combination of the USAG-


Miami Legal and Housing offices should be able to come up with a plan to ensure HOAs are not 


delaying military approvals. 


Affordability 


Create a military housing community with access to military family services. 


Either keeping the upfront costs to a minimum and/or something that keeps landlords from raising 


the rent on their tenants each year. 


Either provide a housing complex that is just for Military or keep BAH up with cost of living and 


help with security deposits. They can make good places to live too expensive to move into, even if 


the rent would work with BAH. 


Increase BAH based on the area that will allow personnel to be able to pay for the place and have 


enough money left to pay for all the utilities. It is really hot and humid here; which electricity bills 


is higher than other places due to the A/C. 


Increase BAH so people can live closer to USAG-M and reduce long commuting distances. 
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INCREASE HOUSING ALLOWANCE AND COST OF LIVING ALLOWANCE 


increase our BAH. We get rates to find a house in poorer communities. if it’s important for us to be 


in a safe community with good schools, and low crime rates, why are we getting BAH rates to 


move in places south of Miami like Florida city, homestead...? 


It is very difficult to find housing with honorable landlords. 


Make some deal with local renters that would impact the 3 months up front - maybe security 


deposit and one month up front. Or GOV pays for security deposit or rents out the whole building 


Military deals on having to pay first months and last month’s rent plus the security deposit. 


My recommendation is to build military housing. 


Price 


Pricing would need to go down. Housing prices in the closest proximity to USAG-M are very high 


compared to the neighboring counties. This is why I decided to live in Broward as opposed to 


Miami-Dade. 


reduce taxes 


Toll relief, rental deposit relief (first, last and security deposit is too much - I had to pay $9,600 to 


move in), having a commissary and PX in the area. 


Upfront deposit relief due to the high cost of living here. Provide housing options for military 


members. 


Affordable housing around the HQs and or wave the 3 months’ rent deposit up front. 


Allow people to move out of government housing, either when they make rank (usually E-5 for the 


navy) or when new enlisted are inbound. 


Availability of a military housing community. 


Commissary access or consider subsides since a Commissary is not available. 


Distance and security. 


Flexibility with rental agreements (short term, no 1st and last month $$, Approved realtors list. 


More affordable housing options close to base 


Get community agreement to limit rental deposits and allow for a discount to military tenants as 


they can be assured of long-term lease stability. Otherwise, a COLA would help defray costs. 


Government leased housing should be available in areas where local public schools are "A" rated. 


Having a government housing near USAG-M would enhance the experience as their maybe 


language barriers with the community around it. Building stand-alone housing and or townhouses 


would give the individual the privacy they desire, and need. Government housing, in my opinion, 


would definitely improve the relationships of the people who live and work here. 
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Increase BAH. 


Lease land in Doral and build affordable residences for enlisted and officers in a gated and secure 


are that is close to SCHQ.  Doral public and charter schools are very good, crime is low, and 


traffic would not be an issue. 


Make it affordable to gov officials. 


Make it available. 


Make perspective service members aware of deposit consists and to potentially reimburse.  


Additionally, access to exchange shopping to lower grocery expenses. 


maybe a larger BAH, or some way to exclude military from paying first month last month and 


security all at the same time upfront it is too much. 


Military exemptions for security deposit. Although, I didn't pay a security deposit because I own 


my house. I know for others this is a factor when picking homes. 


Military housing in the Doral area. 


more affordable housing 


move the HQ. This was a terrible choice for a COCOM. 


No opinion 


Provide a waiver for rental deposits, and offer lower cost housing options for everyone 


provide updated rental information and options. 


Reduced monthly rent, or at least housing allowance. 


Security is paramount.  The criminality index in Doral is fairly high.  According to FBI, relative to 


Florida, Doral has a crime rate that is higher than 67% of the state's cities and towns of all sizes. 


Thankfully, I am financially stable so I didn't struggle with putting down $7,000 dollars to move in. 


I feel bad for service members who may live paycheck to paycheck or with little savings, to reside 


in this area in general without the help of a commissary and real exchange. 


The requirement of deposit and first and last month requirement. 


Up front cost was exorbitant and needs to be accounted for. 


Adjust the cost or BAH to make it more affordable 


Availability of housing for junior personnel, less of an issue for O-4/O-5.  Even housing that is 


located 5-10 miles away. 


Better parking options. 


create a local southcom only housing community that stays within southcom people 


Create military housing for all service members not only junior service members. increase BAH to 


cover Tolls 
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Eliminating the first and last month rent plus security deposit requirement. 


Get some local housing 


Have a program that would help members with the initial cost of renting. Have a program that 


would review all leases to ensure the members are not cheated by the owners, especially when they 


go to leave. Should have an advocate that can verify they are not charged for things not their fault 


when moving out and lose their security deposit. 


Housing cost 


Housing is essential for E-1 to E-8 & O3s especially for those needing 3+ bedrooms.  Housing 


areas where all FO/GOs  & CSM could live in one military housing area would be great. 


increase affordable housing 


Increase BAH and add provide COLA to military families. 


increase BAH to accommodate a better house selection for soldiers 


Increase housing and add a significant COLA. 


increase the BAH rate so that people can actually live in the Doral area. Most people have to live 


in Homestead or Broward county because that is the only place that they can afford housing. This 


makes commuting very hard everyday 


Local housing has been good for me.  Good/friendly neighbors and close to shopping and 


restaurants.  The initial cost of paying a deposit along with first/last month rent is a lot, but I could 


have offset the expense with the 1-month pay advance and been good if needed. 


Make housing more affordable;  it is very expensive to live in the Doral area and out of the reach 


of junior military and civilians. 


My strongest recommendation to improve housing is to have Government owned options for 


service members.  Apartment for single service members and home with family friendly 


communities.  Maybe engaging with local property owners and discussing with them the benefits of 


partnering with SOUTHCOM on rentals.  If I owned property in the local area I would love to 


provide my property as an option to SOUTHCOM service members.  Most veterans would. 


Provide military housing or subsidize assistance to military personnel. 


Rental amount for housing in Doral will only benefit senior leadership. Lower ranking troops can’t 


afford a rental near Doral for the amount they rate. 


The best thing to raise BAH back to where it was in 2015-2017.  My wife is realtor specializing in 


relocation and has placed many SOUTHCOM and USAG-M families.   Most service members here 


are relatively senior and married and are looking for a gated, single family home neighborhoods, 


with good schools.  There are plenty of apartments in Doral but a severe shortage of single-family 
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homes in proximity to good schools near Doral, and they are more expensive than west Broward 


County or SW Miami-Dade County. 


Townhouses for single SMs, Houses for families and a community pool, dog park, playground, 


sporting center (sand volleyball, tennis courts, basketball, etc.) 


Being junior enlisted in the military (E-5) and considering we are at max capacity in the 


"barracks" and the security/safety in the establishments is beyond poor, my strongest 


recommendation would to be to authorize E-5s BAH or get new apartments contracted. 


Build base housing / barracks for young, enlisted do to the cost of living in the Miami area 


cost/value 


Distance to base. Amenities nearby 


Either increased BAH to allow for people to afford places nearby or provide housing. 


Electricity and water availability sucks! 


Enlisted need affordable housing options where landlords are not inclined to take advantage 


Help with all the fees associated with initial deposits when renting a space. 


housing within BAH that is safe & is a reasonable commute to work, where military can live 


together to increase social connections/support 


increase BAH across all ranks.   


Implement COLA 


Increase BAH to allow for fair housing options. 


lower the rent please 


Provide increase in housing allowance. 


The move in costs are outrageous. I was able to purchase a 3-bedroom 2.5 bath home with my VA 


loan and closing and move in costs were less than I would have initially had to pay to move into an 


apartment.  My Mortgage is also much less than I would get in the Doral/SOUTHCOM area. 


waive tolls 


1. Providing a detailed guidance paper for working with Military personnel to Homeowner 


Associations and leasing officers so each incoming person does not need to be able to negotiate 


and inform them.  Also have a Spanish translation. 


2. For places that require a police background check, we could work with J2 provide some 


background clearance in place of the Miami-Dade background check that can take longer than 30 


days to get. 


3. Better inform incoming personnel the challenges of renting in the area. 
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A better compendium of resources when you PCS; we were given very little in the way of guidance 


on the ways of real estate in Miami and had to source that in multiple places and from multiple 


people to understand how things are different here. Just finding a realtor was a big challenge. 


Affordability; if we were to live in a three-bedroom house comparable to the one we currently rent 


an hour away from Doral/duty station we would be paying close to $3000 in monthly rent, which is 


almost $1000 more than our monthly BAH. Now that we live an hour away we pay almost $245 in 


monthly tolls just to get to and from work to our house. We could choose not to use the highway 


with tolls, but our commute would then be over two hours both ways. 


Build military housing for our service members. 


Condos are the thorn on Miami's rose. 


Cost.  Deposits and safety seem on the high end for BAH rates. 


Develop a PPV relationship with a new build community into the rapidly expanding area. 


Either raise BAH, a LOT, or offer those things that allow us to overcome cost-of-living (full PX, 


Gas, Commissary) Toll exemptions or stipend 


Federally managed properties 


Having more family facilities in HARB 


Higher BAH or COLA 


Housing should be made available. 


I believe housing security is strongly linked to mission effectiveness.  If you're worried about rent 


or safety, then it's hard for personnel to focus on the mission.  As such, providing a government 


housing solution to our junior personnel could greatly add to their quality of life and would be 


reflected in mission effectiveness. 


I don't believe a housing project is viable, instead I'd put effort behind grade structure for civilians 


and housing allowance rates for military 


Increase BAH to reflect true Miami cost of living. 


Increase the BAH for Active duty or provide Government housing. 


I've lived on a base where the mil housing was geographically separated.  I think you can fix one 


problem well, or multiple problems partially.  Commute, security, and schools are going to be 


competing factors. If you try to completely fix the distance, you might end up in a bad school zone.  


Try to find land at a reasonable distance/route that has reasonable schools. 


Junior service members (and some senior service members) are not all financially prepared for a 


move to Miami. Some service members with families live paycheck to paycheck and could be 


expected to dispense over $6,000 in deposits. Banks and lenders do not often appraise the 
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properties for typical asking price of homes - leaving service members to drain their bank accounts 


in order to finance a home. 


Lower rent/lease, waived/lower security deposits, 


More military sponsored housing near base. 


Negotiated reasonable deposit amounts. 


Offer govt leased housing near Doral. The cost is extremely high in an area where cost of living is 


already high. Forced to move further north or south increasing vehicle maintenance,  accident 


potential, and gas/tolls. 


Only require first month and security deposit to secure housing. 


Reduce the upfront cost to move in. 1st, last and security deposit in the range $9,000 to $14,000 is 


very difficult for active duty service members and many GS civilians relocating due to Orders. 


Swimming Pool 


The military should build a private housing area which could securely house the population. This 


would save lots of money being spent, especially on all the senior officer housing. Having housing 


and a small commissary would greatly improve the quality of life for all assigned here. 


a location just for SOUTHCOM/USAG-Miami persons to help with unity and having a military 


family environment 


Addressing up front leasing/rental costs for personnel in regard to the local communities 


surrounding the command. Most landlords want three months’ rent up front. This along with any 


other applicable costs could be up to $8,000 to $10,000. 


Affordable housing, pet friendly apartments. 


Affordable rent. 


Allow junior enlisted more choice. I have heard *horror* stories from female junior enlisted in 


military housing. It is a true disgrace that these women are forced to live in unsafe and unsanitary 


conditions. 


Cost, safety (both of which directly affect the distance from work). 


Curb costs and increase security 


Have military housing available to everyone. 


Housing office should be more proactive in reaching out to newcomers prior to arrival, provide 


options and information and assist both military and civilians. With adequate information, 


individuals can have options/information to make better choices. Arrangements made with local 


Doral apartments close to trolley stop would be helpful until military housing can be constructed. 


increase BAH or develop housing for soldiers and officers 
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Increase pay for MIL and CIV, overall. 


Increased BAH with CONUS COLA for all military member in this location. The cost of living for 


the local surrounding area is exponentially higher than that of what we receive as either single or 


married military members. Which for Single bedroom or loft housings cost on average range of 


$1,800-$2,100 USD not including water or electric, two bedroom or more cost on average of 


$2,000-$3,000 and with the average BAH for single member at $2,100 USD barely cover that cost. 


Also the excessive requirement for military member being expected to provide the following of first 


and last month rent and security deposit that exceed amount of $7,000-$10,000 USD. Which for a 


single military member is financially not feasible for most military members in route without prior 


warning of this areas cost of living. As well as to mention the high cost for food expenses and large 


amount of toll roads that are in the surrounding area. 


It is needed as soon as possible 


More BAH because that BAH can’t cover rent anywhere within the area. 


Offer government leased housing and apartments for personnel working at USSOUTHCOM 


Provide housing for military 


Reduce the cost for military. 


The most difficult obstacle was dealing with a very strange and dynamic market during covid.  


People were making offers as soon as houses hit the market so I was left with houses I didn't love 


or houses that were far too expensive.  I got lucky with mine when the first several fell thru. 


Work with the communities to educate them on the military and their needs to help reduce down 


payments, ease of moving, fees, etc. 


Yes, until I could purchase my own home. 


 


APPENDIX 1-23 
23. (U) What was the most important factor in how you selected where you live? 


 


Response Count 


Price 141 


Commute 79 


Schools 79 


Safety 58 


Services 11 
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Family is from Doral so they wanted to come back to the same area. 


Location (walking distance) to shops, restaurants, markets, etc. 


Recreational opportunities 


Both school and commute. I wanted to be close to work and have my son in a good academic 


school 


NEW DEVELOPMENT 


Since you will not allow me to choose two and they are the main reason we pick our location was 


schools and Price. 


Community 


Familiarity with that part of Florida. 


Housing cost 


Hurricane flood zone, low crime area, and commute time equally important 


Price, amenities (gym, park, pool, etc.), allowing of large dog breeds, security(though limited) 


Value (Safety, Space, Parking, commute, community attributes (e.g. walkways, pool), 


Walkability, neighborhood feel, relaxation when at home 


HOA was willing to accommodate our dog. 


home structure 


Proximity to an established military installation.  We purchased a house near Homestead Air Base 


when it still had a BX, Commissary, etc. 


Community, what is the area like and proximity to work 


Commute and safety was part of the decision process, but also having an area that wasn't horribly 


congested or filled with urban construction. 


I didn't have a choice. 


Location and commute.  Traffic and commute times is horrible under normal conditions (pre-


COVID).  Those that choose Homestead area to live and commute to SOUTHCOM get a rude 


awakening to save a few bucks.  Commute degrades QL. 


Price, commute, and a safe neighborhood 


quality, yard, pool, safety, distance 


The housing market was crazy - houses moved faster than we could view them. I love the house but 


to be honest I took it because it was available. 


Was not given a choice-Government leased housing 


All of the above 


Didn't select my living location. 
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I did not want to live in pines to save a few bucks that I would lose on tolls. 


Commute was my number one but negatively affected the price in a huge difference. 


I did not get to select where I live 


Best value between price, schools, commute, and safety. 


Family lives in area. 


location 


Living and parking space. 


Price combined with a larger number of bedrooms. 


Surrounding community 


There was no one single factors. I considered price, schools, commute, and security. 


Best value for my money . square feet. 


Location near the garrison that was within the BAH allotment 


combination of safety, price, and services. 


didn't get a choice but safety and price would be. 


PROXIMITY TO OCEAN 


all of these contributed to living in coral gables initially. 


Services / Commute / Safety / Proximity to Stores 


aesthetics 


I had to live in my current residence per the government. 


schools, safety, and family friendly community. 


The community itself was the  most important factor in selecting my house 


both commute and schools 


Creature comforts within the environment 


location; proximity to the beach 


No breed restrictions 


price, schools, commute, safety, services. 


They were supportive of no down payment for military at the time, pricing which has increased 


tremendously over the years, good schools, easy access to I75, safe location. 


neighborhood amenities, proximity to highway, and proximity to retail/grocery stores. 


Was looking for a balance of all of the above 


A combination of price and privacy 
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Again, my situation is different. I am planning for life with my wife and dogs after retirement in 


one year. We wanted to be part of a different and smaller community. I live 107 miles away from 


where I work. 


Cost of home, community, shopping amenities and schools. 


I have family in the area. 


Near entertainment 


proximity to the command 


Quality of life 


 


APPENDIX 1-31 
31. (U) What financial considerations did you contemplate when selecting your 


residence? 


Response Count 


N/A 10 


none 4 


cost 3 


Resale value 2 


BAH 2 


Affordability 2 


affordability. 2 


Price of rent 2 


Affordable mortgage 


Again, I currently reside in government leased housing. However, if I were to look for a private 


residence, some financial considerations would include length of commute to work (gas/tolls) for 


me and my spouse, rent and utilities, security deposits, and pet fees. 


Can I afford to pay rent until my BAH is changed from my previous duty station. 


Distance / Didn’t want to pay tolls 


Get the best available for the family budget that is close to the kids’ school 


HOA fees. I wanted to add something that A lot of places here require a background check that 


cost each member $100 per person. Under Florida law and the FHA this is illegal to use against 


member seeking resident but here in Miami almost all rentals require u to submit one. I think this 
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is important that members of the military information should be protected and not requested as it is 


not protect by these places. I know from firsthand experiences. 


HOA prices 


I  just needed something close and affordable. Unfortunately, most places in Doral are very 


expensive. 


I needed it to be safe, but within BAH. I saved enough for the upfront costs that it was ok, just not 


ideal. I also wanted to be close to grocery stores and things to do so I could save gas outside of 


work. 


I take tolls, gas, distance, grocery shopping, as well as utilities into consideration. 


insurance costs and flood zones. 


My BAH does not cover local (outside SOUTHCOM) mortgage or rent. I had to live further from 


command to get close to what my BAH covers, but now have tolls and long commute. 


Newly married, considering starting a family, what is included in the rent (utilities, HOA, security), 


and quality of life. 


Quality of the residence / maintenance costs that the tenant will have to pay for. 


rent was within our budget for a decent size apartment. Rent also included water, cable and 


internet which relieved some extra costs. 


Rent/Mortgage, Housing price, Distance from Work. 


Resell 


That I am able to afford to be paying for this place including all the utilities and able to have 


money to purchase food to eat along with the place in California where my family lives in because 


I am supporting them. 


The cost of a divorce. The housing I chose had to satisfy my wife's desires, IE it needed to be safe, 


close to grocery stores and retail, it needed to accept a pet, it needed to have a fenced in yard to 


keep young kids away from water, finally it needed to be large enough for our family. 


The least expensive as possible in relation to the area and safety. 


The price per square footage and the amount of gas that it would cost for my daily commute. 


Upfront fees to HOA, fees for connecting utilities, 3 months’ rent up front, daily commute, 


childcare, safety. 


Upon arrival I was an E3 required to stay in Government Housing. However, I was not informed 


that I was allowed to do a PCS move if it was coming from my home of record. Therefore, I had to 


pay out of pocket, as an E3, for new kitchen ware when I already own all of that and it is boxed 


away at my Home of Record. I already had other bills to pay i.e. study loans, car payment, etc. on 
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top of spending more money of items I already had. Additionally, the Government housing location 


falls in Miami-Dade county which tripled my car insurance rate because of the county that I lived 


in. 


We opted for a place that was not ideal for our family situation (family of four with two toddlers, 


but only two bedrooms upstairs: master and child bedroom) in order to stay within BAH and still 


reside close to garrison.  We could have easily found housing to meet our preference had we 


looked outside of Doral, but location was more important. 


Ability to carpool with co-worker, proximity of my spouse's job (because of the fact my spouse HAS 


to work to make ends meet). 


Additional cost of utilities, gas money, how many vehicles we would need, local grocery options. 


Affordability, Security and somewhat travel distance. 


Although it was farther away it was cheaper than anything in Doral. 


Can I afford to live close to the job. 


Closeness to work due to complexity of Miami traffic and excessive tolls. 


Down payments and monthly costs 


everything from cost of living to quality. I don't pretend to put my family in a rat hole. 


Hopefully, the home is already well put together and I don't have to come out of pocket too much 


for household expenses. 


How much I would be able to save on BAH to help pay other bills such as power and internet. 


I contemplated the location, and whether or not it was safe, accessible, and in close proximity to 


essentials such as grocery stores and gas stations. I also considered the commute to/from work. 


I had to buy a small house in order to have space.  I was paying 1800 rent on a 700 sft apartment. 


Had to move 40 minutes away in order to find a safe home with more space. 


if we could afford it, even if it was tough for us. 


Monthly rental cost, move in cost, utility cost - safety and security made the high cost worth it. 


Not exceeding BAH. 


Overall budget vs safety and convenience. 


Price and maintenance fees 


Rent amount, garage, utilities, and commute distance (time and vehicle operating costs). 


Rent plus Tolls and Utilities combined. 


Safe money 


Some utilities were included which helped to offset the above BAH rental payments. (Internet & 


Lawn Care included). 
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Stay as close to BAH as possible while meeting family requirements. 


The questions above are not fitting to my situation because my spouse and I decided to purchase a 


home versus renting. 


trade-off between lower rent costs and higher rent cost but without the tolls or commute - QOL 


Upfront costs 


Asking price, closing costs, the difference in value that Navy Fed appraised the home for vs the 


asking price, HOA fees, community admin fees, gas mileage to/from work. I was lucky to find a 


home that the buyer needed to sell and got it for $25,000 below market value (and Navy Fed still 


only appraised the value at $260,000, using a VA loan, leaving me to come out of pocket over 


$16,000, literally every penny I had.) 


Close to BAH cost and near enough to work to not be a strain on gas. 


commute distance, price of mortgage. 


Commute time (fuel cost), childcare location, insurance, utilities 


Feasibility of the rent amount. 


How much out of pocket beyond BAH I need to contribute 


How much the cost to enter the house would be. In my case, it was 1st months’ rent, plus deposit 


(one month), plus HOA application fee, plus pet fee. It was a total of $5,000 USD. 


I am taking advantage of this block to answer some of the questions above.  I was active duty when 


I got here.  I selected the location based on schools and community, along with price per sqft.  


North (Pembroke Pines, Miramar, Weston, etc..) has been a good choice for multiple reasons.  


With distance the cost was lower.  Traffic congestion to get to and from work has made it more 


difficult, so toll roads have saved time, but at a cost. 


I didn't want the added cost of long commutes 


I knew I would pay some money out of pocket because BAH would not be enough. 


If I would have enough left to cover other bills and expenses 


if it was close to my BAH. which it is a little bit over, but when you put in utilities...it goes way 


higher... 


Is the rent less than BAH 


Is this affordable, and safe. 


It was the closest, safe neighborhood that still offered access to excellent schools, shopping, and 


access to multiple highways heading toward Doral.  We priced the various neighborhoods within a 


20-mile radius of the installation and compared the schools, crime rate, average price per square 


foot, and access to basic necessities. 
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Lease, deposit, pet deposit, if I would have to pay extra for a parking spot/gated parking, 


amenities. 


Monthly expenses - rent & utilities. Although rent and utilities were more than my housing 


allowance, I felt that I had no choice because the size house required to accommodate my family 


was nowhere to be found. 


Mostly the rent plus utilities. 


Overall cost, local taxes, homeowner’s association fees (Master Association and Specific 


Neighborhood Association). 


Price and availability. 


Rental cost, HOA fees, insurance, and utilities 


Staying within a reasonable range near BAH; staying within a reasonable commute 


The area for safety. How much the house cost to rent. The driving distance to SOUTHCOM. Costs 


of Tolls per month. 


Total move in cost and amenities 


Wanted a nice, enclosed apartment close to SOUTHCOM so we do not have to deal with a long 


commute in traffic. 


We found a home that would fit our family size and have affordable rent.  We lucked out in that our 


landlord is prior military and is very easy to work with. 


We really didn't have much choice - I was in the Army, had 2 weeks to find a place, and houses 


were selling fast. My main consideration was to find a home that I could afford with my VA loan - 


much lower than what folks get now. 


Amount that BAH will cover and out of pocket expenses for utilities and such. 


Availability of quality housing in a good school district. 


Avoid tolls, close proximity to work 


Close to malls, groceries, and highways 


Combined cost of rent, utilities, and driving/auto (fuel) expense. 


Cost of goods in the community 


HOA, Taxes, Monthly rent, tolls 


How much out of pocket I would have to pay over my BAH 


I chose to buy vs. rent because it was cheaper up front to use an FHA loan than give a landlord 3 


months’ worth of rent. 


I had to save ~$10,000 just to move in.  I had to make concessions to live in a decent school 


district. 
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I look at price of the apartment, how much I will pay monthly in tolls to commute, and proximity to 


shopping areas. 


if I could afford the additional cost for my housing 


mileage to and from work, cost of rent, cost of tolls, proximity to major warehouse store (e.g. 


Costco). 


Mortgage cost. 


no more than 500 over BAH 


Overall cost of the home was the primary driver, other than schools and safety. 


Payments under BAH. 


Proximity to work because I can't afford a car and the expenses that come with one. 


Residence within BAH 


taking on a part time civilian job 


The fact that BAH was not going to cover all expenses 


Total cost of rental, Electricity, Gas, and admin fees. 


VIEW AND LOCATION 


We sought to maximize location (safe neighborhood, good schools) and overall asking price. 


affordable 


Commute expenses i.e. gas, car maintenance, children activities, proximity to freeways relative to 


safety, traffic 


Cost of rent that includes monthly access to club, tennis, playground, and pool vs. cheaper rent 


that includes some or none of the amenities. 


Cost of rent, utilities, and insurance (both homeowners and vehicle) 


Housing cost and cost of living of the area. 


I had to live somewhere and there are not many safe choices with solid schools down here. 


If it could afford it 


Is a very high market and rent is very expensive, so the most important consideration was rent cost 


which sacrifices space and location. 


Local day care costs, gas costs, and planning for unknown emergent spending events like car 


repairs and maintenance costs. 


Price and locality. 


Price, Price, Price! 


Rent costs combined with pet fees. 


Security deposit, additional fees (HOA), rent 
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spending more to be closer to work 


We were lucky and had enough money saved up to pay all the initial fees 


Within budget. 


Would my BAH cover both the rent and utilities/fees. I'm barely covering all those costs with my 


BAH. 


closest store to be able to buy items that are needed.  


Cost of tolls to and from work. 


Closing cost versus huge deposits to rent a place that was not in a safe community and not 


conducive to my lifestyle. 


cost of commuting to work every day and monthly cost of rent 


Cost of housing and transportation (Gas, tolls, etc.) 


Cost of ownership vs. rental.  Rising costs of housing in the Miami Area.  Property taxes. HOA 


fees. 


Cost, HOA, taxes. 


Finding what we could afford without having to compromise and move into an apartment with 


three vehicles, three dogs and children. 


How much I could afford without going over my BAH rate. 


interest rate, cost to purchase 


Price and distance from work. I luckily had a large amount of savings. I do not know how most 


people who report to USSOUTHCOM are able to put down the first and last month’s rent and a 


full month’s rent as a security deposit just to move into a place. 


Primary consideration was whether I wanted to pay out of pocket to shorten the commute to work 


or whether I was willing to drive the extra 20-45 minutes (traffic dependent) to live within my BAH 


rates. 


Rent price, proximity to public transportation and if not close the costs of gas due to distance from 


work/stores/services. 


Schooling and security. 


Space and dog friendly. Proximity to schools and work. Safety of course; hence Homestead was out 


of the question. Renting from a military owner was also key in our decision because they 


understand the lifestyle and need for flexibility. 


The amount of space in the residence compared to the price 


The cost of a 3-bedroom apartment was about 3 times the amount I pay for a mortgage. 


within my means 
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A firm monthly budget 


Distance to work (gas/insurance/tolls),  Security (gated/garages), Schools, Size (at least 2 bds), 


and civilian places of business (wife's employment opportunities). 


Homeowners insurance and taxes, commute because of gas and tolls 


How much BAH was received in comparison to all living expenses i.e.; rent, bills, and insurance. 


If I could afford my mortgage with my BAH. 


Is it financially viable 


Military discount on rent. 


Monthly payment 


Monthly Rent and Pet fees 


Monthly rent, commute distance 


Paying out of pocket if it meant I would be in a safer area for my entire family. 


Price of mortgage, potential for re-sale, likelihood of increased home value over time 


Price, location, school district 


pricing at the time (2015), and $100 nonrefundable deposit. 


Proximity to SOUTHCOM and safety.  At the time I did not consider school quality since I sent my 


kids to Catholic School. 


Rent cost. 


Rent, utilities, services, and grocery costs 


Return on investment, tolls, gas, time, upfront cost, enduring costs 


Tolls, down payments, longevity of stay vs house value, inflated current market, 


Tolls, gas money, proximity to work, bang for the buck 


Try to ensure that monthly rent is lower than BAH. 


What I can afford within my BAH and the QOL of my spouse and children 


24-27 should have N/A option in responses 


Affordability and future pay increases to maintain ability to pay. 


Association fees, taxes, commutes, sales costs, mortgage, interest rates. 


BAH rate, security deposit, buying vs. renting 


BAH, local housing costs, commuting costs (gas, tolls), neighborhood costs (groceries, gym 


membership, gas) 


Can I afford it and will I be able to sell it at a later date. 


Can I afford rent on monthly base pay alone if needed to. 
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Cost of commuting, Tolls required to get to/from work, Rent, cost of living, Administration costs for 


the home communities.  Grocery costs, out of pocket expenses for medical co-pays.  Auto insurance 


is very expensive in South Florida.  $2,600.00+ a year for two standard non-new cars, with zero 


accidents/violations in the past 25 years.  We PCS'd from Hawaii and our Auto insurance and food 


costs have more than doubled here in South Florida. 


How this rent would impact my other financial obligations - utilities, gas, food, car payment, 


student loans 


is it the cheapest in the area? 


Is the property quality worth the expense 


Location walking distance to services and shops needed. 


Monthly rent and fees, application fees, 1st/last/deposit, commute time for gas and vehicle 


maintenance, tolls 


Monthly rent. 


Mortgage Prices 


My commute and price are my top priorities. I wanted to live close from work but it affected how 


much I need to pay. 


My considerations consisted of (in priority) 1) Schools, 2) Cost of housing and size/ amenities 3) 


Grocery Costs 4) Travel Costs - Tolls, Gas etc. 


none. 


Property taxes 


Proximity to grocery store, post office, etc. 


Rent and transportation costs 


Rent, commute, safety 


rent, HOA fees, and utilities 


Schools, safety, what I could afford to include utilities 


That was on budget because civilians are not allowed to get BAH. 


The ability to sell/rent it, can I afford it with BAH, BAS and other incentives. 


We considered the loss of base pay to cover housing expenses to insure we were in a safe 


neighborhood and within a good school zone. 


Adding extra cost, electricity, water, cable, community gym, etc. 


Balancing rent/mortgage + utilities against BAH, then cost of living/food. South Florida is a 


luxury market and everything is more expensive than rest-of-Florida baseline and certainly more 


than national baseline. 
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bills, and standard of living. 


commute and the deposit amount 


Commuting distance and traffic flow. 


Cost, safety, proximity to work 


Debt-to-Income ratio. 


did not want to pay above BAH.  Was interested in moving after 1 year but was unable to find an 


alternative location near HQ when we needed it. Also the paperwork & costs for the application 


fees last year for the homeowner’s association was very time-consuming/expensive.  That was an 


additional barrier to moving after 1 year (hoping to avoid those additional costs this year) 


Funds for the needed deposits and homeowner’s association (HOA) fees. 


How much childcare I would have to pay. 


Location, safety, school zone, property taxes 


Monthly cost, associated services like landscaping, time in commute and cost of gas 


Monthly rent cost, quality of housing facilities, and safety of the area. 


Neighborhood feel, walkability, security 


price of house 


Proximity to stores, to highways, distance from work, traffic considerations and school district. 


Proximity to work and safety. 


Rent cost, deposit, utilities, gas, tolls 


Security deposits, distance, carpooling options, Rent per sq. ft. 


Surrounding community, size of the yard 


To not exceed 40% of my gross pay. 


Tolls, gas, location of stores for necessities, value of the location. 


Travel distance to SCHQ's 


Try to stay within my BAH rate when renting.  To include utilities. 


Um...none.  My place was picked for me. 


utilities and food shopping 


Cost and proximity to family. 


Cost per sq foot 


Do I purchase or rent a house. 


I previously lived in the Kendall area, with a ~35min commute. I terminated that lease for a 4-


month deployment and subsequently sought close proximity to HARB (ideally >20min, and rent 
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less than or equal to what I previously paid ($1225, splitting a $2450/mo house with another SM) 


for an apartment by myself. 


Overall cost of the home purchase. 


Price of the home, did not think of renting because of the area. 


Rent cost, utilities expenses, and travel cost (gas and tolls) 


To ensure the mortgage and HOA fees was below BAH 


To stay as close to BAH as possible. HOA costs, toll cost 


total bills the housing will add up to rent, electric, water, cable, internet, startup fees, lawncare, 


pool care, furniture purchases, insurance, security system, toll fees 


was it affordable 


Almost always much cheaper to own then rent, but owning for a short period of time can present 


risk... so not recommended for personnel that can expect to be relocated within 2-3 years, unless 


they plan to hold the property and rent it as an absentee landlord. 


cost of mortgage and insurances 


Cost of rent was much higher than I wanted but it was the best neighborhood close to work.  Living 


in Doral is exorbitant but enables maximum availability to work. 


Cost of utilities, rent, tolls, and commute. If either my wife or I lost our job, could we still afford to 


live here on one income? 


Everything and many things 


How much I'll have to pay upfront (i.e. first/last month’s rent + security deposit) and the 


percentage of BAH it will consume monthly. 


I elected to buy so that I knew what my monthly mortgage would be and in hopes that it wouldn't 


increase each year.  I selected a property that would allow for my mortgage and a monthly storage 


unit costs to be under my BAH rate. 


I move into a house where a military family was already living, and about to PCS. The landlord 


was military friendly, and had experience dealing with military PCS's. The landlord only required 


deposit and first month’s rent (I was one of the lucky ones... most pay more). To answer the 


question. (1) Amount of rent and renter's insurance (2) Cost of fuel and the time it takes to drive to 


work (3) 


I prioritized feeling safe (especially in light of the high rate of COVID in Miami-Dade) overstaying 


at or under my BAH.  I figured I would be spending more time than usual at home, so I wanted to 


ensure I would be safe and happy at home.   I am fortunately late in my career, so I was able to do 


that.  I think it must be very hard for junior troops moving into the area. 
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Mortgage affordability. 


Only considered houses at or below BAH, which limited our options. 


Price, commute, shopping choices in the area, safety/ crime rate. 


Public schools, gasoline 


Safety, and commute. 


That it fell within my BAH. Miami area is very expensive to live in and if you go to an area where 


its affordable the schools are really bad. 


That it was within my BAH amount 


The cost of rent and the cost of local expenses, etc. groceries, restaurants... 


Affordability, HOA 


Commute, HOA 


Cost of rent, security, allowance of large dog breeds, amenities, and distance/location from work. 


I contemplated getting a loan to cover move in costs. 


I needed a safe home in close proximity to USAG-M, and due to HOA application times I needed to 


choose quickly. I wasn't thrilled that the best place I found was at my absolute rent ceiling, leaving 


$200/month for utilities. This was likely my best option, as the home met my family's needs and I 


save money/time with an incredibly short daily commute. Fortunately, I had about $9000 saved up, 


but the initial move-in costs took it to about $1000. If any unforeseen issues had arisen, I would've 


needed to use credit or seek a loan. 


I purchased a house -- looked for good neighborhood, low crime, manageable commute, and 


hurricane resilience 


initial and monthly costs 


Mortgage and/or rent cost, Homeowners insurance rates, flood insurance rates, security deposits, 


pet deposits, 1st and Last month’s rent deposit requirements, utilities, trash, power, HOA fees, toll 


fees, distance to work for fuel charges. 


Move in fees. 


Must be within budget 


My BAH and 25% of my wife's pay 


Price in rent 


price of apartment 


Price was super low, given that many houses in the area were going through foreclosure 


processing.  The area was great for re-sale after the completion of the tour. 


Within budget 
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BAH & School proximity 


Being able to afford rent plus all other bills and still have money left for groceries and other 


necessities. 


Children's private schooling. 


Cost of living in the area. Homestead has a better cost of living, but the cost of travel makes the 


other costs almost zero out 


family of 4 


Finding a home lower than my BAH 


HOA 


How long I could sustain spending well above BAH without destroying my savings.  There were no 


rentals under BAH in a decent neighborhood with the number of rooms I needed and good schools. 


I was willing to pay more to feel safer (gated community) and amenities it provided (pool, tennis 


courts, gym). 


less fuel and toll costs 


Level of BAH consumed by monthly payments. Intent was to have leftover BAH to pay for 


electricity, water, tolls, and monthly maintenance/repair/improvements. 


Met all the value criteria (safety, square footage, parking etc.) and could target a monthly payment 


of circa $2200. 


My monthly budget plan. 


Not sure what is meant by this. Since I don't have a family, it is basically price. 


Price and financing options. 


School activities/travel time to school each day 


That it consumes less than 20% of my income. But that is not the same for many. 


We are conservative in our spending.  We assess what we need and then shop around for the best 


value. 


We bought our current residence and Miami is our current home of record. We considered what 


we wanted and where we wanted to live after Active Duty service retirement. 


What was within BAH 


Would we be able to cover the necessary deposits, would we be able to cover the rent as it was 


slightly over BAH. 


Amount of home, taxes, commute (gas), schools (public vs private) 


cost of living 


cost of rental to BAH; distance to work; and access to shopping centers. 
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cost to live there 


Cost. Location. Security. 


Distance from work. 


Distance to work and whether there would be tolls; traffic; ad-velorem and non ad-velorem taxes; 


amenities offered with HOA fees; proximity of restaurants/entertainment 


does not break the bank... 


Extremely high cost of housing in South Florida 


How close I was to work, and close to my children's school 


How much I could afford. I had to live in a further community and potentially more dangerous 


place for something I could afford. If I had the money I would live somewhere safer for my family. 


just being able to use my BAH to cover all of my rent and electric. 


Monthly rent rate combined with utilities, and gas consumption. 


My budget 


My wife and I have a very strict and thorough budget - we looked at ALL associated and affiliated 


costs to include utilities, HOA and additional fees, the reality for property taxes & escrow 


payments to trend upwards after real estate transactions, the monthly maintenance costs (as well 


as budgeting for home improvements). 


price 


Price of home. 


Price, location/community, and school district. 


Rent and utilities compared to actual BAH. 


rent cost, utilities cost, cost of commuting, cost of not having a commissary or PX available 


Rent, cost for schooling, fuel for commute to/from work. 


That it came in significantly under BAH, so that we could apply those savings to the cost of living. 


The place we live in is in a nice community, but unfortunately, the place is a bit dilapidated, with 


bugs and mice. 


The amount of money I could borrow 


The upfront fees, typical utilities prices, internet costs/service for the area, services/grocery stores 


in the area (i.e. Walmart vs. Milam's), HOA and/or other extra housing fees (like in condos and 


certain apartments) - the extra housing prices here are ridiculous. 


Tolls, gas, time, insurance, and car maintenance. 


VA Loan 


? 
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ability to get to work and kids’ schools, time it took and ability to avoid tolls 


BAH level , Safety , enough room for my family for what BAH allows 


BAH, additional bills, HOA cost. 


Cost of rent along with all utilities and transportation costs. 


Distance to work, Cost for the type of house. 


House size 


I had to weigh the area the safety of the area compared to the affordability. 


Mortgage rates, insurance and tax costs, a budget for general maintenance, etc. 


My only financial consideration for my residence was that the apartment had to be within my 


allotted BAH. 


Preferred a residence below BAH over other considerations (distance, garage, etc.) 


Price per Sqft, security deposit cost, pet deposit and fees 


Schools around the areas, price, and location. 


The ability to afford rent, groceries, electricity, water, and fuel for the commute. 


The price of the rent and utilities if it was affordable 


tolls, gas, most bang for my buck. 


affordability and value for the amount of money paid. commute and additional overall expenses 


(tolls/gas). 


As a recently divorced junior enlisted, my only concern was to find the most affordable place I 


could that would also take my pets. 


Balance of affordability, distance from work, schools. 


Could I afford it. 


Could I afford the unit. 


Decided to pay in addition to BAH to obtain a home that was safe, large enough for large family, 


and in a safe location. 


energy efficiency; amenities; convenience/walkability in surrounding area 


Gas, rent, amenities, tolls 


HOA fee, Mortgage payment, groceries, and utilities 


HOA fees and property taxes. 


I considered the price of the property, how much it would cost me in gas and toll. 


I thought all of them. I wasn't prepared to lose $200 or so of BAH. 


I used my VA loan and had a very hard time getting a bid accepted. I ran out of options and wound 


up settling for a new home. Not exactly where I was looking and costing a little more than I was 
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wanting. In the last 5+ years, my taxes and insurance have driven my mortgage up by 


approximately $1,000. 


Interest rate, cost vs value of house 


Price/ security balance 


Property taxes, windstorm, and flood insurance 


Purchase cost, monthly mortgage, insurance, and property taxes, cost of commuting (gas and 


tolls), homeowners association fees. 


Rent, deposit, extra costs 


Rent, upfront costs, and bills above and beyond rent. 


rent, utility cost 


Safety, security, 


Staying within BAH allowance 


That it's in a gated community. Safety was the primary reason. Although it's expensive to live there 


we believe it's worth it for the size of home we have. We have everything we want in it so that alone 


is worth the price especially now that we've had to telework from home. Feeling happy with our 


home selection and safety is key to us. It's also conveniently located near the freeway. 


The first year in this area we rented close to SOUTHCOM since we didn't know enough of the area 


to determine appropriate housing choices.  That made costs higher than we now have.  


Fortunately, we were able to cover the higher costs but, even though I drive further to work, it is 


well worth the savings. 


 


APPENDIX 1-37 
37. (U) (IF APPLICABLE) Why do you use tollways to commute to work? 


Response Count 


N/A 37 


NA 8 


FASTEST ROUTE 5 


yes 4 


Quicker 3 


Fastest 3 


quickest route 3 


No 2 
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Fastest route to work 2 


only option 2 


Fastest and most predictable route (non-toll roads have unpredictable slow-down and accident 


issues) 


Fastest and safe 


Flow of transit seems less stressful; less traffic jams both morning and evening. 


I actually participate in the LRC Vanpool Program which I am totally grateful as it saves 


tremendously on gas, miles, wear/tear, and my vehicle maintenance and due to the reduce mileage 


my vehicle insurance expense is reduced. 


I sometimes use tollways because regular traffic takes too long to get home. I need to pick up my 


son from daycare by a certain time to avoid being charged excessive fees. 


In order to take the quickest and safest route to work 


It’s the fastest, closest way to get to work for me.  Those that live close to US27 have to use the 


tollway unless you want to spend more time and money driving to either I75 or I95. 


Less dangerous traffic, avoid Miami commuters, the entry and exit to the tollway is close to my 


house. 


Less stressful commute.  Less traffic congestion. 


Less traffic and stress. 


Most of highways in South Florida have tolls 


Quicker with less traffic 


Quickest Route based on traffic. 


that's the closest from home to work, and make my commute shorter. 


They are faster 


To reduce the amount of traffic 


Tollways are my fastest route to work. 


tollways provide the quickest and most direct route to get to HQ SOUTHCOM. Toll roads also 


provide the quickest route when there is heavy traffic on the surface roads. 


Faster that highways 


fastest route ultimately saves money on gas. 


fastest route, less traffic 


I only do it when Google maps shows that's the quickest way due to a wreck or heavy traffic. 


I use tollways do to other routes take longer than an hour to travel. 


It greatly decreases commute time 
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Less dangerous traffic, time to work, entry exit is closer to my house, avoid other commuters 


running red lights which is an often occurrence in South Florida. 


less traffic on Turnpike than 826 


Quickest distance 


Shorter distance and safer commute 


Sometimes I use toll roads for shorter and quicker commute. Sometimes an accident on a non-toll 


route will back up traffic for 30 minutes or more, necessitating taking a toll road. 


Taking other routes would add 15-30 minutes to each one-way.  Already make a 35-45-minute 


commute. 


The lanes are wider. The non-toll highway has very narrow lanes and packed with vehicles. It's 


more dangerous in my opinion and observation having lived here for nearly four years. 


Tollways are quickest and shortest means to get to work. 


When traffic is backed up, the tollway is the best option. 


A safer and faster route, without using tollways an hour or more would be added to my commute. 


Faster and slightly safer 


I do not use the tollway for financial reasons, but would save approximately 20 minutes each way 


if I did. I am spending time to save money. 


Is the shortest route which after a 13-hour work shift is preferable. 


It takes 3 hours for me to get to work in normal roads, so I have to use the turnpike. 


ITS THE MAIN WAY TO GET TO THE BASE 


Less stressful route, less dangerous traffic 


less traffic and less accident = get to work/home faster 


less traffic, shorter commute 


Minimal surface streets connect home to work, those that do are severely choked with traffic. 


Quick and easier route 


quicker than non-toll 


save time 


SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POINTS 


Shortest distance/fastest route 


Sometimes is to avoid traffic 


Turnpike usually preferable to Palmetto. 


When I lived in Kendall, I used the turnpike to get to HARB. Surface roads would have added 


~20mins to my ~30min commute. 
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going in, it's the quickest route to get to work on time.  Going home I avoid them --too expensive to 


do it both ways every day 


If use alternative routes, the cost of gas increases and the vehicle maintenance too. The stop and 


go that occurs puts too much stress on my vehicle. 


It is the more time efficient route versus taking non-highway roads.  Non-tolled Highway connects 


to Toll'ed highway which is needed to continue to residence by staying on highway roads.  Using 


Highway Gas Mileage is cost efficient. 


Most of the time I use tolls to reduce the drive time to work. 


No reliable alternative route available where I live. I have taken non-toll routes before which add 


at least 30 mins to my drive as well as stop and go from multiple red-light intersections. 


Quickest and usually least stressful 


Quickest Distance, Saves money of gas, less stressful route, and less dangerous traffic 


Quickest routes 


There is no other way to get here outside of very crowded municipal roads and they will make the 


commute MUCH longer and move through some dangerous neighborhoods. Essentially, there is no 


other way here. 


This is the most efficient avenue to arrive at work. 


75 is the quickest route for my housing location. 


Fastest way to get to work. 


fastest and easiest way to work 


Fastest and safest route. 


I do not use tollways currently due to COVID decreasing traffic. I probably will once COVID 


passes. 


I have to 


It's a shortly and less congested route sometimes 


Its faster...traffic is bad in Miami Dade and Broward areas 


Less Traffic 


Living 40 miles from work. The alternative would take significantly longer. 


N/A, I ride a bike to work 


Often the quickest and safest route to work. Toll costs can be cheaper than the cost of fuel and 


wear and tear caused by idling in traffic 


Quickest trip and shortest route. Saves money on gas. 


Safest and quickest route 
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Shorter commute time and less congested 


stated in #34: Quickest, Safest and Least Stressful Route 


Surface streets are slow and clogged due to poor drivers, the tollways are the quickest way into 


work. 


There are no other alternatives. 


Tollways are unavoidable in Miami. 


travel time, even though it is the lesser of two/more bad choices 


Yes, I use the tolls daily to come to work. 


Commute times almost double by taking non-toll roads 


difference of 20 min or more between tollways and non 


Difference of 20 minutes of commute, maybe more during rush hour. 


Easiest way to get home 


Faster and more convenient. 


I don't 


No choice. 


Prior to the coronavirus pandemic, it could take on average 45-60 minutes to go back and forth to 


work, each way. That could potentially be 2 hours a day; 10 hours a week, and 520 hours a year 


driving in traffic. That is a lot of time!!! The traffic is about to normal again. I use the tolls because 


there is less traffic, less unsafe drivers, and it saves time and money sitting in bumper to bumper 


traffic. 


Quickest route, less stressful, and less dangerous. 


see question 34 


Shorter commute time vs dozens of stoplights 


There is no reasonable alternative. 


They provide the best access to work. 


Though it may be slightly longer in distance the speed and commute time is shorter. 


As stated above, less stressful and less traffic than the public roads. While the turnpike does get 


crazy, other routes can take over an hour to get home. 


Because I live in collier county. I have to. 


Because there is always traffic and would add up to 20 minutes or more to my travel time.  Less 


accidents. 


Depending on the time of day it’s really the only option or it would take hours to get to or from 


Fastest route possible. 
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I use Expressway to ensure I am not stuck in traffic that is backed up and making my travel longer 


than necessary...more than an hour each way 


I use tollways on the way home in order to save myself between 30-45 minutes travel time. 


It is much faster 


It is quicker and easier. 


It is the quickest and most direct way to work. 


It is the quickest route 


It's the fastest way to commute. 


it’s the quickest/only way to get to work 


Less traffic, faster commute, and safer roads to travel. 


My home is adjacent to the Ronald Reagan turnpike and it is by far the quickest and safest way to 


get to work. 


Only if there is a wreck or bad traffic on the highway 


quicker and safer 


Quickest Distance; Save Money on Gas; Less Stressful Route; and Less Dangerous Traffic 


Safer route than taking streets. 


see 34. 


Speed / mitigate stress, bad drivers, and further accidents. 


There is no toll-free highway connecting SOUTHCOM HQ to Homestead and it is impractical to 


take the local roads due to distance (25+ miles) the number of traffic lights, and increased traffic. 


yes turnpike. 


Yes. 


Faster, Safer -less crazy Miami drivers, Shortest Route 


fastest route. 


Fastest way to get to work 


I don't always take a highway or tollway; it depends on traffic and time of day which also 


influences traffic. 


I will use the tollways when traffic is too congested on highways. 


Is the quickest and safest distance to and from work. 


It I take surface streets to work my minimum commute is 45 minutes each way without traffic 


versus around 20 minutes. 
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It is by far the less crowded routes.  South Florida has the highest insurance rates in the nation due 


to lack of driving talent.  This is an expense that also need to be considered when moving down 


here.  No matter how good of a driving record you have, your insurance policy will skyrocket. 


it is the fastest way to get to work 


It’s the fastest route, even using back roads still need to jump on a highway to get to work. 


Less dangerous and less time. 


Less traffic and less dangerous 


less traffic jams than on 8926/75 corridor, 


Most direct route which proves to be the safest. 


Most significant factor is time.  If there is a delay or wreck on the route that does not include tolls, 


I elect to use the tollway route for time and safety. 


only way to get here. 


Palmetto is free. 


Quickest and safest route 


quickest, safest, cleanest route 


The tollway does not contain as much stop and go traffic during the route and shortens the 


commute by at least 10 minutes, occasionally shortens the commute by 30+ minutes.  The non-toll 


route has an extremely high percentage for chance to get into an auto accident, which even I have 


had happen to myself. 


Time and distance. Less traffic. 


Traffic on the one other alternative is hectic, dangerous, and adds 20 minutes to the commute time. 


Convenient 


Faster and usually less congested. 


I know that even with traffic I will get to work in less than 40 minutes even paying 2 tolls. If I take 


the other route and avoid tolls it will take me close to an hour to get to work due to the traffic at 


any time of the day. Convenience is the main reason. But if I have time I will take the long way to 


avoid paying the tolls. 


It is a quicker way to work. 


It would take too long to get to work if I did not use tolls. 


less stressful and faster way to commute 


Less than half of the time to transit the distance 


less traffic and less stress 


Less traffic, shorter drive time. 
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Quicker route and sometimes the traffic situation is better than non-toll roads. 


Quicker.  Passes traffic jams 


Quickest route, less traffic and stop lights. 


The commuting is faster and safer compared to taking secondary roads. 


The toll road is the most direct and fastest route to work. To use non-toll roads wouadd more than 


30 minutes to my commute. 


Without COVID...Monthly tolls for work only total between $40-$50 a month. 


Yes, if not my commute would double. 


Considerably shorter commute time 


easier and faster 


Easiest route from my house. 


Faster route and less dangerous traffic. 


Faster, Safer, Less Stress 


faster, save money on gas. 


I do not. 


I use regular highways in the morning when traffic is light and the tollway in the afternoon when 


traffic is heavy because it is the quickest/safest route.  Otherwise, I could be stuck in traffic for 


upwards of an hour. 


Is the safest route, those who have not lived in Miami do not understand how dangerous the 


Palmetto Expressway is and the amount of daily accidents on that road. 


Its faster.... 


it’s the fastest way to work 


Less distance saves on gas/wear and tear on vehicle. Do to COIVID-19, there has been less traffic 


in the morning allowing me to take toll roads. With regular traffic the longer route becomes more 


preferred because it is too expensive to take the tolls with no savings in time. 


less traffic and less idiots on the road causing accidents 


Most direct route of travel 


Please see answers for question 34 


Speed of travel, shortest distance, fuel economy. 


The quickest and safest method to get to work. 


The toll routes provide the quickest route to and from work.  Non-toll routes have more traffic and 


significantly increase the commute time. 


The tollways are the most convenient way to get to work 
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they normally are a quicker and safer than the alternative route. 


When I was active I used the tollway because it was faster to get to the PT site. Not using the 


tollway takes a little more time but saves money on gas and tolls. 


Convenience; quickest 


Faster, les traffic 


is quick 


It's the fastest route with the least amount of traffic. 


Less traffic, more reliability in avoiding traffic jams. 


Only feasible way to get to work in a decent time 


Quicker and less stress 


quickest distance and save on gas 


Quickest route and less dangerous/stress 


quickest route and less traffic 


Quickest routes free of accidents. 


Ease of access; timeliness of distance to travel; less aggravation than "surface" streets 


Fastest way to work 


Highways are quickest. 


I believe it saves time and gas as I don't have to stop at the lights. 


I could use toll road to save a couple of minutes, but I use the scenic route to save money. 


I live in homestead , I must use tollways to get to Doral otherwise the commute would take 3+ 


hours 


I specifically avoid tollways even though it takes longer because the rates are absurdly high. 


It is a faster and safer option, I take the 836-toll road to 826 South when leaving work so that I 


don’t have to get on 826 from NW 25th St because merging over two lanes to avoid the immediate 


exit only lanes is always stressful and dangerous. 


It is faster but not much so I don't use it in order to save money 


It less stressful route. 


Its occasionally easier during high traffic times. 


It's the only realistic option based on where I live. If I were to take residential roads my commute 


would be at least 1.5 hours. Remember, all highways are toll roads in Miami. 


it's the quickest way to get to work 


Least traffic, closest way to get to work still takes about 1.5 hour to go 20 miles. Sometimes 2 


hours. 
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Less Traffic, shorter commute time 


Most the highways have tolls. 


Proximity to my residence and no alternatives available. 


quicker/faster traffic 


Safest most direct route. 


Save money on gas, quickest route, and streets have terrible potholes that have damaged my 


vehicle. 


Becomes coming from Pembroke Pines, it is a quicker commute to take the turnpike than taking I-


75 to 826. 


It is the direct and safest route from and to Miramar in Broward County. 


not applicable 


Quick commute, though still over 45 minutes, instead of over an hour. 


Saves time in traffic 


The shortest, fastest, safest, less stressful, and most predictable route to get to Doral. 


avoid traffic, shorter distance, and easier route 


Faster 


Faster, less stressful 


Fastest and shortest route. 


I use them in the afternoons occasionally. This saves 15-30 minutes on the commute as opposed to 


taking roads without tolls. 


I use tollways in the morning, because I want to ensure I get to work at a certain time. I choose non 


toll routes after work, because time is not as big of an issue afterwards. 


I would use tollways for the safety as on the highways there is almost always an incident. I would 


also use them to save money on gas as it is a lot less stop and go as compared to the highway. 


it's short distance and faster 


Less traffic, faster route, less accidents. 


Our residence (in Homestead, FL) is 29 miles from the end of our driveway to the Gate II of 


USSOUTHCOM HQ.  The safest and fastest way to execute this commute is via the tollways.  I am 


able to make this commute in under 35 minutes in the morning (0530) and approx. 45 minutes in 


the afternoon (depending on departure time from the HQ - average 1600).  The toll roads are a 


"necessary evil" that affords me the ability to maximize our BAH and obtain a residence that has 


the quality, security, community, and space we require. 


Quickest way to get to work. Convenience 
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quickest/best alternative. I don't see a way to not use a tollway. 


Taking surface streets would triple the time it took me to get to work. 


The traffic on the 826 is insane in the morning.  More accidents happen on the 826 (free highway) 


than the turnpike (tolls). It’s the safest, smoothest, and fastest rout for me to take. 


time it takes to get to work 


Tollways tend to be less congested. 


Fast 


Faster and safer 


Fastest, safest way. 


I avoid them and the highway where I live near is a straight line into Doral. 


I do not use sunpass 


I do not use tollways. 


It is the quickest distance, less stressful route, and less dangerous traffic. 


It is the quickest route by far. 


It is typically the fastest and least congested route in the afternoon. 


It's the only way to get to work. 


Less traffic the majority of the time and quickest route. 


Makes commute shorter time-wise. 


Miami side streets are good, but light timing is designed to retard flow. 


No stop lights. 


Quickest route with the least amount of traffic 


Shortest distance and less traffic 


Tollways to return from gym and to and from work on occasion.  Additionally my residence is right 


next to the turnpike which is the safest route for entering and leaving Doral.  I almost exclusively 


use toll roads to transit across Miami due to traffic and safety. 


Because it's less congested and definitely less dangerous. 


Because the Dolphin and Palmetto are the highways between here and my house -- I don't want to 


deal with Doral traffic any more than I need to 


is the fastest way to get to and from work 


it’s supposed to be faster but traffic down here is always an issue, paying tolls to be stuck in traffic 


It's the shortest way to SOUTHCOM. 


Less crowded and stressful 


Logical route 
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Most direct route is toll only.  Would add an additional 15 minutes or more to take a non-toll 


route. 


Most direct route. Virtually the only way to get to work without encountering numerous traffic 


lights/stops. 


NA - The toll ways are faster and more efficient means of travel to work, but paying daily toll rates 


is not in my budget. 


Only freeway to work. 


Quickest distance and less traffic. 


see #34 


The toll road is about a mile from my home.  It is less congested and if I took the unpaid roads, my 


commute would be at least 30 minutes longer one way. 


The turnpike is the fast/easiest route in time to and from work especially during peak traffic hours. 


They are the quickest and safest routes to work. 


to get to work in a safe and proficient time 


Traffic--if the Palmetto State Parkway is jammed with traffic, the Turnpike is the only other viable 


route to get to Broward County 


 


APPENDIX 1-38 
38. (U) (IF APPLICABLE) What reasons may you elect to not use the vanpool 


program? 


Response Count 


N/A 23 


NA 6 


Flexibility 2 


Work schedule 2 


Covid-19 2 


Does not meet work hour requirements 


Flexibility when I need it in case of emergencies/appointments. 


Freedom to leave 


Have used in the past, but did not allow for work flexibility. 


Hours available and flexibility 


I live to close. not convent for working hours 
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I would be restricted to the hours of the vanpool. Work hours require a greater deal of flexibility. 


I’d love to use VAN pool but I’m not sure of their pickup location in my area. 


Lack of vanpool that fits my flexible and often extended work hours. 


My children's school schedule does not allow me to take the vanpool 


My job is dynamic; sometimes I need to be at work at 0600, and I never leave at 1600 like most van 


pools. 


My work hours vary too much to make a commitment to a vanpool 


My work schedule 


not available in area 


Not needed 


Office hours 


Time, inconvenient. 


Vanpool program does not operate where I live. 


Work schedule, COVID 


work timeframe 


Active Duty military are expected to arrive early and stay late and it is very difficult to meet the set 


timelines of the vanpool program. HQ SOUTHCOM is a military organization and the work is not 


just 8 to 1500. 


Because of my work hours they are not consistent 


COVID-19 Social Distancing, Morning arrival times vary considerably from day to day, staying 


till 1900-2100 is an often occurrence. 


disrupts my freedom of navigation 


Have kids to drop off or pick up from school/childcare. Plus, I don't know if contractors can use 


them. 


I don't work at SOUTHCOM. 


I have children, I need my POV for emergencies. 


I have to immediately pickup my kids from two separate schools 


I live pretty close to the garrison. 


I live so close to SOUTHCOM. 


I own a car. 


I travel to and from work before and after vanpool options are available. 


Inconvenient timing. 
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My hours are not entirely consistent, and I typically arrive earlier than the vanpool. Also, during 


COVID, getting a van with strangers seems like a poor idea. 


N/A - also COVID stopped this..... 


not applicable 


not conducive to work hours 


Not flexible in departure times. 


Not using the Vanpool currently because of COVID-19 


Not wanting to be confined to work schedules of civilians (too short office hours) also COVID 


People that commute from my area are mostly GS/Contractors with predictable hours to leave.  I 


don't see emphasis from command group to adhere to a COB time. 


There aren't any. I wish I could but they don't let contractors use it. 


Trusting others to drive me, risk assessment. 


Work Hours / Appointments 


Does not exist where I live.  Or at least, I have not seen anyone in my neighborhood use SC 


Vanpool.  Location north Kendall. 


I don’t know about this program 


I use the vanpool program occasionally. 


I would like to use the vanpool program, but did not start due to the pandemic. 


LACK OF FLEXIBILITY 


My work hours is different from most of the other workers at SOUTHCOM. 


Not flexible enough for work schedule 


Once COVID passes, I have no reason. 


Pick up/drop off times and locations.  The locations are far from my residence and I'd still have to 


drive and park. 


Timeline with arrival and departure from work might not coincide 


Too restrictive, timing 


Unaligned work hours; COVID-19; no freedom of movement. 


Van pool is not available to all areas, and it constricts working as it becomes the majority 


dictating what time you arrive and leave work. 


work schedule and current pandemic 


Work-related requirements, schedule 


Convenience, hours at work 
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Due to COVID the vanpools are closed. Additionally, The van pool occupants do not put in nearly 


the long hours that leadership does. Leadership is held to a different standard and needs to be 


prepared to be in early or stay very late. 


Flexibility/time. 


hours change daily, no set schedule 


Hours of vanpool availability and operations not convenient to working hours. 


hours, medical appointments 


I did for the first six months but I often missed to ride home because of work commitments. 


I was using the vanpool program until COVID 19 


I work shift work so no one with the same schedule lives close to me. 


Less flexibility with arriving/departing work. Sometimes I run errands after work before going 


home. 


My work hours are not always predictable and I need to be able to arrive at work early or stay late 


depending on the mission. 


none 


people in the vanpool 


Several days a week I need to be at 0615 to develop products for a 0730 SCJ3 DUB. 


The van pools leave work too early for my current duty description and leadership role to partake. 


The various times I would be traveling to and from locations outside of the office for work related 


items and family related issues. 


Timing constraints. Location of drop off and pick up. Flexibility, independence. 


Timing--the hours of the vanpool are limited and not conducive to jobs that aren't "9-5" 


Unaware that it exist, but probably wouldn't utilize due to job mission requirements. 


Within 2 miles of work 


Work schedule to include time to work out before. It does not stop in my location. 


Already a member 


Because there isn't a stop withing walking distance of government housing so most of the time we 


have to find someone to drive junior enlisted who don't have cars. 


I do use the vanpool although the program has been painful (at times) to manage. 


I like riding by myself that way I can come and go as I please without waiting for folks. 


I live close to the HQ. 


I need flexibility of hours. I don't think my boss would be okay with "the vanpool's leaving at 


1600...sorry, sir"... 
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I'm in the vanpool program 


Inconsistent schedule 


Inconvenience of meeting up at a central site. Hours required by boss in the office makes in 


unworkable. 


Inconvenient; loss of flexibility to come/go when I need to 


It is not offered for HARB 


My hours prohibit being in a vanpool 


My job is not conducive to allow set times 


No vanpool in my area 


prefer to have access to a vehicle if an emergency happens at home or kids’ school 


Schedule flexibility. 


The vanpool available in my area have times I cannot meet.  One, I would have to drive North for 


15 minutes just to ride back south 35 minutes.  I live in Miramar, Vanpool departs from Pembroke 


Pines "around "0600 and departs SOUTHCOM at 14:30.  The times are not guaranteed so I 


cannot project the time I will be at work. 


 


 The other vanpool leaves too late from my area and also leaves SC earlier than I need to leave.  


Departs Miramar at 0730 and departs SOUTHCOM at 1500.  I could not do PT with those hours.  


If I did I would be eating off too much time from work.  Most of the Vanpools are managed by 


civilians or service members who have flexibility on their schedules. 


There are unforeseen times I need to stay at work late 


Timing, after work activities. 


Because they're stupid.  Driving to/from work is an essential part of most people's routines and 


offers a moment to reflect and get prepared for the day ahead.  Sitting in a van with others from 


work adds more mental stress on top of the pointless nature of SOUTHCOM's mission and focus. 


Convenience and lack of predictability of work hours. 


Convenience of being able to depart for work and home 


Do not need it 


Flexibility of my work schedule 


I have a child that goes to the CDC and at any time I may have to report in early or stay late or go 


to doctor appoints for either me or my child 


I sometimes work long hours 
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I used vanpool before, however, when your crew does not have a set time to leave HQ it creates a 


problem. 


I was unaware of the program upon checking in. 


I work shift work 


I would not because of convivence and work hours. 


Lack of ability to depart HQ at scheduled times due to mission requirements. 


Not convenient times or meet up locations 


Requirements of people per car is high and I have not found enough people to use the program. 


Save mileage and wear/tear on my vehicle.  A break from driving. 


There are days where I will come to work earlier than normal and stay later than normal to 


complete task or assignments. Additionally, I routinely stop for a coffee, natural park, or go 


shopping after work. I know it would be a good cost savings, I probably should have utilized it 


upon arrival. 


There isn't one near me. Like nowhere close. 


Timing and family matters. Need the flexibility of driving my POV as needed for unexpected family 


stuff. 


Work hours don't line up with other users. 


Cannot comment, know nothing about the program. 


Chaotic SC work hours because of high OPTEMPO and impromptu short-fuzed tasks and 


meetings. 


COVID/ VIRUSES OR WORK SCHEDULES 


duty hours are unpredictable. 


I live close enough that it isn't necessary 


I need my vehicle to go to my medical appointments. Also, most days I stay more time at work due 


to requirements and the vanpool program have specific times. 


I would consider using it on days I didn't have to run errands after work. 


it requires to have at least 6 people for a vanpool and there is not enough people close by me to 


start a van pool 


My schedule would have to support.  That is not likely. 


Not matching expected office hours. 


People that commute with 


Rigid arrival and departure schedules. 


The need to pick up children from school. 
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unavailability for work hours. Most of the time I’m either done early or working later than the 


Vanpool runs. 


Uncertain arrival/departure times. 


As an officer, it's difficult to depend on vanpool to dictate our work schedule.  We are trained to be 


mission focused, not work schedule focused.  It's an ethical issue. 


COVID and want to get to work earlier; so, I'm not in a lot of traffic on the way home. 


COVID has interrupted that usage 


Flexibility of having my POV and working flex hours 


I do use the vanpool program. 


I live in collier county. There is no vanpool for tjat 


It does not go within my neighborhood and does not align with my work hours. 


like flexibility of own vehicle 


My hours are so unpredictable that it's never the same ending time 


My schedule is very erratic. Since I am an SIA, I may be here late without warning and I don't 


know anyone who can come and pick me up should I miss it. I would love to use a vanpool, but 


frankly, my job demands or at least my work ethic doesn't let me just take off at the same time every 


day. 


need a child seat, and need to be able to stay later than usual occasionally 


Not collated with other members; issues with picking of my children from daycare since there was 


no availability when I arrived 


Not convenient for me and my schedule. 


The time I am required to arrive and or stay at work aka varying time required to go and leave 


from work doesn’t match available times. 


The vanpool wouldn't allow me to pick up my son from daycare. His daycare is in Miami Gardens, 


and I live in Miramar. The vanpool route would be out of the way, and be a huge inconvenience. 


Work hours and not having the flexibility to react to unknown situations at home or even work. 


as a contractor I pay full prices and don't receive any assistance. I see no benefit to me. 


extra expense that places you in a more time-consuming situation. 


Flexibility.  Used to use Vanpool, but had too many "late departure" afternoons. 


I can walk to work 


Inconvenient and does not support my work hours. 


Location of the pick-up/drop-off spot; time of pick-up/departure 


Not enough riders around me 
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Not enough riders in my area. 


operation times 


stuck to an arrival and leave time everyday 


the times did not line up with my children's drop off times for school and because I have a child 


with special needs I didn't want to be stuck at work without transportation in case of an emergency 


The vanpool is not near my neighborhood. Further, I have other obligations outside of work that 


require me to have my own car. 


Time does not line up with irregular work schedule. 


Varying work hours to coordinate vanpool access.  Work schedule changes day-to-day and there is 


not a guarantee of when I can leave work. 


Wasn't aware. 


well, I don't know much about the program to begin with. However, I do enjoy my own time and 


space in the morning before getting to work so I would prefer to drive myself. 


Work hours fluctuate. I may be in the office until far past normal working hours. 


12-hour shifts do not allow for use of vanpool program 


Covid, I don't know the individuals, I don't know anybody who lives near me, and my hours can be 


very dynamic with doctors’ appointments. 


Differing duty hours 


Difficult to find a van pool that has the hours that accommodate my work schedule. Additionally, 


my daughter had serious medical conditions that I needed to be able to depart work in a timely 


fashion as emergencies arose. 


I can't be locked into a specific time to arrive and leave. 


I don't want to ride with other people, 


I work varying hours and can’t predict when I will get out 


Sounds too inconvenient. 


There are none in my area 


To save money on gas and tolls 


too restrictive due to minimum number of days must be used per month and travel schedule for 


work 


work hours 


As an Active Duty Service Member, I am not on a typical 8-hour day/40-hour week, like most gov't 


civilians that utilize this program.  My days and schedule are not predictable or routine. 


COVID 19 
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I don't work a standard M - F day shift. 


I work a schedule with irregular hours that makes the service not viable for me 


if there will be better option no charge so much and include schedule to take members to 


appointments. 


It would increase my commute to work in the morning/afternoon. My schedule is flexible, and 


would not want to wait for other to get off so I can go home. 


Mismatch in leave/arrive times versus shift start/end times.  Van would arrive later than my shift 


start time and leave right when shift ends.  Also, does not allow for last minute projects needing to 


stay later.  I know there is some emergency option but could affect decision if I need to go someone 


immediately. 


Most important is unpredictability of my job schedule. We work to standards not time.  Also, I don't 


know how to start it. 


My workday goes pass 1500 hrs. when the van pool leaves/duty position. 


N/A, I ride a bike to work 


Needs throughout the day change and I could stay late, or have to leave early. 


Not available in my area 


Not convenient to work hours. 


Not one available in my area. 


Probably wouldn’t use it I work offsite. 


Scheduling.  Able to come and go when I need. 


Stuck to a schedule in a position that demands flexibility. 


The van pool system is great if you are not required to put in longer hours.  I attempted to use one.  


I had to select two one for early morning and one for later afternoon.  I understand the process.  


However, the 40-hour work week doesn't work in operations and therefore, the 8/9-hour days (with 


lunch) may not work.  I signed up and still drove. 


the vanpool does not service my area 


Their operating hours are usually not compatible with mine. 


time reporting to work....and HOUSING nowhere near others. 


Times and availability. I have children and can't rely on sometimes timelines, plus I don't have a 


set time to leave work every day. 


unable to reasonably schedule a work routine, arrival/departure time. 


van arrival and departure times 


work schedule, time, and convenience. 
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Does not allow flexibility I need to meet mission and childcare 


flexibility of schedule and control over my schedule. additionally, prefer to drive. 


Freedom of movement. 


Having to drive at times, inflexibility with hours 


Hours at work don't allow. 


I am too close to work from home 


I routinely work longer hours and so the vanpool program operating times do not work with my 


schedule. 


I use the vanpool 


I use the vanpool program. 


inconvenient schedules, lack of flexibility 


My assignments mean I have to work late just about every day. Vanpool wouldn't wait for me. 


My work hours are not compatible 


no vanpool near my residence.  Also I work different hours 


Not compatible to my work schedule/location 


Not flexible enough 


schedule and I have a toddler who needs to be picked up and dropped off 


schedules and convenience 


the hours that I work do not work with the vanpool hours, the job I do doesn’t allow for the 


vanpool to work for me. 


There are no vanpool travelers in my area. 


vanpool is takes too much of personal time 


We leave a different times depending on our schedule. 


Work schedule doesn't fit vanpool schedule 


Work schedule is the only thing stopping me...hours are unpredictable. 


Availability for people more than 20 miles base. 


Do not know what the vanpool program is. 


I actually was part of the vanpool program for a while. However, I was driving 15-20 minutes to 


the meet up location when I could have spent that time driving to work. Plus, one of the guys in the 


program would always make us late since he would be the one holding on to the keys. Also, I 


wouldn't be able to have a car if I needed to go to an appointment during the duty day. 


I don't trust how other people drive. Covid, vanpool will not be a safe alternative. Also, if I have to 


go to the store for my wife and children I cannot ask the driver to make a stop for me. 
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I have a work schedule that is not conducive to a regular van pool schedule. 


I would have to drive to where the Vanpool meets and leave my car there all day with no flexibility 


in when I depart my home. 


I would have to wait for other people/meet at a certain spot, be held to a timeframe, not practical, 


would make the commute even longer 


Lack of information provided to members on how to start the process. Emails and calls to the 


POCS listed on the USAG-M vanpool page never returned calls. So I gave up. 


My job requires longer hours and does not have a consistent start/end time. 


My position requires to have some degree of flexibility to complete any last-minute tasker. 


No one lives close by - hours that I work are not conducive. 


work schedule and hours do not support 


current work schedule and no availability of additional personnel assigned to the command to take 


advantage of the program from where I commute. 


does not conform to my working hours 


Flexibility of hours. If I come earlier or stay late to work out. 


Having to work late often. 


I do not use the vanpool program but could see its use as we continue to send first term/first duty 


station service members here without vehicles. 


I frequently need to either come in earlier or stay later. 


I have different work hours and requirements than a majority of the personnel that work at 


USSOUTHCOM. Don't want to be on someone else's schedule. 


Is it available in Homestead, FL? 


My hours are variable - vanpool schedules are not. 


My work hours cannot be constrained to a van pool 


Need quiet time 


Prefer having my own transportation 


The nature of my position is that I am often unable to leave from work at a predictable time each 


day. 


The times for work do not align with work schedule and due to lack of or expensive food choices 


for lunch on USAG-M, utilizing the Vanpool program would leave me without a vehicle to grab 


lunch nearby. 


The Van Pool program is not flexible enough to withstand a schedule change that often happens 


and requires military members to arrive sooner and stay longer. 
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The vanpool program hours are not in line with work expectation hours. Some days due to 


operational requirements I may have to leave later than when the vanpool is scheduled to leave. 


The Vans leave at 1530-1600 daily.  My work responsibilities require that I be at work until 1800 


daily.  Additionally, there are always emergent requirements that make it nearly impossible to keep 


a set departure time. 


There's not one close to me, but I wouldn't use it if the hours didn't fit with my work schedule. It 


also takes away the freedom of doing errands here in Doral at lunchtime. 


Time of arrival and departure, as well as some appointment issues, make self-driving the better 


alternative 


Times of leaving a returning home vary. 


timing of departure, arrival, and return 


Traffic danger and other drivers 


Unaware if available near my area. Control of schedule. 


Vanpool isn't really an option for active duty.  We are tasked to complete task after/before working 


hours many times and unlike our civilian and contractor counterparts, we aren't required just to 


work an 8-hour workday. 


Work hours later. 


work hours are not fixed 


Adjusting to someone else schedule. 


Doesn’t give you the flexibility in hours needed for work.  I rarely have the ability to leave at the 


same time of day.  I can vanpool to work at a dedicated time, but would have no way to get home 


without a reliable public transportation system 


fees; inconvenience of relying on others 


I DID use the vanpool program, but with transfers and PCS's, we did not have enough people to 


maintain it. 


I didn't look into it, as I got rides from other sailors before I was able to get my car.  Otherwise, it 


didn't seem to stop at my place anyways, and the hours didn't meet up with my work schedule. 


I don't have to many military service members or Gov Civ that's stay near me. 


I don't work traditional hours.  Also, I would not be comfortable during COVID. 


I live in Doral but commute to take son to Broward to school, once my lease is up I will commute 


and the vanpool may be an option 


I work 12-hour days 


it restricts your ability to run errands/natural lifestyle. completely inefficient 
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not convenient. Does not adapt to hours of work. 


Not feasible to get a route to where I live. 


schedule of work 


Shift work hours. 


there are no pickup stations near my home. 


Times available and location to where we have to meet up 


to safe on gas and less dangerous 


Work schedule does not support vanpool hours 


Work schedule varies 


Availability during my work schedule and pick-up locations 


Cause I like to come and go as I please 


Convenience of pickup/drop off time and locations 


covid 


I do not want to be dependent on anyone else to get to work on time. 


I like my personal space. Social Distance 


I need the flexibility to arrive early and stay later in the office in support of my mission. 


Inconvenient pickup and departure times. Not available in my area. 


Live too far away. 


My 3 children won’t fit in the equation as they go to 3 different facilities 


My hours are not compatible.  I arrive at 0530 and depart at 1830. 


no info on it out there 


Not on the same schedule.  Inconvenient having to wait for others if I were in the same schedule. 


Price and/or  availability 


Rigid scheduling times; not available in my area 


school children age. 


The van pool is not accessible for most workers due to the inflexibility of departure and arrival 


times at work.  Most here are run by civilians who focus on 8-hour days, putting them out of reach 


for less predictable military members hours. 


The vanpool program cannot drop me off early enough to work out here at the command and work. 


The VANPOOL program means you have to accommodate to their schedule through your entire 


day. Someone with a family and kids it can be difficult to do so. 


There are no vanpools that I know of operating during COVID. 
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They have strict hours, only really benefits civilians that can get paid overtime if they stay longer 


then allotted hours. 


With my current job there is no way my leadership will release me to meet the departure time for 


the vanpool. 


work long hours 


Work schedule for my shop is unpredictable and exceptions are not made because you are using 


the vanpool 


 


APPENDIX 1-39 
39. (U) What would be your most important recommendation to improve Quality of 


Life (QOL)? 


Response Count 


Increase BAH 5 


N/A 4 


Cola 3 


None 3 


Increase BAH. 2 


Toll relief. 2 


Commissary 2 


a commissary 2 


Housing 2 


Toll relief 2 


- Toll reimbursement 


- More options for female junior enlisted for housing 


- Grocery allowances 


A commissary would be great since the costs and quality of the local markets vary wildly 


Be able to comfortably afford to rent an actual house with a small yard instead of feeling trapped 


in an apartment.  Especially during this pandemic.  Was not fun being stuck in an apartment which 


takes up most of my BAH. 


COLA, higher BAH, 


Expanded PX/Commissary size/selection.  Not quite as big as Patrick/MacDill AFB services, but 


something like the NEX by the airport in Orlando. 
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Hosing for military near the Headquarters. 


housing and increased BAH 


More BAH 


More BAH and/or issue COLA 


Offer government housing.  If not able, to relieve financial stress from high rents and insurance 


aside from other expenses, please raise the BAH or add COLA. 


Provide sunpass vouchers up to $50 a month to those who commute. After a while, just coming to 


work is an expense. 


reevaluate service members allowances (BAH/BAS/COLA) that is commensurate with the 


extremely high cost of living in South Florida especially for junior enlisted members. 


To have a robust housing program with leased housing available for Military and Civilian 


personnel. 


We need COLA for the sheer cost of food and other necessities to live in the city of Miami. 


Add COLA to cover transportation costs (tolls, sunpass), additional auto insurance costs, grocery 


costs (currently 25% higher with no exchange), increased utilities (which push housing costs well 


beyond BHA).  In total, we spend $1000 beyond BHA (including tools, utilities, additional grocery 


expenses, and auto insurance/tolls) when compared to previous duty station which had commissary 


/ exchange and where we lived in military housing. 


Affordable housing near the command. 


Being very pro-active in seeing which apartment complexes or any other housing area offer 


discounts or lower costs for military. 


Best QOL for the military 


Better compendium of resources and guidance so you don't have to spend three months before 


PCSing trying to find out information. 


Commissary access 


Compensate the SM for tolls and assist with a rental subsidy for E7 and below. 


First, access to a local commissary would help tremendously. Or implement a COLA adjustment to 


offset the cost of local groceries. Also, reimbursement of tolls to commute to and from work, 


similar to the program in Washington DC, would make a big difference. 


Free tolls for military or highly reduced tolls. Also, increased BAH costs. This is why we decided 


to live so far away so that BAH would cover our rent. 


Government housing near SOUTHCOM that is geared towards families. 
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Have a program that provides activities for single service members (due to COVID, I know this is 


not feasible at this time). 


Help with initial fees or costs of living when arriving. Even when living in Government housing 


there is still money spent out of pocket on kitchen ware, a shower curtain, and bedding. This all 


has to be bought out in town as there is no NEX/Commissary. 


improve the BAH rate and provide service members with toll relief. the Miami area is already 


expensive as it is and those who are not senior Officers/NCOs feel the most of it. 


Include COLA, as the price for grocery items is above anywhere else I've lived, especially without 


a commissary to compensate. 


Increase BAH because rent/mortgage is really expensive here. Also, COLA to offset the price for 


groceries, haircut, etc. that are cheaper in other states or area due to the fact there is no base 


provide any of those services with a cheaper price where the command is located. 


Increase cost of living allowance for those assigned to SOUTHCOM 


increasing the locality pay as Miami is a very expensive location yet the locality pay for civilians is 


less than that of D.C when cost of living is just as high if not higher. 


minimize tolls, we have low ranking members that live far out due to prices and with housing 


prices so high and numerous tolls at a minimum we could reduce or preferably eliminate tolls. 


More money for BAH and groceries. Miami is very expensive. 


Our junior servicemembers are forced into apartment complexes which do not meet the safety 


standards outlined by USAG-M, yet these servicemembers are not allowed to have a personal 


weapon on premises because the apartments are considered "barracks". This is unacceptable. Our 


juniors have experienced theft/burglary firsthand, witnessed violence in the complexes, and lack a 


reasonable expectation of safety. To my knowledge, these complexes have not addressed their 


deficiencies. Perhaps they feel the contracts are secure. A few options: (1) dissolve this "barracks" 


program and make AER move-in loans available to juniors (2) allow all junior servicemembers to 


vacate the "barracks" and receive BAH after a 3 or 6 month lease (3) terminate these contracts 


and establish a new agreement with complexes that meet USAG-M standards, moving the residents 


to new places in an expedient timeframe. 


Overall cost of living is too high for this area. Not sure how to address that. 


Provide financial relief. 


Re-Open the SOUTHCOM gym facilities. 
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Restart COLA or raise BAH to match the rising cost of living in South Florida combined with the 


fact that military PXs aren't available here. It seems actual cost of living is not accurately captured 


as it stands today. 


Something in the housing front and full exchange and commissary. Mess hall if you can get it 


Sunpass assistance. 


Toll allowance. 


Toll financial assistance, pet fee, rent and admin fees assistance 


A CONUS COLA needs to be implemented ASAP. Purchasing power in Omaha, NE or Memphis, 


TN is much greater than it is in South FL or San Diego, CA, especially here since many things are 


pay for convenience. 


Focus on discount programs from local service providers... getting them and then communicating 


them to the population. 


For a family, the cost of living is significantly higher than other installations that offer the 


commissary and/or BX 


Get reimbursement for tolls 


Higher BAH and BAS. 


Higher BAH would assist, but overall quality of life is very good. 


Increase BAH or provide Toll coverage 


Increase in pay, build a commissary, military housing, and a BX. 


Increase pay for housing. 


More RV parks 


more vanpools 


Number one - Commissary The cost of food here is high and one of the biggest family expenses.  


Second is housing. 


Pay Raise to match cost of living 


Provide a large enough overhang at the entrances so you don't get soaked going into the HQ 


(while closing your umbrella) 


Provide more inventory in Exchange. 


Raised the cost for living for Miami-Dade and provide cheaper alternative to home/rent prices. 


Reducing financial hardships, specifically rent/lease costs, is the most important factor that would 


improve QOL. 


reimburse tolls 


sunpass refund 
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Take into consideration the number of families that live in Broward county when QOL discussions 


take place. 


The cost of housing and tolls are the primary QoL issues that SOUTHCOM can work to positively 


affect. 


The inly recommendation that I will make is to allow flexible hours to mitigate time lost in heavy 


traffic. 


Toll relief for all USSOUTHCOM personnel. I would recommend a similar program as "95 


Express Bus". 


Travel distance and security. 


AAFES store/housing opportunity. 


Adjust COLA and Locality Pay to better align with the actual cost of living here, which is closer to 


DC cost. 


allow people to move out on request and COLA because Miami is expensive, my bas only pays for 


about 1/2 of my monthly food. 


Bring back COLA to cover the tolls and stop further BAH cuts as the price of homes and rent 


continues to rise.  Does the government forget where we are at! 


COLA and compensation for the additional expenses we incur living in South Florida.  This is the 


most expensive duty station I have had and we do not receive any compensation for the out of 


pocket additional expenses.  There are no commissaries where we are.  Co-pays for family doctor 


visits, prescriptions, Tolls, groceries, auto insurance, etc. all add up to significant monthly 


additional costs. 


COLA and Toll relieve.  


we don’t have a commissary or exchange and we are still paying normal economy prices with no 


subsidize. tolls are increasing and no assistance is provided. 


Don't worry about longer commutes, although I know that is an issue with some people. Pre-


Corona traffic for me was approximately an hour and that blows people minds. But I worked in DC 


for 30 years, so it basically is what I faced every single day of my working life. 


Either provide housing or increase BAH. 


Eliminate commute burden and time in traffic by creating government housing. 


Finances and generic service member finance and personnel needs. Something like a COLA and a 


standing agreement with the local finance and personnel offices for detached service members. 


Get rid of or reduce tolls, or have toll holidays.  Increase flex time to avoid peak commute hours 


Include COLA & increase BAH 
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Increase BAH or do away with tolls. 


Increase BAH, and bring back Conus Cola for the Miami-Dade Area 


increase BAH, commissary, Exchange 


Increase BAH, housing options in this area are poor as cost of living is so high. With housing costs 


so high it impacts all other areas in QoL. 


Medical Care 


swimming pool 


Toll reimbursement 


A larger store with groceries and uniform items for all branches,  toll relief for people who need it, 


help founding spouses a job, extra cost of living pay, and possibly and on base MWR facility. 


Better communication to service member. More BAH or COLA help with the expenses we incur by 


living in a such a costly area. 


Build a commissary and exchange.  Stop making USAG-Miami use archaic security measures that 


control access to normal military members and their spouses (i.e., badging process that takes 


several hours just to get into the building for a meeting).  More importantly, work on mission 


reduction and start cutting the budget.  The old mindset of budgetary expansion in order to prove 


that your command is more important is outdated and doesn't reflect the current fiscal environment 


we live in.  Especially since the amount of money spent on payroll and PCS orders to SOUTHCOM 


alone could probably pay for most (if not all) quality of life improvements.  Combine SOUTHCOM 


with NORTHCOM and call it a day. 


COLA (cost of living allowance)! 


commissary 


Cost of living such as shopping at groceries stores. It almost feels like the current BAS we receive 


is not enough. 


Council meetings should be recorded and available for employee viewing, so as to provide 


information to all employees and channel suggestions/feedback loop to council via representatives. 


This will increase employee participation and feedback and make suggestions timely and relevant 


for each quarterly meeting. 


Fair treatment of all persons regardless of race, sex, gender, or ethnic background. 


Financial assistance with housing and cost of living. 


Have more housing available for the military. 


Housing and COLA 


Increase BAH to cover all housing expenses. 
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Increase BAH to meet the local market and reduce the high move in expenses. 


Increase BAH, provide CONUS COLA (now an option, as I have had it in California), and provide 


better childcare (currently more than 12-month wait at CDC). 


Increase to the BAH or COLA 


issues being addressed within a timely manner 


No Tolls and a Commissary. 


Provide some kind of COLA to offset the cost of living.  Unlike other high cost areas, like San 


Diego, we don't have access to an exchange or a commissary that most people do near a base.  


There is also almost no way to avoid paying tolls when traveling to and from work.  The reason for 


living where I do, BAH doesn't cover what I need to live anywhere near the base.  The area around 


the base is so high that many military personnel can't afford to live near base unlike other areas. 


Raise BAH, offer COLA to offset tolls and increased cost of living for MIAMI 


Tool relief 


We need an Exchange and Commissary in this area.  The nearest Exchange and Commissary 


option is over 2.5 hours from here. 


Add mil housing, no first term service members, provide adequate pay to compensate appropriately 


(BAS, BAH, tolls, mileage, etc.) 


affordable housing for military, veterans. competitive housing supportive of VA loans for Military 


and Veterans. 


Base housing 


Bring in AAFES sometime.  Could they bring in a case lot sale on a truck from Patrick and hold it 


in the parking lot? 


Cost of living in every aspect possible. However, if you just say brought a commissary or AAFES 


near the garrison my family and I wouldn't make the drive very often to go shopping due to the 


distance to the garrison.  


 


I think anyway that cost of living can be lowered would be great but the first step should be 


housing and without a Doral centered housing fix first I wouldn't bring in a commissary or AAFES. 


Get BAH raised and provide COLA considering the is no commissary 


I would say that it would be best just to prepare future arrivals as soon as physically possible for 


the considerable financial differences/issues that service members can run into here. The cost of 


living is drastically different compared to the majority of other locations that service members are 


likely coming from, and can have great negative effects if they are not fully prepared. 
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Implement COLA and establish a barracks. Junior sailors arrive monthly (sometimes as last-


minute orders modifications coming from basic training), and without forewarning, we cannot 


guarantee they will have a place to sleep when they arrive. Additionally, they may not have even 


been in the service long enough to have been paid over $6,000 in entry fees to an apartment. 


Increase in locality pay for civilians to afford housing nearby SOUTHCOM and not be forced to 


move more than 30 miles away. 


Let us take these masks off 


Military housing that civilians can utilize as well. 


More base facilities. Ideally a larger shopette, a commissary, base exchange. The (usually) 


affordable items and products that were to be sold here would help in service members save some 


money, And it would give a COCOM HQ the feeling of being an actual "base." 


Move SOUTHCOM to Patrick AFB so this is moot point. 


Move USSOUTHCOM to NORTHCOM and combine the two commands. 


Provide military housing options with access to a commissary. 


Providing adequate housing for families 


Reduce rental costs & fees or provide COLA. 


Reevaluate both BAH and CONUS COLA rates for South Florida. 


Add an actual PX down here. at the bare minimum we can get rid of the liquor bottles and 


incorporate a military alteration center or even the sale of Military Uniforms 


An increase in BAH!! 


Available therefore affordable military housing for our military members and their families. 


BAH rates need to increase, my current landlord agreed to drop our rent to the BAH maximum 


only because he preferred having military renters. He was renting this property for more money 


before. 


Base housing, get rid of tolls, and reduce the upfront cost for rental properties. 


Better housing options for us and advocacy for fair housing practices for military and civilians - 


especially in Doral. 


Commissary, Exchanges in the area 


Costs. 


Establish a commissary 


Free tolls for military members, higher BAH, and maybe increase on BAS for enlisted 


here in South Florida (although a great place to live) is the cost of housing and food in South 


Florida, it is very high for Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, Marines.  Cost of living (housing and 
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commuting, specifically) There needs to be a BAH increase for the military, additional LMS for 


junior civilians and an LMS increase overall to be more in line with the actual costs. Military (and 


retired/veterans) need access to AAFES and commissary. 


Higher BAH for uniformed members, and a recommendation to adjust locality pay for GS 


employees. 


Holding a more deliberate and relatively consistent work schedule/Battle Rhythm rather than 


going crisis to crisis. 


housing close to work 


If live outside city/certain radius, then to reimburse basic toll costs or some travel expenses. 


My QOL is just fine, but for more Jr. MIL Personnel having Govt housing would be very helpful 


and for CIV personnel help with waiving deposits should help. 


Provide Toll relief. 


Set up some more vanpools in the Coral Gables/Brickell areas. Also, maybe less misogynistic 


atmosphere at work. That would be so nice. 


Toll Roads waived for military personnel, similar personnel, and their families. 


We need COLA, better military housing opportunities and definitely a commissary. 


better housing department understanding of local policy and understanding and ability to 


protect/inform service and civilian members of what is going on in the local Miami/surrounding 


area 


Command/family groups could offer pet services like walking/day care. Also, lease/rental 


agreements with apartments/property managers to cut down on upfront fees/rent would be 


amazing! 


Enhanced, low-cost childcare options for those with small children 


Exchange or fishing in the canals on base 


Finding ways to make it more affordable for more Garrison personnel to live closer to post 


(COLA?). I would guess the cost of living in Doral overshadows the convenience of proximity for 


most. Unfortunately, housing generally gets cheaper the farther away from post, which means that 


members are forced to extend their workday (commuting), spending more time and money in traffic 


exposing themselves to hazardous Florida drivers. 


Get the housing right 


Government housing and available healthcare.  Additional BAH or COLA if government housing is 


not available. 
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Have more affordable housing options in close proximity to USAG-M. Also, I recommend a Cost of 


Living Allowance for this area. Costs in the area are high for basic necessities therefore CONUS 


COLA should really be looked at as an option to take care of service members and their families.. 


Housing, commissary 


increase BAH/COLA and to improve the tickets and tours office as the discounts don't compete 


with Stubhub or other platforms. 


Look after E-6 and below. 


Lunch stipend. Events outside of work. 


More advertisement and availability of the vanpool program as well as something to balance the 


amount of tolls service members incur for trying to get to work in an efficient, timely and safe 


manner. 


My most important recommendation would be to provide safer housing for junior personnel or 


authorize BAH for E-5s as the current government provided housing is not safe. My roommate was 


sexually harassed, people's personal belongings have been vandalized and stolen, and someone 


was murdered/shot by my apartment complex pool. 


Olympic-sized pool. 


Relief of upfront moving in costs and/or toll relief 


Safety 


SC has some great events in the 2006-2009 timeframe that took advantage of living in Miami.  


ADM Stavridis ensured the command had a good time about once every six months or so.  Not just 


a gathering in the gym. 


A robust Military Treatment Facility instead of having to get referrals for nearly everything 


medical. 


Affordable housing costs in Doral 


Allow contractors to use the van Pool. 


BAH, COLA 


better BAH rates and refund on tolls 


Bring back COLA for military members. 


Build housing in the cow pasture across the street as well as a large commissary and exchange 


COLA to better offset living expenses in this area 


COLA. The financial situation here is *rough* for all junior enlisted folks, especially those with 


families. 


Commissary Services 
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Housing options for military members. 


I understand that a Commissary is based on mil population as the business would need to be 


sustainable.  However, if we cannot get a commissary, then we should absolutely get COLA to 


offset the cost.  The commissary. on average will save about 30% of the cost of groceries. For a 


family of 4--next to the high cost of housing, our food/household expenses are the highest.  It has 


forced me to reduce my contribution to my TSP. 


Improve the barracks situation. We were promised BAH when we promoted to E-5, and then 


suddenly it isn't an option anymore. Majority of the gov housing is filled with lower enlisted, with 


the acceptance of a few E-5's. 


Increase BAH or implement COLA 


less traffic stress 


more money for groceries would make a big difference. eating healthy cost a lot more than eating 


cheap, unhealthy food and sometimes that can be difficult to maintain with the money given. 


Move the HQs north 30 miles 


No tolls for active duty, and to provide Loans to cover the upfront charges families can incur when 


moving into a new place when arriving on PCS orders. 


Pay Soldiers more or place us in areas that are affordable for Warfighter of all ranks. Also, look 


into Fort Hood Army Base because something needs to be done about the amount of Soldier that 


are constantly coming up missing in that area. That community that surrounds that base is a 


horrible one and Soldiers should not be surrounded by such. 


Provide COLA to offset the cost of not having a commissary/AAFES 


Providing housing for SMs. Miami is expensive and renting locally can put SMs in a bind. Provide 


a Commissary where SMs, Retires, Veterans, etc. can take advantage and save money. 


There needs to be a military specific QOL infrastructure in place.  Such QOL items would be 


commissary, exchange which supports all branches (I'm navy and my only avenue to conveniently 


purchase uniform items is online), and housing.  Even if these things were located closer to Doral 


than Homestead (about a 30-minute drive from one another), that would be better. 


This assignment should be strictly for mature E6s and above. I've talked to far too many E5s and 


below who live paycheck to paycheck down here because of the high cost of living. 


Toll exemption or discount. 


Tollway compensation, military housing or increased BAH. 


1) Move to HPCON A 


2) Toll relief and relief of rental deposits 
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A BX/PX and commissary. 


A monthly allowance for tolls would be great. Build the Homestead base back up so we can use 


more services that are Military oriented 


Alternate work schedule for all personnel. 


COLA increase 


COLA.  The cost of living is obscene in this area.  Groceries, car insurance, renter's insurance are 


all dramatically more expensive than other areas, even as compared to Washington DC. 


Create system for managing housing concerns and processes within the command. 


Expanded PX offerings or partnerships with local entities 


Get rid of all traffic. 


Give Soldiers relief from 3 months’ rent up front that was the most stressful part of moving to 


Miami. 


Higher BAH. 


I don't think you can do much about the things I would most like to change -- COVID, 


heat/humidity, traffic! 


improved social connections for AD members (which could be had thru military housing) and 


improved support from local schools for military kids 


Increase locality pay or lower property taxes 


Increased BAH or providing housing would drastically increase QOL. 


Initially, relief of the 3-month rent requirement. 


Make is easier to find a place to live. In almost all cases in Miami you pay the first, last month rent 


plus security deposit. The application possess also is a pain with the HOA also having to approve 


your rental application. Finding a quality Real estate agent that both speaks English and Spanish. 


MORE BAH! COLA! The cost of living in Miami is horrendous 


Options for housing and a commissary would be helpful. 


Provide housing close to the installation as well as COLA. 


Providing a commissary for military personnel. Grocery expenses are high. Miami charges 10% to 


20% more than grocery stores found elsewhere. 


Raise base pays, BHA, BAS & COLA, this will improve overall quality of life for all personnel in 


this area 


toll pass 


Approve COLA for military members and increase BAH. 


Cola & increase of BAH due to cost of living rise/spike. 
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COLA for service members to assist with food purchase, gas, insurance 


Cost of Living Allowance (COLA) for Miami-Dade residents to offset tolls etc. 


Cost safety and proximity 


Housing allowance for all to include contractors 


Housing for junior troops. 


Housing options, 


I think QOL is good.  Traffic is the only problem 


increase BAH and toll relief 


Increase in Locality Pay 


Lower upfront cost of renting and lower alternatives for grocery shopping like a commissary. 


More lanes on toll and non-toll roads. An expansion of local mass transportation (monorail) from 


Broward to Miami areas. 


N/A. 


Provide a cost of living adjustment 


Raise housing allowance and COLA (cost of living allowance) 


some form of military housing or community contract or  increase BAH to reflect COL. 


Somehow reduce traffic or increase telecommute options/frequency 


the local area is racist to those that do not speak fluent Spanish. I know of other units of the same 


size, same floor, rented to another person that speaks Spanish for a lower cost; others could 


negotiate and I could not 


Toll Rebates 


Too many to list 


Address COLA, then housing.  COLA will immediately help offset the housing cost and help the 


junior military members faster than building a military community in an area that has been 


contested for over 20 years.  Miami-Dade is overcrowded and other counties like Broward and 


Kendall are becoming extremely expensive and un-affordable. 


alleviate toll charges 


COLA for sure. This is the second major metropolitan area we have lived in or near and we were 


shocked to learn that there was no COLA available. The amount of money we had to put forward 


just to move in was astronomical and will take several months to recoup. 


Cost of living adjustments, housing/property in South Florida is extremely expensive compared to 


the median salary range. 
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Expanding the shopette to include more uniform items (like a NEX), provide a commissary, 


military housing. 


Getting back to work and seeing everyone's masked up face again. 


Help with housing and overall cost of living in the South Florida area. 


Housing cost or BAH rates 


Housing for junior military 


Housing near base 


I think QOL is really good at SOUTHCOM.  SOUTHCOM has been one of my best assignments. 


Increase BAH and implement COLA 


Increase Housing allowance and Toll Allowance 


Increased BAH, CONUS COLA, Increased pay, deals on place to live other than government 


housing. on base military exchange and commissary, on post/ base gas station that is cheaper than 


surrounding area aka not taxed. 


Miami is a city like other big cities with many challenges but we need to learn to use our available 


resources and stay within our own means. Need vs Want is the key! 


more MWR/moral items. 


more options for toll relief, options for housing incentives to live closer to USAG-M 


Reflect cost for MIL and CIV, base pay. 


A transportation stipend for civilians and officers living outside of the barracks 


Additional pay to cover enormous rent and grocery costs. 


Focus on housing rates for military and civilian grade structure to allow a wage that improves 


access to reasonable housing. 


Having a COLA. 


Housing for lower enlisted personnel 


Housing, Toll relief and if possible a Commissary 


In every facet possible, the Command has to advocate as its #1 priority those cost-of-living 


compensations and implement them. Between rent-control/BAH rates, toll exemption, 


commissary/AAFES/Gas, medical/pharmacy services for dependents, adherence to vanpool (both 


using it and enforcing time hacks), there are many ways to support cost-of-living reductions. It is 


the ONLY way we can start enticing the best servicemen and women to WANT to serve here.  Most 


people that come here do it because they have to career-wise or previous ties to Miami area.  


Everyone should want to serve in SOUTHCOM.  NO ONE wants to serve in Miami. 
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Increase BAH and include a stipend for tolls. They charge you tolls everywhere in Miami. They 


add up quick. 


increase BAH by $1000 or offer significant tax breaks for being military living down here, support 


system is considerably lacking 


Lower cost rent, have a fully stock PX nearby to include gas purchase 


Lower the cost of living, or provide assistance. 


More AAFES services for army members. 


more BAH for rent 


NO TOLL FEES FOR MILITARY PERSONNEL; REMOVAL OF PAYING LAST MONTH'S RENT 


UPFRONT WHEN ATTAINING A DOMICILE 


Provide the SM in this area with COLA,  BAS-SUP or a higher BAH to assist with the cost of 


living.  We are not provided the same amenities as other SMs who live on or near a base i.e.. 


commissary, PX, and gas stations.  We are forces to live on the economy with no additional 


assistance! 


Raise the BAH for the area 


Real AAFES or a commissary and gas station. 


Reduce upfront costs to rent through rental agreements. 


The overall QOL is good here.  I would recommend more trips for younger personnel (ITT type 


events, for singles, etc...) looking at COLA rate (to include tax benefits for CIV and MIL) and toll 


forgiveness, along with expanded van pool efforts. 


The reality of a USSOUTHCOM assignment is the necessity to travel via toll roads throughout the 


greater Miami-Dade County area.  This is an expense (in addition to gas) that can be substantial 


and must be budgeted.  Having some sort of "USSOUTHCOM Sunpass" that would exempt ONE 


vehicle in a household from tolls would be a significant and substantial financial benefit to the 


majority of personnel assigned to USSOUTHCOM HQ. 


There is no commissary support or military service station support to help offset the cost of 


groceries and gas, and because the garrison was only built as an office space there are no usual 


military facilities for recreation for the family. The nearest MWR with rental equipment is/was 


Homestead Reserve AFB which does not do much good to support the military community due to 


the distance from where people live. These things are not even considered in the BHA or VHA for 


this area. 


Toll reimbursement would be a great way to assist. 
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Viable housing with adequate security or increased BAH to cover the housing rates in the area.  


Every military base I have been stationed at prior, the BAH for all ranks at the married with 


dependent rate covered the full amount of a single-family home that would suit most families of 3 


within a 15-minute drive of the gate. USAG-M BAH rates would require members to pay out of 


pocket to cover the rental price and expend thousands of dollars to cover the initial move in fees. 


A lot of people doing the exact same job at USSOUTHCOM and some do little to no work. Some 


directorates have more contractors than anything else., which is very expensive for the 


government. These slots could be filled by reservists instead and thus making it more affordable. 


Additionally, reservist could assist with a lot more duties as opposed to all the stipulations and 


rules tied to contracts. 


Additional money to help with tolls. 


COLA for all people assigned to USSOUTHCOM. 


COLA like they have in Hawaii. This location is just as expensive 


COLA! Please survey supermarkets in Doral. Prices of groceries are outrageous. Even frozen food 


is like 20% more. There is not alternative, such as a Commissary. 


Cost of living allowance 


create military housing in the area 


Flexible, viable, enduring telework scheme. 


Four-day work weeks 


Gov Housing 


Improving deals for junior service members, especially if they are single. Find a contract with an 


apartment complex and give the personnel an option 


Increase BAH to better align with the housing market and the cost of living in the Miami area. 


Increase BAH, provide Sun-pass toll relief, and provide COLA. Provide more MWR options for 


maritime activities and boat rentals. 


INCREASE HOUSING ALLOWANCE, START CONUS COLA 


Increase the BAH back up to where it was before.  Look at bumping it up more because the 


housing market continue to get more expensive here in South Florida.  Take into consideration toll 


relief.  People who look to afford bigger homes for larger families tend to live further out due to 


price; however, pay more on gas, tolls.  Auto insurance is a factor that never gets brought up; 


however, leaders should be aware that this is another expense that increases when moving here. 


Maintain telework when possible. 
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N/A for me but those that live in Broward County I would say that allowing their commute time to 


be part of their workday.  If it takes you 30 minutes to get to work and 30 to get home then you 


work in office for 7 hours and 1 hour of commute time. 


Plug those in the Doral Area to activities hosted nearby... For example Drive-In movie, Back to 


school events, sports tournaments for kids, etc. 


Reimburse tolls as they do to DC military 


relief from up front rental costs 


Simplest solution would be higher BAH or a COLA, Miami seems to be much more expensive than 


the government believes. This would allow for closer residences (we were priced out of living in 


Doral) thus shorter commutes/less tolls. 


The housing office and school liaison were not helpful at all.  We met with both and they provided 


absolutely no guidance.  Not sure what services they are supposed to provide, but we got nothing.  


In such a small community I would have expected a lot more.  We were the only customers in each 


of these offices that day.  They are not busy and should be able to provide superior service. 


Access to an actual PX and commissary. 


Affordable housing close to the garrison that meets my family requirements. 


Availability of housing and a commissary. 


Build base housing form military and increase locality pay for civilians. 


COLA or increase in BAH 


community housing., 


decrease the vanpool number of people required to 2 


Easing/reimbursing move-in expenses and tolls. 


Higher BAH rates to accommodate the expensive cost of living for South Florida. 


housing program that actually helps soldiers 


I believe that there should be some type of COLA for people stationed as USAG-M. It can be 


overwhelming trying to make it work at times.  It also is a little harder for spouses to obtain work 


as most places want people to be bilingual in Spanish.  Which creates the issue that you become a 


one income household expectantly.  COLA or BAH that makes sense.  With pricing of homes, some 


of the BAH levels do not provide a good living area, or you are forced to commute long distances 


to find affordable housing. Perhaps there could be a larger network of houses that the government 


could assist people with living though contracts with landlords as I have seen done overseas. 


Increase BAH or implement a 10-20% COLA. 


Increase BHA 
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Increased BAH or COLA to assist in living expenses 


Most important would be to add Miami to the COLA list and to increase the amount of BAH 


drastically. 


provide safe and close housing 


reduce sunpass cost 


Reduce the three months’ rent required for junior military to provide to rent a residence 


relief from Tolls 


rental deposit and toll relief. 


toll discount program, housing allowance pay increase 


Toll relief, access to a commissary on base, military clothing sales facility, a full hospital, 


pharmacy. Also for the BAH to cover local area housing costs 


A commissary/PX in the local area. 


A housing community of USSOUTHCOM employees in a good school district would provide a 


sense of normalcy, in an area where there is no base, commissary, or exchange. 


A SOUTHCOM field day (on a Friday) when the entire command comes together and do different 


activities, volleyball, softball, soccer mini-tournaments, fun-runs, BBQ. In Panama SOUTHCOM 


sponsored this event in Howard AFB at least once a year, all DoD units assigned to Panama 


participated. That event was definitely a morale booster. 


Add a commissary on base. Grocery stores in Miami charge 10% to 20% for the same product that 


you may find elsewhere. Budgeting for groceries has changed my overall budget. 


Add a Cost of Living Allowance, food and amenities in Miami are some of the highest in the 


country. Coming from Hawaii, I lost approx. $2k a month without a similar drop in costs of living 


Additional BAH/BAS or toll forgiveness 


affordable housing with short commutes 


Again, increase BAH and/or achieve COLA.  I moved from Washington DC and this location is 


surprisingly more expensive. 


An additional Cost of Living Stipend. Either dramatic increase in BAH or additional stipend such 


as COLA to offset the extreme cost of living in Miami. A Commissary and Medical Center 


Appropriate compensation to keep up with the cost of living.  Security is an expense when it's a 


main priority. 


bigger base with more amenities 


build or contract out west and with a direct path to USAG-M 
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CONUS COLA and BAH hike - the greater Zip code assessment of what BAH "should" be 


encompasses many areas that are unsafe, cheap, and where we would not want our Soldiers, 


Sailors, Maines, and Airmen living - forcing them to choose between living at greater distances 


from work or at greater expense to live securely. 


Cost of living allowance (COLA) to offset extreme out-of-pocket costs in the Miami area. 


Cost of living in Miami is extremely high. A reduction of the number of tools or lower rent would 


be great but I know there is note much the military can do about this aspect. 


Find a way to help brand new servicemembers when they get here.  Having to go buy basic 


necessities out of their own pocket the moment the arrive does not seem right to me.  They didn't 


get a choice to come here, and with being an E2 or an E3, they are not making that much to begin 


with, and some have bills from before they joined that they are still paying.  And then they aren't 


getting any help from their branch with moving here (as brand new servicemembers) if they do 


have some of this, and are still having to pay out of pocket to move here anyways. 


 


On another note, not being allowed to house personal firearms in the apartments provided for us is 


also frustrating.  Without another place to do so, we are essentially not allowed to own a firearm, 


and this area is not exactly the safest.  Especially considering that we are forced to house next to 


civilians that own firearms themselves.  A change to that policy is needed. 


Find some way to have housing available close to the Headquarters in order to avoid the traffic 


mayhem. 


I would recommend providing relocation assistance to incoming employees and toll reimbursement 


Increase BAH and bring back COLA. BAH was reduced from when I first got here and COLA was 


removed, but the cost of living and tolls have increased. BAH is not sufficient to support military 


members, especially young married members. 


Increase the quality of life amount 


More food options on base. 


More money to purchase a home in a better neighborhood or vouchers for private school 


No tolls. 


Reduce commute. 


Relief from tolls or receive COLA to cover the costs 


Subsidies or no interest loans to help with up front rental costs. 


Tolls 


waive the tolls 
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APPENDIX 1-40 
40. (U) Are there services you seek on post that are currently not available in USAG-


M? 


 


Response Count 


No 34 


commissary 19 


N/A 15 


No. 11 


Commissary. 7 


Yes 4 


Clothing and sales 4 


Yes. 3 


dental 3 


NA 3 


A commissary 2 


None. 2 


Commissary 2 


Not at this time. 2 


None 2 


Clothing Sales 2 


A better variety of fitness classes. Proper spin classes that don't charge money would be a start. 


A robust Military Treatment Facility. 


an actual AAFES that sells groceries would be a good start. 


Dental would be great.  Civilian dentist I went to was terrible, obviously looking to see how she 


could add to the bill since Tricare is so generous.  So will be going to a different one next time. 


Military clothing sales would be nice, but I don't know that we have enough folks here to make it 


profitable. 


More uniform items for Navy; More food options (subway, chick fil a, something besides one 


option). 
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MWR rentals, programs, trips, etc. Homestead ARB used to have an MWR that supported 


SOUTHCOM, I participated in at least one fishing trip, it was great. I don't know the status of that 


program, the problem with Homestead ARB is the distance for those of us that live up north. 


Navy related supplies like uniforms, pins, and ribbons. 


Uniform shop 


would shop at commissary/PX if available and eligible. 


Yes, exchange and commissary.  Homestead ARB has a gas station, but the fighter wing residing 


there is technically under NORTHCOM...so no improvements can occur without NORTHCOM's 


involvement. 


Yes. I would like to be able to shop at a commissary. 


actual screening process for realtors...Local cultural classes... I have been to many places in the 


United States and Overseas this is the only place I have experience 1. Cultural Shock (with in the 


US) 2. The Amount of corruption is worse than DC politicians. I think a class on this for new 


members would really help with the adjustment here... included the GOOD, the BAD, and The 


UGLY 


Commissary and clothing sales 


Commissary services and attraction ticket office. 


Commissary/grocery store. 


It will be great to have the Information Tickets and Tours office open again. 


Military Clothing Sales - I am a reservist 


Military uniforms. 


NEX/Commissary. For Navy, the closest NEX for any uniform items, etc. is anywhere from 3-5 


hours away. Food, gas, household supplies all have to be bought out in town and uniform items 


generally have to be ordered online or can require leave to be taken just to travel to a NEX. 


Options to buy uniforms, have to go to Patrick AFB to get viable options 


PX and Commissary 


The indoor gym has been closed for months, a cheaper grocery option would be nice and a more 


affordable healthy food option. 


Waiting for dry cleaners to re-open. 


Yes.  A comprehensive clothing and sales option for Army members. 


Access to an actual PX and commissary would be great. 


Clothing and Sales, Commissary/PX, Taco Bell 


Commissary and a PX / BX 
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Commissary services are standard and the space exists already for it. 


Commissary, because grocery stores are so expensive in the Miami-Dade and Broward Counties. 


Auto skill crafts center. Clothing/Uniform 


Commissary, fuel, vehicle maintenance 


Commissary, MWR ITT Office, and potentially many others.  Unsure what services will be offered 


after COVID-19 restrictions are lifted. 


Dry Cleaner (reasonably priced), Legal services for military (told that these were not currently 


available), Travel services, MWR (rentals for outdoor recreation equipment), Rental for tools and 


yard equipment, ITT Ticket Office for events, sports, parks 


Dependents medical treatment facility, dependent pharmacy, commissary, PX, gas station, physical 


therapy 


it would be nice to have a commissary and a px. but it would help if there was a COLA to offset 


some of the additional cost of living in the area 


ITT (ticketing office), clothing services. 


Larger exchange, gas, commissary 


Navy Federal Credit Union office, commissary 


not applicable 


Sure we'd love a commissary and gas station but that is not realistic for the size of this installation 


The fact that military uniforms items are not available on post is ridiculous. I'm not asking for 


every little thing everyday items (blouse, pants, covers, belts, etc.) should be available. I was told 


to drive to Homestead. Because that's exactly what I want to do on my time off from work, drive 50 


miles one way to purchase uniform items that should be available on post. 


we have no services on post, even before the china virus 


Yes,  Commissary!! The lack of a commissary really increases the cost of living--especially since 


there is no COLA to offset the high prices we have to pay for groceries. 


Yes, Medical.  It is also stressful to see specialists everywhere and having to guess if you will get a 


good one.  Tricare gives referrals and does not always assign providers nearby.  It is also a pain 


since we must fill out tons of paperwork at every civilian place we go to. 


Yes.  Commissary and bar.  A bar on base is a great and SAFE way to congregate as a work force.  


It has been a major reason why the multiple officer/chief's messes here at HQ haven't had the same 


relationship as a typical unit. 


A commissary would be nice, but I understand that DECA is trying to trim down. A place this small 


would not warrant such a move. Perhaps a deal could be struck with a chain like Winn Dixie or 
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Publix to offer all time sale prices to military members and retirees )or something to that effect. 


Otherwise, for a place this size, USAG-M offers quite a bit. 


A commissary/PX 


An actual Clothing and Sales store, even if operated two of three days a week verses the full six or 


seven. 


Anything that address single service member and mid to lower enlisted services 


Commissary & PX 


DENTAL SERVICES, BETTER MEDICAL, BIGGER EXCHANGE, BETTER RESTAURANTS ON 


BASE, A STARBUCKS 


Exchange / commissary shopping. 


Group getaways/retreats for singles and families, command sponsored events, outside of galas and 


balls. 


More uniform options. Gas station on post like they have down in homestead. 


No.  There is no Commissary.  There should be. 


PX, Commissary, Clothing & Sales, CIF, etc... 


Services are Army strong and not very helpful for those in other services.  Also, I believe that there 


maybe services that are on the base but just don't know about it as its not advertised enough or 


those in these positions are trying to hide from work.  The ID Card center is a joke with the hours 


of operation and they are closed on Fridays...for what?  Those on the installation should be 


priority, but not so if we have issues with our CAC cards we are sitting in the waiting area for 


hours or they just say they closed if its Friday. 


yea an NEX or uniform store 


Better PX, BX, NEX 


Clothing and Sales; Commissary 


Commissary, an education office ( I had to drive 3 hours to another base to take an AFOQT test), a 


gas station, a BX 


fitness pool 


more sponsored recreational activities (for both AD members alone and for families). More 


information on how to get involved with local community events to improve social connections 


Uniform shop, charging stations for phones, most importantly a direct bus line from post outward 


and inward, whether it be the Doral trolley or a county bus stop 


Uniform store.  Small selection now is mostly Army and AF.  Not much for Navy. 


We need a PX & clothing and sales 
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Affordable food/gas options 


Civilian dependent access or restrictions to the Gym is detrimental to QOL. While MIL dependents 


use/have a dependent ID the rest of US CIV personnel don’t and constantly have to go through 


screenings, and must accompany our family members. A local access card/id can easily fix the 


issue. 


Commissary, AAFES BE/PX 


Commissary, full PX 


full commissary, full medical for family members 


groceries/exchange/more option for lunch service. 


ICE Machines in building 


It would be nice to have a commissary and gas available on or near post. 


More uniform items. 


n/a not aware of any. 


PX 


There are services that neither offer, such as RV Camp use. If available, I wouldn't worry so much 


about having to settle for a home. Instead I could wait until the right home came available. 


Uniform items are not largely available to USMC 


A NEX and/or commissary is needed.  With the closest NEX being in Key West, which isn't even the 


greatest to begin with, and then next being in Jacksonville, it makes things difficult for all service 


members if they need uniforms and there isn't one within a reasonable distance.   Also, if brand 


new servicemembers are having to buy household goods right as they move here, having an option 


to buy them from somewhere that is tax-free would be a better option than going to Walmart or 


something. 


A commissary would be great, even if it's a small one. I understand the MWR ticketing office 


recently closed, and I was disappointed to hear that. I've used it 5 times in the past. We lack any 


established method for servicemembers to qualify with government firearms in order to maintain 


proficiency and remain competitive for career opportunities. This could be accomplished by 


funding a local reserve unit, going through a private range, etc. 


A military housing community would be the best option for families in terms of housing options, 


security, and family recreation. For instance, my children cannot play outside like they did at my 


previous duty stations thereby limiting their quality of life. 


AAFES store/housing opportunity. 


Base Gas station. 
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Beef prices at Commissary 


Commissary, BX, and Food court. 


commissary, clothing, and sales, and a bigger PX 


Commissary/Full Base Exchange 


I am new and am unaware of such services. 


I believe USSOUTHCOM provides some moral events, but not many. 


RV/trailer lot, More uniform items in the shoppette (ribbons, devices) 


Training pool that provides both deep open area and lane swimming. 


Yes, there is no commissary or uniform shop. 


Allow civilians to receive COVID-19 testing proactively at the clinic 


Basic Dental Services 


Childcare stipend for those that can't use the CDC 


Clothing & sales. 


Commissary… pretty please!!!  Interaction with the local community.  SC is like an island in 


Doral.  Take advantage of being in Miami.  Bring SC/USAG-M command-wide events out on the 


economy in cool places once COVID-19 permits. 


Commissary and AAFES. 


It would be nice if once base housing is constructed, to maybe convert part of the giant parking lot 


on USAG-M be rezoned for an AAFES gas station. 


Military Chow Hall, BX/PX (not a Shoppette), and Military Clothing Sales. 


Navy College 


Not all. 


PX, commissary, and more variety of restaurant for breakfast and lunch on the base. 


RV camping and PX/BX 


Tailor; Commissary 


The cost of groceries is really high in the Miami area. Coupled with high housing costs, utilities 


rates, and toll fees, this is the most expensive area I've ever been assigned to in my 19+ year 


career and I can imagine it is difficult for many military members. Access to a commissary would 


make a big difference for many families assigned to SOUTHCOM. 


the Information Ticket and Travel center was permanently shut down. Now if I want discount 


tickets, I have to travel 3+ hours up to Tampa or Orlando to buy my tickets. It is a huge hassle. 


US Navy rank tabs or basic ribbons in the store. Every other branch has their specific ones, except 


Navy. 
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Yes, a commissary 


Yes, a commissary and ITT ticket office 


Yes, Commissary, Full Medical Clinic - Only one doctor in USAG-M (referral timelines take too 


long) 


A commissary and a PX 


A larger AAFES would be nice as well as a better dining option than what is currently here 


All services are available at USAG-M 


An actual exchange, commissary, more housing assistance for all branches.  This is a joint 


command but everything at the garrison is geared towards army.  If you go as a non-army member, 


many times you will get the answer they don't know because you’re not army. 


good food that is reasonably priced 


Military Clothing store. Nearest place for some Branches is at least 45-minute drive, even with a 


toll road. Some Branches have to drive at least 3 hours to get to uniform supplies from their 


service. 


No uniform services for navy and still haven't been able to get my advanced motorcycle rider 


certification through the command after 16 months. 


No. Commissary and Enlisted Club. 


See item 39. 


UNIFORMS, UNIFORMS, UNIFORMS. We have the weakest and least stocked/available uniform 


shop I've seen in 6 bases. 


A more robust AAFES area with a variety of eating choices. 


A pool. Would highly recommend access to a pool. 


Access to a commissary would be phenomenal. 


COLA 


Commissary, Large Base Exchange, and more Food Court choices. 


Commissary, PX 


Commissary.  Food costs are rather significant here in Miami. 


Gas station 


indoor gym 


NO, none of the service I seek or need are available on post. 


None that I can think of 


Pet Care / boarding / daycare 
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service specific personnel/admin support i.e. Finance office 


all personnel services-COVID shut it down 


Yes, see comment 39 


Yes, the food at USAG-M is horrible and overpriced.  I will pay the prices for quality food but the 


food at USAG-M is unacceptable. 


A decent  Exchange and Commissary. 


Additional AAFES space for uniform purchases 


An actual Exchange would be helpful. 


An exchange, uniform store, more barbers.  A mini NEX is not enough. 


Besides Post Exchange-fuel-clothing and sales-more options for food court (use that term loosely) 


BETTER FOOD. NEITHER AAFES NOR 305 PATROL SERVE GOOD FOOD 


Commissary / large exchange with uniform items 


Commissary and BX, MWR with rental equipment, auto care, gas station, movie 


theater/recreational facilities. 


Customary privileges available on most military installations, such as, commissary, exchange, gas, 


youth services, additional MWR (auto shop, arts & craft center, etc.). 


Hobby shop. 


I heard a rumor the ticket/MWR team was not going to be at USAG-M.  I have not used them here 


because of COVID, but if true that is a great service. 


Military Clothing Sales 


No clothing and sales, alterations are shipped off post, no commissary 


Olympic-sized pool that could be used 24/7 (for those who are on shift work). 100% shade 


coverage of all walkways. 


PX/Commissary type services 


PX's/gas 


There is no commissary. 


Yes - there is very minimal shopping and food availability. 


Yes the Commissary, PX, youth services, and Gas stations. 


Yes, a commissary, a NEX for us Navy people, not having a way to acquire the essentials such a 


uniforms and food items that don't cost you outrages prices is a little saddening. 


Yes. A uniform shop; nearest Navy Exchange is Key West, which is roughly 3 hours away. A 


commissary would also be appreciated. 


A more expanded shop (a few, basic uniform items for service members) 
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Commissary and exchange services. Food prices in town are high and there is no place nearby to 


purchase fitted uniforms. If I need new pants, I have to drive five hours to Jacksonville (or wait 


until I visit family in D.C. to purchase uniform items that cannot be properly obtained online). 


Commissary services. 


Dental & Commissary 


Gas station and uniform shop for Navy uniforms, closest one is in Tampa. 


Hospital with more services, finance, clothing sales 


YES! 


Yes, uniform items. I have to order them online or drive 4 hours or so to the nearest NEX to do so. 


A commissary would greatly improve our ability to shop at lower rates and likely get the items we 


need at more reasonable prices like dogfood for instance. An active barber and Alterations shop 


would also provide a much-needed service for service members. 


A larger size PX with greater variety of products to include everything from food items to clothing 


and household goods. 


Air Force FINANCE 


Civilian access to services such as clinic, housing, financial workshops 


Clothing sales. 


Commissary, Clothing and sales, dental and other medical services not available in the clinic . 


Commissary, Dental clinic, Full PX 


Expanded exchange/shop. 


Healthcare for military retirees. 


ITT tickets, gear locker, commissary 


Money for tolls 


MWR/ITR Office; substantial aafes PX/BX 


NO - no post office, no commissary, no uniform sales, no exchange 


No, need more medical services 


Not at the moment. 


recharge stations for electric cars 


Yes, CDC 


Yes, commissary 


Yes: Armed Forces Exchanges! If the decision is made to build housing near SC, perhaps, there 


might be space to build a Commissary... no that is not feasible, as number of personnel who work 
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here would not support its operations effectively. Scratch that!!! No, I think we have everything we 


need to efficiently take care of ourselves. 


Absolutely, I totally miss the access to a DECA Commissary, AAFES, and Military Clothing & 


Sales Store.  These resources would also potentially create job opportunities for our military 


spouses and family members accompanying their Service Member while assigned to SOUTHCOM. 


commissary on base, military clothing sales facility, a full hospital, pharmacy. 


Commissary services.  It would also be nice to have a central point to see what MWR services exist 


on nearby military bases from Central Florida down to Key West. 


Expand PX 


Full PX, commissary, gas, MTF for my family. 


Help with medical referrals. The current referral management is terrible. Trying to get Tricare and 


the crooks off post to schedule things for service member is very hard and very time consuming. 


I can get everything needed off-post or online easy enough. 


Laundry services. 


MWR rental services, and commissary 


None I can think of.  I am retired military, but have only used a few USAG-M services such as CAC 


card renewal. 


Uniform Shop - we have all branches of service and no ability to buy uniforms if needed.  It doesn't 


make sense to have to order online or go 4 hours away to get uniform items. 


Yes, these are not available. 


Yes, uniform 


yes.  


MWR, Counseling, College office, exchange, commissary, uniform shop, real dry cleaning, hobby 


shop, auto shop, everything a normal post/base would have. this installation is just a building with 


a gate around it. 


A post office. 


Commissary and base exchange. 


Commissary and Exchange 


commissary/AAFES 


Full exchange 


Laundry, Military Clothing and Sales 


MWR, commissary, uniform shop. 


Not Currently. 
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Supermarket would be of great value and could produce higher savings. 


There are NEVER any uniform items for the Navy. Last I checked, they still had blue digit pattern 


rank insignia hanging on their shelf. We wear green uniforms now. It's useless. We would have to 


order everything online that we need. Very inconvenient. 


USAG-M provides all the services I require except for two medical services - dental support and 


military flight physical support. 


Yes, a Commissary and BX would be fantastic as would healthcare for family members. 


a quality PX facility with a commissary and general shopping 


A small commissary would be nice, maybe akin to the size and product availability of ALDIs. 


Add more Primary Care doctors or PA's 


An open gym 


Commissary and swimming pool 


commissary, better uniform selection at PX 


Commissary, clothing and sales, Auto Skill Craft Center 


gas station and additional education services 


Mini-Exchange could be carrying uniform items for USMC not just USAF or USA.  No need for 


cloth but PX could make a lot of money if they carried simple items such as rank insignia, naval 


aviator wings, covers, and boots bands. 


Navy uniform items 


No ideas come to mind. 


Not at this time 


not that I can think of. 


Overall there is a good selection of services for the size and the garrison. 


PX (Patrick AFB is closest PX) , Commissary, Auto Skills, Pool, SATO Travel, Gas Station, 


Clothing Sales 


The services are NOT available at USAG-M. 


Yes, medical - dry needling via physical therapy; AAFES 


Yes, USN military uniform items like rank insignia, ribbons, etc. 


YES. COMMISSARY!!! 
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